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Run a process or a process step
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

System administrators can run a configured process from the process library and process log. Learn more
about launching business processes using methods, available to all Creatio users, in the “Run a business
process” article.

Run a business process from the [ Process library ] section
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Process library ].
3. Select a business process and click [ Run ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Running a process from the [ Process library ] section

Note. The [ Run process ] button is displayed for active processes only

This action will trigger the selected process.

Resume a process from the [ Process library ] section
You can resume any step in a process in the [ Process log ] section regardless of the process type.
To do this:
1. Open the system designer by clicking the
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2. Under [ Processes ], click [ Process log ].
3. Open a running business process (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 – Selecting a running process from the [ Process log ] section

4. On the [ Process elements ] detail, select a step that must be resumed and click the [ Run item ] button (Fig.
3).
Fig. 3 – Resuming a process from the [ Process log ] section

The page of the selected process step will open.

[Approval] case element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Approval ] case element ( ) is used for creating approvals, as well as for setting up approval-related
notifications.
Specify the approval parameters in the element’s setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Approval ] element properties
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Set up an object to approve
Fill out the following fields:
1. [ Approval purpose ] – default purpose is “Approval required.” The approval purpose is displayed on the
[ Approvals ] detail of the record being approved.
2. [ Approval section ] – the records of this section will be submitted for approval.

Note. The dropdown list contains sections where approval is enabled. Learn more: Work with
approvals.
3. [ Record Id ] – the record approved. This is a required field.

Set up the approver
Fill out the following fields:
1. [ Approver ] – select one of the options and fill out a field that opens:
“User” – specify the approver in the [ Employee ] field.
“Employee’s manager” – specify the employee whose manager will be assigned as the approver in the
[ Employee ] field. Creatio will submit the approval to the contact specified in the [ Manager ] profile on the
employee page.

Note. If the employee’s manager cannot be found, the approval will still be created, but the
[ Approver ] field in it will be empty. In this case, a system administrator user can use the [ Change
approver ] command in the actions menu of the [ Approvals ] detail to assign an approver.
“Roles” – specify the role the users with which can approve the record in the [ Role ] field.
2. [ Approval may be delegated ] – select the checkbox to allow the approver to forward the approval to another
employee.

Set up the approval notifications
Set up sending of email notifications for the employee who created the approval and the approver in the [ Send
email notification ] area.

Attention. Set up the mailbox for email notifications in the [ Mailbox for sending email with information on
approval ] system setting. Access the system setting in the Process Designer by clicking the
the [ Send email notification ] area.

button in

Note. Create email templates in the content designer, for the corresponding object. For example, to set up
a notifications for document approvals, create a template using the [ Approvals in section Document ]
object. The approval objects are created automatically when you select the [ Enable approval in section ]

© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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checkbox in the section wizard. If the lookup of the [ Enable approval in section ] does not contain the
template you need, click
in the right part of the field to add a new email template. Learn more: Create an
email template.

1. Select the [ Notify that approval is required ] checkbox to notify the approver. As a result, the approver user
will be notified whenever a record is submitted for approval. If you select “Role” in the [ Approver ] field, all
members of the corresponding role will receive a notification.
2. [ Email template ] – select a notification email template from the [ Email templates ] lookup.
3. Select the [ Notify about the approval result ] checkbox to notify the employee about the result of the
approval.
4. [ Recipient ] – specify who will receive the email notification: an email address, a contact, or an account. You
can enter the value in the [ Recipient ] field directly or map it using the parameter value menu. For example,
map the recipient to the [ Owner ] field of the record submitted for approval.
5. [ Email template ] – select a notification email template from the [ Email templates ] lookup.
6. [ Ignore errors on sending ] – select the checkbox to continue the case regardless of notification sending
errors. Otherwise the case will end with an error should a sending error occur.
7. [ When is the step performed? ] – indicates whether to activate element at the start of the stage or after a
case step. By default, the step is performed at the start of the stage. Select “After the previous step is
complete” if the [ Approval ] element must start after the previous step in the case stage. Specify the step in
the [ Perform after step ] field.

Note. Users can advance to the final “unsuccessful” stage from any stage without completing the
required steps.
8. [ Step type ] – specify if the step is required. Select “Required step” if the task must be completed to transition
to the next stage. If the approval is not required to perform to transition to the next stage, select “Optional
step.”
9. [ Change stage after element is completed ] – click [ Add condition ] and set up transitions based on the
approval results.
10.Select one of the available approval results in the [ If result ] column and specify the next stage in the [ Set
stage to ] the column.

What happens when the [Approval] element is activated
A new approval record is created. All approval information, such as the approver, approval result, comments,
etc. is displayed on the [ Approvals ] tab of the record that was submitted for approval. Learn more about the
[ Approvals ] tab: Work with approvals.
The first email notification is sent to the approver user or role when the approval record is created.
After the approver approves or denies the approval, another email notification is sent to the employee
specified in the [ Recipient ] field under the [ Notify about the approval result ] checkbox.

[Read data] process element
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Read data ] element (Fig. 1) obtains field values of the needed records from the database for later use
down the process flow.
Fig. 1 The [ Read data ] process element

Whenever a business process needs to work with the data from Creatio database, the corresponding field values
must be fetched (i.e., “read”). The fetched data is stored in the outgoing parameters of the [ Read data ]
element.
The [ Read data ] element can read data from any object, regardless of the access permissions of the user who
runs the process.
The element has four modes (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Selecting a mode for a [ Read data ] element

Read the first record in the selection
The [ Read data ] element obtains a list of records that match a filter, sorts it and reads field values of the first
record in the filtered and sorted list. For example, you can get the subject, type and assignee of a specific
activity.

Calculate function
The [ Read data ] element obtains a list of records that match a filter, and then calculates the specified function
(sum, average, minimum or maximum) by the values of a specific column for filtered records. For example, you
can calculate the duration of all activities of a specific user for a period. The following functions can be calculated:
Sum (numeric columns only) – the element calculates the sum in the specific columns of the records that
match the filter.
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Average (numeric columns only) – the element calculates the arithmetic mean of the values in the specified
column for the records that match the filter.
Minimum (date and numeric columns) – the element analyzes the records that match the filter and determines
the minimum value in the specified column.
Maximum (date and numeric columns) – the element analyzes the records that match the filter and determines
the maximum value in the specified column.
The function result is passed into the element’s outgoing parameter.

Calculate the number of records
The [ Read data ] element obtains a list of records that match a filter, then calculates the number of records in
the list and passes the result in its outgoing parameter. For example, you can calculate the number of accounts
assigned to a specific account manager. Additionally, this function is useful for determining whether specific
records exist at all, for example, whether a contact with certain name or phone number exists in the database.

Read collection of records
The [ Read data ] element obtains a list of records that match a filter, sorts it and reads field values of a set
number of records (e.g., first 50 records in the filtered and sorted list).
The data obtained from multiple records is passed to a special parameter of the “Collection” type. Collection
parameters contain nested parameters (Fig. 3), which represent columns in the collection of records. For
example, if you read names and job titles of all contacts from a specific account, the resulting collection
parameter will contain the nested parameters – “Full name” and “Job title”.
Fig. 3 An example of a collection parameter

An actual collection of records would look like this:
FULL NAME

JOB TITLE

BIRTH DATE

Jane Barber

Account manager

04/12/1991

Aaron Shepard

Sales manager

10/24/1985

Kate Smith

System administrator

12/05/1989

You can pass a collection of records to another parameter of a “collection” type. For example, you can pass a
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collection of records to a [ Call web-service ] element that has a collection in its request parameters. Additionally,
you can use the [ Script task ] element to process the parameters of the “collection” type. For example, you can
use script to parse the collections of records into separate records that can be passed to other process
elements.

Use examples
Information on how to use each of the modes is available below:
Read data from the record that triggered the process
Read the data of the record being processed
Read data from a record that matches certain criteria
Read the data of a record from another object
Calculate sum, minimum, maximum, and average of several records
Calculate the number of records that match a condition
Read data from multiple records (collection)

Studio Free registration and profile
PRODUCTS:

STUDIO FREE

You will need to create a user account before you begin designing and sharing business processes in Studio
Creatio, free edition. Once you have a user account, you can begin designing processes, collaborate with other
users on their processes, or invite them to your team.
There are two ways to create an account in Creatio studio free:
Receive an invitation. Your colleagues or associates may invite you to participate in their projects via an
invitation page in their organization account settings. Click the link in the invitation email to finish your
registration. As a result, you will join an organization account to collaborate on business process development.
Self-registration. You can complete the steps below to sign up for Studio Creatio, free edition, on your own.
As a result, you will become an administrator of a new organization account – a team that can collaborate on
business process development. In this case, you will be able to send invitations to join your team. Learn more
about collaboration in the “Collaborate in Studio Free” article. Self-registration is described below.

Attention. Make sure you have access to your registration email: you will need to use it for account
verification and password restoration purposes.

To sign up:
1. Go to the Studio Creatio, free edition, registration page.
2. Enter your email and password and click [ Sign up ].
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As a result, an email with a confirmation link will be sent to your mailbox.
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3. Check your registration mailbox and confirm your registration by clicking the [ Confirm email ] link in the email
from Studio Creatio.

As a result, you will be able to log in to Studio Creatio, free edition, using your credentials.
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Note. You can quickly sign up with your Google or Facebook account. If you register manually with your
Gmail, or email address used for your Facebook account, you will still be able to sign in quickly using the
corresponding Google/Facebook account.

Use events in a business process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use events for branching processes
To branch processes depending on an activated event, the [ Event-based gateway ] operator is used. Events
used for process branching are placed on the gateway outgoing flows (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Using the event-based gateway

Example. After creating a contract, you need to send it for approval. The execution of a business process
will depend on the approval results. Upon receiving the approval, the contract must be signed. If a contract
wasn't approved, it must be sent back for revision.

To create a contract, use the [ Open edit page ] element. Settings here are identical to the settings used when
creating a new document.
To send a contract for approval, you must use the [ Auto-generated page ] element. Working with the [ Read
data ] element is covered in the [ Auto-generated page ] process element article. After the contract has been
sent to approval, add the approval to the contract page. Use the [ Add data ] element to automatically add new
system records.
A schema with branching is displayed on Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 The contract approval process
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To build a process branching, the outgoing flow of each branch has to be activated depending on the result:
1. Place the [ Event-based gateway ] operator after the "Add approval" action and connect them with a sequence
flow.
2. Place the [ Wait for signal ] element after the gateway and connect them with a sequence flow.
3. Populate the [ Wait for signal ] element settings page if the contract has been approved (Fig. 3):
Fig. 3 Setting up the [ Wait for signal ] element for a contract to be approved
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4. In the [ Which type of signal is received? ] field, select “Object signal”.
5. Click the [ Record ID ] field to open the parameters window.
a. Select the [ Add approval ] element on the [ Process elements ] tab.
b. Double-click the [ Record ID ] parameter. The corresponding value will be added to the text field at the top
of the parameter value window.
6. Click [ Save ].
7. Specify the object to receive a signal from. For example, "Contract approval".
8. In the [ Which event should trigger the signal? ] field, set "Record modified".
9. Select the column whose event must activate the signal. For example, the "Status" column.
10.Specify the filter conditions that the modified record must meet. For the signal to activate after the approval
and the previously created contract page to open, the contract status has to be "Approved".
11.Place one more [ Wait for signal ] element after the gateway and connect them with a sequence flow. This
signal should activate when a contract has not been approved.
12.Populate the [ Wait for signal ] element setup area (Fig. 4): Settings are identical to the signal which is triggered
after obtaining an approval, however you must specify “Status=Negative” in the filtering criteria.
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 4 Setting up the [ Wait for signal ] element for a contract to be approved

13.Add the [ Open edit page ] element after the “Contract approved” and “Send for revision” elements. If a
contract has been approved, the previously created contract opens in which you must change the status to
"Approved". If a contract was rejected, the previously created contract page will open for revision.
14.Save the process.

Attention. The [ Event-based gateway ] operator requires the process to be published. All created
processes are checked during the publication.

Run a process automatically upon changes in Creatio
Business processes can start automatically, whenever a Creatio record is added, modified or deleted. To set up
such a process, use the [ Signal ] element as the process start event. More information is available in the [ Signal
] start event article.
For example, a customer onboarding process can start automatically, each time a new customer account is
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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added in Creatio.
1. To run a process automatically, based on changes in Creatio, add the [ Signal ] element as the process initial
event (Fig. 5) and populate the [ Signal ] element setup area (Fig. 6):
Fig. 5 A process with the [ Signal ] start event

Fig. 6 Configuring the [ Start ] signal parameters

a. In the [ Which type of signal is received? ] field, select “Object signal”.
b. In the [ Object ] field, select the object (section, detail or lookup), whose changes will automatically initiate
the process. For example, to run a process in response to changes in the [ Accounts ] section, select the
“Account” object.
c. In the [ Which event should trigger the signal? ] field, select the type of event (adding, editing or deleting a
record) in the chosen object that will automatically run the process. For example, to run the process each
time a new account is added, select “Record added”.
d. Specify any additional requirements to the record that must initiate the signal. For instance, to activate the
signal only when adding an account of the “Customer” type, set the “Type = Customer” filter.
2. Save the process diagram.
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As a result, the process will launch automatically each time the corresponding changes occur in Creatio
records. For example, a customer onboarding process can start automatically whenever a new account of the
“Customer” type is added.

Run a process from another process using signals
To run a process from another process using signals, add intermediate [ Throw signal ] event to the parent
process and have the triggered process start with a custom [ Signal ] event.
For example, a “Preparation for webinar” business process must initiate a number of parallel independent
business processes, such as sending reminders, collecting feedback, etc.
1. Add the [ Throw signal ] intermediate event element on the diagram of the business process that must trigger
the associated processes. For example, associated processes must run after the “Confirm the webinar date”
task is complete. Thus, a [ Throw signal ] event, (e.g.,“Webinar date confirmed”), must be added to the
process flow after this task (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Placing the [ Throw signal ] event on the diagram of the parent business process

2. Populate the [ Which signal is generated? ] field of the [ Throw signal ] setup area with the name of the custom
signal which will be generated. Make sure that different custom signals do not have matching texts. You can
use any custom text, for example, use the “WebinarDateConfirmed” signal name (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 [ Throw signal ] element setup area

3. Add the start [ Signal ] event on the diagram of the triggered process (Fig. 9)
Fig. 9 Starting element of the process triggered by a custom signal
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4. Set up the [ Signal ] element properties (Fig. 10):
Fig. 10 [ Signal ] element setup area

a. In the [ Which type of signal is received? ], select “Custom signal”.
b. In the [ Signal ] field, copy the name from the [ Throw signal ] element of the main process, e.g.
“WebinarDateConfirmed”.
5. Save the process diagram.
As a result, the associated processes will be run automatically upon generating a corresponding signal in
another process.

Run a process on a schedule
You can run a business process once, on a specific date, using the [ Start timer ] element. More information is
available in the [ Start timer ] event article.
For example, you can schedule preparation of a customer presentation for specific date and time.
To set up a process that runs on specific date:
1. Add the [ Start timer ] event element on the process diagram as the initial event (Fig. 11) and populate the
[ Start timer ] element setup area (Fig. 12):
Fig. 11 Running a business process on specific date
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Fig. 12 [ Start timer ] element setup area for running the process on specific date

a. In the [ Frequency of process start ] field, select “Once”.
b. In the [ Start date time ] field, select the date and time when the process should run.
c. Select the [ Repeat on misfire ] checkbox in the [ Additional settings ] section to ensure that the business
process launches even if the [ Start timer ] element cannot be triggered at the intended time, e.g., due to a
server downtime. In this case, the process will run automatically at the nearest time available after the
intended time has passed.
d. Select the needed time zone in the [ Time zone ] field. The process will run according to the time in that time
zone.
2. Save the process diagram.
As a result, the process will run automatically at the time specified in the parameters of the [ Start timer ]
element.

Run a process weekly
You can set up a process that starts automatically, on a regular weekly basis, on the specified day and at the
specified time.
For example, a business process can send reminders about a weekly webinar held regularly on Fridays in
October.
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To set up a process that runs automatically on a weekly basis:
1. Add the [ Start timer ] event element on the process diagram as the initial event (Fig. 13) and populate the
[ Start timer ] element setup area (Fig. 14):
Fig. 13 Run a business process weekly

Fig. 14 [ Start timer ] element setup area for running the process weekly

a. In the [ Frequency of process start ] field, select “Week”.
b. In the [ Process start time ] field, select the time when the process should run.
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c. In the [ Which days of the week to run? ] field, select the days of the week on which the process should
run.
d. In the [ Timer validity ] fields, specify the period of time during which the process run schedule will repeat.
For example, if you need to run your process during October, select 10/1/2018 in the [ Start date and time
] field and 10/31/2018 in the [ End date and time ] field.
e. Select the [ Repeat on misfire ] checkbox in the [ Additional settings ] section to ensure your business
process launches even if the [ Start timer ] element cannot be triggered at the intended time, e.g., due to a
server downtime. In this case, the process will run automatically at the nearest time available after the
intended time has passed.
f. Select the needed time zone in the [ Time zone ] field. The process will repeat according to date and time in
that time zone.
2. Save the process diagram.
As a result, the process will run automatically, according to the specified custom schedule within the specified
period. For example, the process will run every Friday in October, at 9:45 AM, Central Time.

Run a process on a custom schedule (using cron expressions)
You can set up custom schedules for running business processes using cron-expressions in Creatio. Cronexpressions support flexible long and short-term schedules and use the cron syntax (digits, words, and/or
special characters in a specific order). Learn more about syntax of cron-expressions in QUARTZ documentation.
For example, a business process must run at a certain time on the 15th day of every month during October,
November and December.
To run a process on a custom schedule:
1. Add the [ Start timer ] on the process diagram (Fig. 15). Set up the element properties (Fig. 16):
Fig. 15 Run a business process on a custom schedule

Fig. 16 [ Start timer ] element setup area for running the process according to custom schedule
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a. In the [ Frequency of process start ] field, select “Other frequency”.
b. In the [ Cron expression ] field, type in the cron-expression implementing your custom schedule. If the
cron-expression is correct, you will see the time/date of the process launch in the traditional format under
the [ Cron-expression ] field. For example, use the “0 15 10 15 * ?” expression to run the process at
10:15am on the 15th day of every month. Learn more about using cron expressions in QUARTZ
documentation.
c. In the [ Timer validity ] fields, specify the period of time during which the process run schedule will repeat.
For example, if you need to run your process October through December 2018, select 10/1/2018 in the
[ Start date and time ] field and 10/31/2018 in the [ End date and time ] field.
d. Select the [ Repeat on misfire ] checkbox in the [ Additional settings ] section to ensure your business
process launches even if the [ Start timer ] element cannot be triggered at the intended time, e.g., due to a
server downtime. In this case, the process will run automatically at the nearest time available after the
intended time has passed.
e. Select the needed time zone in the [ Time zone ] field. The process will run according to the time in that time
zone.
2. Save the process diagram.
As a result, the process will run automatically, according to the specified custom schedule within the specified
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period. For example, the process will run on the 15th day of every month, October through December 2018,
at 10:15 AM, Central Time.

Run a process using a message
Use intermediate messages to synchronize independent flows within one process. You can set up a business
process that stops at a certain point and waits for the corresponding message before activating its next element.
For example, a business process must wait until invoice payment has been received before initiating a task to
dispatch the goods.
To set up a process that resumes using a message:
1. Add the two intermediate message events on the diagram (Fig. 17).
a. Add [ Throw message ] event after the process task which is supposed to trigger the event.
b. Add [ Wait for message ] event before the process task which is supposed to be executed after the event.
Fig. 17 Resuming a process using a message

2. In the [ Throw message ] element setup area (Fig. 18), specify the custom message in the [ Which message to
generate? ] field. You can use any custom text, for example, “InvoicePaid”.
Fig. 18 [ Throw message ] element setup area

3. Populate the [ Wait for message ] element setup area (Fig. 19):
Fig. 19 [ Wait for message ] element setup area
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a. In the [ Which message should be received? ] field, copy the message from the [ Throw message ] element.
b. If you select the [ Run following elements in the background ] checkbox, all the following system operations
of the process will be performed in the background, without displaying the loading mask.
4. Save the process diagram.
As a result, the process will stop at the [ Wait for message ] element and will be resumed only after the
message specified in the [ Throw message ] element is caught

Send emails via business processes
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can send emails during process execution. Based on the made settings, you can:
Send emails manually – the user will see a new email page with pre-populated fields upon reaching this step of
the process
Send emails automatically.
Use the [ Send email ] element to implement both manual and automatic emailing functions in your business
processes.

Note. Be sure to set up email server integration to enable sending emails.

Send emails manually
Manual email sending is used if you need make changes (additions) to the email body or add attachments to it.
Let's take a look at sending emails manually as part of a meeting process workflow (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Meeting process
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Example. The customer must receive meeting notes after the meeting. The process must automatically
open a new email page, where the user must enter notes or attach them manually before sending the
message.

1. Place the [ Send email ] element of the [ User actions ] group on the business process diagram. Specify the
parameter values on the [ Send email ] element setup area (Fig. 2):
Fig. 2 The [ Send email ] element setup area
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a. To send a message from a corporate mailbox, select [ Lookup value ] in the [ From ] field. Select the
corporate mailbox account in the opened window. If the [ From ] field is left blank, the user who runs the
process will be required to specify the email address from which the email will be sent in the [ From ] field
on the edit page of the email message.
b. Specify the recipient's email address in the [ To ] field. Select [ Contact ] > [ Process parameter ] in the
parameter value menu. Specify the recipient's email address in the [ To ] field. Select [ Process parameter ]
in the [ Contact ] menu. Select the [ Conduct meeting ] element and its parameter – [ Account ] (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Selecting the recipient’s email address
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c. If you need to send the meeting notes to several contacts, press the

button and add the [ Cc ] and [ Bcc

] fields. Specify the necessary recipients in the fields.
d. Select “Custom message” in the [ What is the message? ] field.
2. Type out the email contents.
a. Click the

button in the email body area.

b. Create your email in the content designer.
c. Save the changes.
d. In the [ Subject ] field, enter “Meeting notes”.
e. Select “Send email manually” in the [ How is the message sent? ] field.
f. To open the email edit page for the person responsible for the task, select “Current user contact” in the
[ Who is the sender? ] field.
g. Tick the [ Show page automatically ] checkbox and the page will show up once the responsible individual
reaches this part of the process. If the checkbox is removed, the email will be saved as a draft and will not
be sent.
h. In the [ Account ] field, specify the account from the “Conduct meeting" activity. Click the field and select
[ Process parameter ] in the parameter value menu. Select the [ Conduct meeting ] element and its
parameter [ Account ]. The sent email will be displayed on the [ History ] tab of the customer's account
record.
As a result, a new email page will open, where you can enter needed changes and add the meeting notes
(Fig. 4).

Note. If you enabled automatic email signatures, a signature will be added to the email body.

Fig. 4 Editing an email
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Send emails automatically
While configuring a process with the [ Send Email ] element, you may choose to send emails automatically
whenever a record is added, modified or deleted in Creatio. For example, each time a new contact is created,
Creatio can send a “welcome email” to that contact (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 “Welcome email” business process diagram

Use [ Signal ] start event to run business processes automatically, upon changes in Creatio records. Use the
[ Send email ] element to send an email as part of a business process. If the email text must contain data from
specific Creatio records, such as the data of the added contact, use the [ Read data ] element to obtain that data
in the process.
To send emails on cue:
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1. On the process diagram, add the start event:
a. Use the timer start event to trigger the sending email either once at a specified time, or regularly with a
specified frequency.
b. Use the signal start event to trigger the sending process on certain changes in Creatio, such as adding a
new contact (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 [ Signal ] start event properties

In this case, the [ Signal ] start event is used to trigger the process once a contact is added to Creatio.
2. Add the [ Send Email ] to the process diagram and populate its fields (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Setting up the [ Send Email ] element properties
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In this case, you can map the [ To ] field to the [ Id of created record ] parameter of the [ Signal ] start event,
and send emails to the newly created contacts. To do this, hover over the [ To ] field and click
, then select
[ Contact ] → [ Process parameter ]. In the menu that appears, select [ Process parameter ]. In the window
that appears, select the “Unique identifier of record” parameter of the [ Signal ] start event (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 Mapping the [ To ] field to the Id of a contact record that triggered the [ Signal ] start event
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3. Depending on the desired outcome choose one of the following options:
a. If you choose to send a message that uses process parameters or macros, add the element that can get
these values from the Creatio database.
b. If you choose to send an email that does not use macros or other process parameters, simply connect
the [ Signal ] element to the [ Send Email ] element.
For example, if you need the name and email address of the newly added contact, place the [ Read Data ]
element (Fig. 9) on the diagram and read the data of the contact who triggered the process. The data will
be recorded into the element’s outgoing parameters, which you can then use as macros in the email body.
Fig. 9 Setting up the [ Read Data ] element properties
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4. Save the process diagram.
As a result, the email will be sent upon certain changes / user actions in Creatio. In this case, all newly added
contacts will receive a “welcome” email.

5.

Use process parameters in the email body
While setting up the [ Send Email ] element, you can use process parameters to personalize custom emails.
This enables you to include specific information in the email body, such as the first name or the phone number
of a contact created as part of the process workflow (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 First name and phone number parameters used in the email body
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Parameters are displayed in the email body in the form of macros, i.e. a code that gets replaced with
information specific to each recipient. For example, the [ #Read Data.First item of resulting collection.Full
name# ] macro (Fig. 10) represents the [ Full name ] parameter of the [ Read contact data ] element (Fig. 11).
In the actual email this macro will be replaced with the first name of the contact created as part of the process
workflow. Please refer to the Personalize email content with macros article to learn more about macros.

Note. In the [ Send Email ] element, process parameters can only be used if “Custom message” is
selected in the [ What is the message? ] field, i.e. you cannot use them in email templates created
outside of the [ Send Email ] element.

Any process parameter of the “text”, “date/time”, “integer” and “boolean” types can be used to form macros
in a custom message. This enables you to use virtually any process parameter in the email body. For example,
you can create a “welcome” email (Fig. 11) for all new contacts added to Creatio, and get their full name and
business phone as macros in the email body.
Fig. 11 Business process diagram

To add process parameters to a custom message:
6. On the process diagram, add the elements whose parameters you are going to need. To get the field values of
existing records, use the [ Read Data ] element.
To get the name and the business phone of the created contact, use the start [ Signal ] start event in
connection with the [ Read Data ] element.
7. Add the [ Send email ] element and populate its [ From ] and [ To ] parameters.
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8. In the [ What is the message? ] field of the [ Send Email ] element, select “Custom message”.
9. Hover your cursor and over the area under the [ Subject ] field and click

to open the content designer.

10.Add the necessary blocks to the custom message. For example, add a “Text” block.
11.Click anywhere in the working area of the content designer, and click the

button on the toolbar. (Fig. 12):

Fig. 12 Opening the parameter selection window in the content designer

12.Select the necessary parameter in the selection window. In this case, add the “First name” and the “Business
phone” (Fig. 13) parameters of the [ Read Data ] element to add their values to the email template body. The
parameter will be placed at insertion point.
Fig. 13 Selecting a parameter to use as an email text macro

13.Save the changes in the content designer.
14.Populate other fields in the [ Send Email ] element and save the process.
As a result, the process will send emails whose text will contain values of the corresponding parameters. In
this case, contact first name and the business phone will be dynamically received from all created contacts in
Creatio.
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Use email templates in business processes
Creatio enables you to send emails based on the templates from the [ Email templates ] lookup as part of a
business process flow. In Creatio, email templates are created using the content designer. When designing a
business process, you can select templates in the [ Send Email ] element. For example, you can send a “Welcome
on board” email template to all new employees at your company (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 “Welcome on board” process

Note. Objects and their connected objects are used to populate macros in email templates. If you are
looking to use available process parameters in the email body, use a custom message option in the [ What
is the message? ] field. More details are available in the The [ Send email ] process element article.

To send a template-based email as part of a business process:
1. Add the [ Send Email ] to the process diagram and populate its fields (Fig. 15).
Fig. 15 Setting up the [ Send Email ] element properties
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2. Populate the [ To ] feild. In this case, you can map the [ To ] field to a parameter that stores the “Id” of the
added employee record, which you can obtain from the [ Signal ] start event (Fig. 16).
Fig. 16 [ Signal ] start event properties
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To do this, hover over the [ To ] field and click
, then select [ Contact ] → [ Process parameter ]. In the
menu that appears, select [ Process parameter ]. In the window that appears, select the “Unique identifier of
record” parameter of the [ Signal ] start event (Fig. 17).
Fig. 17 Selecting the “Id” of the employee record

3. In the [ What is the message? ] field, select “Template message”.
4. Select a pre-configured template in [ Template message ] field. In this case, select a “Welcome on board”
template.
5. Specify the record whose field values will be used as macros in the selected template in the [ Record for
macros ] field. The type of record depends on the object, specified in the [ Macro source ] field on the email
template edit page (Fig. 18).
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Fig. 18 The [ Macro source ] field on the email template edit page

In this case, since the template uses the “Employee” object, specify the “Id” of the employee record similarly
to the [ To ] field.
6. Save the process diagram.
As a result, an email template will be sent as part of a business process. In this case, a “Welcome on board”
email will be sent to all new employees after they are added in Creatio.

Specify recipients or senders in the [ Send email ] element
In the [ Send Email ] element, the values of the [ From ] and [ To ] fields are specified similarly to any other
element or process parameter. You can select any available value or process parameter by clicking
in these
fields. However, there are certain specifics when it comes to selecting senders and recipients or using process
parameters as values of these fields.

Select the email’s sender
The value of the [ From ] field is a mailbox. You can select any of the mailboxes synchronized with your Creatio
application, i.e. any mailbox registered in Creatio with login and password data. For example, you can set up a
separate “Mailbox for sending registration confirmation letter” for sending notifications as part of a business
process, then select it in the [ From ] field (Fig. 19).
Fig. 19 Selecting a mailbox
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Note. Email integration is required to work with emails in Creatio. Please make sure that all users who start
the process have access to the mailbox specified in the [ From ] field. Learn more about access rights in
the Access permissions article.

Additionally, you can map any process parameter whose value is selected from the [ Mailbox synchronization
settings ] lookup to the [ From ] field. Learn more about mapping parameters in the corresponding article.

Select email recipients
You can specify the email recipients in the [ To ] field using the following methods:
Manual input. For example, “johnbest@gmail.com”. Note that you cannot specify several addresses in one
field this way. To add another recipient, click + and type in the new address in the new field.
Map another parameter of the “lookup” type, which uses [ Account ] or [ Contact ] lookup. To do this, click
in the [ To ] field and select [ Contact ]/[ Account ] → [ Process parameter ]. For example, you can select a
“Contact” parameter from a preceding [ Activity ] process element (Fig. 20). The email of this contact will be
pulled from its [ Communication options ] detail.
Fig. 20 Selecting a contact from the [ Activity ] process element
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Select a specific account or contact. To do this, click

in the [ To ] field and select [ Contact

]/[ Account ] → “Lookup value”, then select the needed account or contact from the list.
Map a text parameter that contains an email address. For example, you can select a manually created
“Email” text parameter from the [ Auto-generated page ] process element (Fig. 21). In this case, the
parameter is populated manually by a user once the auto-generated page opens, and can be used in the [ To ]
field as a recipient’s email address.
Fig. 21 Selecting an email from the [ Auto-generated page ] process element
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Select system settings, whose values are email addresses (text), accounts or contacts. For
example, “1st-line support”.
Select an account or contact email address of the user who runs the process. To do this, click
in the [ To ] field and select [ Contact ]/[ Account ] →“Current user account”/“Current user contact”.
Depending on the selected option, the [ Send Email ] element will use the mailbox, specified in the [ From ] field to
send an email to the recipient(s) specified in the [ To ] field.

Auto-link emails to existing Creatio records
In Creatio, each email or draft created on execution of the [ Send Email ] element can be linked to other Creatio
objects, meaning that an email can be linked to an account, contact, document, etc.

Note. You can only link emails created manually in the [ Send Email ] element to other Creatio objects.

By default, the emails are linked to account or contact, that was specified in the [ To ] field of the [ Send email ]
element. If you specify a contact record whose [ Account ] field is populated, the email will be linked to the
corresponding account as well.
For example, during a process of meeting with the client (Fig. 22) a “Meeting notes” email must be sent after the
meeting. In addition to the customer contact and account, which will be linked by default, you can also link the
email to the opportunity that the meeting was related to.
Fig. 22 “Meeting notes” business process
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To link an email to other Creatio records:
1. Select the [ Send Email ] element on the diagram.
2. In the [ Email connections ] area, click

and select the type(s) of records that you need to link to the sent

email (Fig. 23). For example, to link the email to opportunity, select the [ Opportunity ] field.
Fig. 23 Selecting the record type

Note. The [ Account ] and [ Contact ] record fields are added by default.
3. Populate the field(s) in the [ Email connections ] block. You can link the email to a specific record, or map the
field to another parameter of the corresponding type. To do this:
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a. In the [ Email connections ] field, click
parameters ] from the list.

next to the connected record type field, and select [ Process

b. In the opened window, select the needed parameter. For example, to connect the “Meeting notes” email to
the opportunity that was specified in the meeting activity, select that activity in the [ Process element ]
column, and its [ Opportunity ] parameter (Fig. 24).
Fig. 24 Selecting the opportunity parameter of a process element

As a result, whenever an email is sent according to this process, the corresponding fields in the [ Connected to ]
field block of the email page will be populated automatically. Additionally, email links will be displayed on the [ Email
] tab of the communication panel (Fig. 25).
Fig. 25 Email connected to an opportunity

Case Designer
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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The purpose of the Case Designer is to automate, build, and customize the stages of your company's non-linear
business processes, otherwise known as “cases”. The concept of case management is aimed at ease of use and
ease of design.
The Case Designer does not require knowledge of the complex process and provides simpler case management.
Use case management if there are several ways to reach the goal of a business case and none of them can be
predicted. You can set the order and parameters of case stages, and specify the steps and tasks for each stage.
The Case Designer is accessed via the section wizard from the [ View ] section menu (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Starting the Case Designer

The case diagram consists of steps and case elements.
The case is a workflow with a business value to a customer, partner, or stakeholder. The case consists of several
tasks and steps that lead to the needed business result. The set of tasks and processes are coordinated within
the case. For example, the creation of a bank account, application for insurance payment, etc.

Case Designer UI
Use the Case Designer to configure case steps and their sequence. To configure a case, select it in the list of
cases and click [ Open ]. Setting up and editing case steps and stages are performed in the Case Designer UI,
which consists of the toolbar, the stage panel, the working area, and the element setup area (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Case Designer workspace
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Toolbar
The toolbar (1) contains the following buttons:
[ Save ] – saves changes made to the case in the Case Designer. All changes will immediately become available
on the workflow bar of the new records in the corresponding section.
– opens the case parameter page or parameter page of the currently selected case element.
– opens the DCM help on the academy.creatio.com.
The [ Actions ] menu contains the following commands:
[ Metadata ] – opens the metadata of the case.
[ Metadata export ] – exports metadata to an MD (Markdown) lightweight markup language file.

Stages panel
Use the stages panel (2) to map and manage the workflow stages for the case. With the help of the stages panel,
you can add, remove, and connect stages displayed on the workflow bar of the corresponding section.

Working area
The working area (3) of the Case Designer is used to manage case elements. Here you can add case elements as
“steps” of the case stages and configure their parameters.

Setup area
Use the setup area (4) to set up process and process element parameters. The list of available settings depends
on the type of the currently selected Case Designer element.
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Case Designer hotkeys
Use the hotkeys to easily trigger certain operations in the Case Designer.
Hotkeys

Notes

Ctrl + S

Save the case.

F1

Open help

Ctrl + M

Show metadata

Delete

Delete the currently selected task or sub-process.

Case properties
Case settings are available in the case setup area (Fig. 3). To open the case setup area, click the
double-click the Case Designer toolbar.
Fig. 3 Case setup area
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[ Title ] – enter the case name in the upper part of the setup area or in the field above the Case Designer toolbar.
This is a required field.
[ Section ] – Creatio section where the current case is used. The [ Section ] value cannot be changed once the
new case is saved. This is a required field.
[ Stage column ] – the column that contains the current stage of the section record. Select any of the section’s
lookup columns here. This is a required field.
[ Description ] – optional notes and supplementary information for the case.
[ Code ] – the internal name of the case, used by the system to identify it in the system. The default code is
generated automatically, but you can edit it. The code can only contain Latin characters and numbers and cannot
contain any special characters. This is a required field.
[ Case initial condition ] – a field that determined which case can be run for the section record. Corresponds with
the [ Which column to build the stages by? ] field on the section case page.
[ Package ] – the package that contains the dynamic case schema.
[ Active ] – uneditable. The field is filled in automatically and indicates that the case is enabled in the corresponding
section. Additionally, you can activate this checkbox by clicking [ Activate case ] on the section case page.

Process Designer
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The Process Designer workspace is designed for creating and editing business processes. The workspace (Fig. 1)
contains all elements required to create a process.
Fig. 1 The Process Designer
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Toolbar (1)
The area includes the following buttons:
[ Save ] – saves the business process.

Note. The business processes are automatically saved in Creatio. If a process diagram was closed
without saving, it is possible to recover unsaved data.
[ Run ] – runs the currently open business process.
[ Cancel ] – discards unsaved changes.
The [ Actions ] menu of the Process Designer includes the following commands:
[ Source code ] – opens the source code of the business process.
[ View Metadata ] – opens the metadata of the business process.
[ Copy diagram ] – creates a copy of the business process in the [ Process library ] section.
[ Export Metadata ] – downloads the metadata of the current process as an *.md file.
[ Process Log ] – opens the [ Process log ] section in a new browser tab.
[ Save current version ] – saves the current version of the business process. For example, if you have several
versions of a business process, this command will save the one with which you are working.
[ Set as actual version ] – sets the current version of the business process as actual. Whenever you run a
business process, you always run the “actual version” version of this process.
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[ Process parameters ] – opens the list of process parameters. Learn more about how to use the parameters:
Process parameters.
– opens the process settings in the element setup area.
– opens this help on the Academy.
– searches the current diagram for process elements by name.

Search for elements in the Process Designer
The search function in the Process Designer simplifies navigation and switching between the diagram elements
during the business process setup and configuration. The search is done by the element name or code.
To open the search field (Fig. 2), click the

button or press Ctrl+F on your keyboard.

Fig. 2 Search field in the Process Designer

Enter the searched text in the search string and press Enter. The number of found process elements will be
displayed on the right side of the field (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Search for process elements and display search results

Use the
buttons to toggle between the found elements on the diagram. You can go to the next element by
pressing the Enter or F3 keyboard keys. To go back to the previously found element, press Shift+F3 on your
keyboard (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Toggle between the found process elements

All found process elements are highlighted with a frame. Additionally, the currently selected element will be
highlighted in orange (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Found elements highlighted on the process diagram
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The setup area will open for the currently selected element.
Click “Hide search” or press Esc to hide the search field.

Working area (2)
The Process Designer working area is where you design the process diagram. You can add process elements to
the working area in two ways:
1. Drag an element from the element area
2. Drag an element from any element on the diagram. This will add the corresponding new element, connected to
the previously selected element with a sequence flow.

Process element toolbar (3)
The process element toolbar contains:
A list of tools for working with the diagram.
A list of basic elements you can use to create a business process.

Tools
Use the

“Arrow” tool to select and move an element on the designer's working area.

Use the

“Lasso” tool to select several diagram elements at once (Fig. 6)

Fig. 6 Using the “Lasso” tool while designing a diagram
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Use the
“Space” tool (Fig. 7) to move parts of the diagram right/left or up/down. For example, drag down to
move down all the elements below the cursor.
Fig. 7 Using the “Space” tool while designing a diagram

Process elements
Drag process elements from the toolbar to the working area to add them to your business process.
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The process element area displays all process elements in groups:
[ User actions ]. Adds user action elements to the diagram. Users must interact with them.
[ System actions ]. Adds system action elements and sub-processes to the diagram. Creatio
executes system actions automatically.
[ Simple ]. Adds the [ Simple ] start event to the diagram. Click the
button to change the
element to a different start event: [ Signal ], [ Message ], or [ Start timer ].
[ Throw signal ]. Adds the [ Throw signal ] intermediate event elements to the diagram. Click the
button to change the element to a different intermediate event: [ Throw message ], [ Wait for
message ], [ Wait for signal ], or [ Wait for timer ].
[ Terminate ]. Adds the [ Terminate ] end event to the diagram.
[ Exclusive gateway (OR) ]. Adds the [ Exclusive gateway (OR) ] logical gateway to the diagram.
Click the
button to change the element to a different logical gateway: [ Inclusive gateway (OR)
], [ Parallel gateway (AND) ], or [ Event-based gateway ].

Element setup area (4)
Use the element setup area (4) to specify the values of process element parameters. Learn more about how to
use the parameters: Process parameters. The list of available parameters depends on the type of the currently
selected element.

The base mode
In the base mode, the element setup area contains the main element parameters and the fields for connecting
them with other Creatio records. The list of fields in the base mode is different for different elements and is
covered separately in each element description.

Advanced mode
In the advanced mode, the element setup area contains additional parameters and connections with system
records
To access the advanced mode, click the

button in the element setup area and select the [ Advanced mode ]

command (Fig. 8).

Note. The advanced mode is intended for use by developers. We recommend using the base mode of the
element setup area to regular users.

Fig. 8 The advanced mode menu
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The following parameters are available in the advanced mode:
[ Code ] – the internal name of a business process element containing a combination of Latin letters and
numbers. Creatio uses it to identify the business process element. The default code is generated
automatically, but you can edit it. The code cannot contain any special characters.
[ Enable logging ] – enables process execution in the [ Process log ] section.
[ Serialize in DB ] – saves parameter values for the running process in the database. Serialization is used for
long processes. For example, if a new activity is created in the process and should be completed only after a
certain time, all process parameters will be saved and the process can be resumed any time, even when you
log out of the system.
[ Run following elements in the background ] – determines how the next elements in the process flow are
performed - whether they pop up to the process user or wait until the user activates them. Learn more about
the ways to execute process steps: Execute process steps.
If the [ Run following elements in the background ] checkbox is cleared for a process element, any user
actions that are connected to the element's outgoing flows will open their edit pages (e. g., edit page, preconfigured page, or user dialog page) immediately, when the corresponding element activates in the
process flow. For example, if the [ Open edit page ] element follows an element with the [ Run following
elements in the background ] checkbox cleared, the corresponding page will immediately open for the
corresponding user.
If the [ Run following elements in the background ] checkbox is selected for a process element, any user
actions that are connected to the element's outgoing flows will appear on the [ Business process tasks ] tab
of the communication panel. Such tasks though will not actively perform any logic (such as opening pages,
etc.) until the user clicks them on the [ Business process tasks ] tab. All system actions connected to the
element will be executed in the background without displaying the loading mask, to avoid user waiting for
the process to finish. For example, if the [ Open edit page ] element follows an element with the [ Run
following elements in the background ] checkbox cleared, a new business process task will display on the
user communication panel. If the [ Open edit page ] element is followed by the [ System actions ] group
elements that require complicated calculation and a long time, all calculations will be performed in the
background without displaying the loading mask. This may cause business process delay issues, for
example, if the user responsible for performing the user action is not currently logged in to Creatio.
The [ Run following elements in the background ] checkbox is available for the following elements:
All elements in the [ User actions ] group
All elements from the [ Start events ] group except for the [ Start timer ] element. By default, the checkbox
is selected for the [ Signal ] start event.
The checkbox is selected and greyed out for the [ Wait for signal ] and [ Wait for timer ] intermediate
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events.
[ Consider time in filter ] – specify “true” to enable precise time values in filters by date.

Note. The list of parameters in advanced mode can be different for various process elements.

Process element context menu (5)
The process element context menu contains a list of elements that can be added to the diagram after the
currently selected element.
– change the current element’s type.
– delete the current element.
– connect the current element to another element with an outgoing flow.

Zoom toolbar (6)
The zoom toolbar enables users to zoom and pan the process diagram as well restore the default zoom level and
alignment (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Reset zoom

Process settings
A business process has a number of properties available on the [ Settings ] tab of the process setup area
(Fig. 10). To open the business process setup area, click anywhere on the working area of the Process Designer.
Fig. 10 Business process properties area
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The area includes the following fields:
[ Caption ] – the title of the business process displayed in the system interface. The [ Caption ] field is
displayed at the top of the setup page and at the top of the working area.
[ Code ] – the internal name of the business process used by Creatio to identify it. The default code is
generated automatically, but you can edit it. The code can only contain Latin characters and numbers and
cannot contain any special characters.
[ Version ] – current version of the process. The field is grayed out. It will be populated automatically when a
new process version is saved.

Note. Creatio numbers the versions within a single package consecutively, i. e., the new process
version is greater than the last saved version of any process in the package by 1.
[ Tag ] – tags used to filter and identify processes. If the process is marked with the “Business Process” tag,
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it becomes available in the [ Process library ] section.
[ Process description ] – additional information about the process.
[ Package ] – the package that contains the process schema.
[ Maximum number of repetitions ] – a limit for how many times an element can be repeatedly executed within
a single process instance. The purpose of this setting is to avoid infinite process looping. If the limit is reached
on any element, the process will automatically stop.
[ Process instance caption ] – specify the title that instances of this process will have. The business process
instance titles are displayed in the [ Business process tasks ] tab of the communication panel. By default, this
property contains the [ #Process name# ] system variable. Consider adding the process parameter values
and/or text generated via a [ Formula ] element to make the process notifications more informative. For
example, an invoicing process instance can have the actual number of invoice in its title: "Processing of invoice
No. " + [ #Read invoice data.First item of the resulting collection.Number# ]. As a result, business process
notifications will show the actual number of the invoice in processing (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 A business process notification

[ Active ] – this property is always grayed out. Use the actions of the [ Process library ] section to deactivate
and activate processes.
[ Enable logging ] – enables process execution in the [ Process log ] section.
[ Serialize in DB ] – saves parameter values for the running process in the database. Serialization is used for
long processes. For example, if a new activity is created in the process and should be completed only after a
certain period of time, all process parameters will be saved and the process can be resumed any time, even
when you log out of the system.
If you clear the [ Serialize in DB ] checkbox, the process parameters will be saved, but not in the database.

Attention. If you add elements to the process that have the [ Serialize in DB ] checkbox selected, then
this checkbox will automatically be selected for the whole process.
[ Actual version ] – indicates whether the current process version is used for running new instances of this
process. The checkbox is available on the process properties page.
[ Use system security context ] – manages security context for executing business process logic implemented
in the [ Script task ] process elements. If the checkbox is selected, the [ Script task ] element will be executed
in the security context of the “system user” – user account specified in the “System operations user”
(“SystemUser” code) system setting. The [ Use system security context ] checkbox is selected by default for
all new business processes. This enables using the same code without any additional UserConnection
operations for processes intended both for the regular Creatio users and for portal users.

Set up case stages
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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The [ Stage ] case element denotes a general progression milestone within the case workflow. A stage can
contain several required and optional steps. The stages of a case are displayed on the workflow bar in the order
of their completion. To modify the sequence of stages, drag a stage.

Note. A list of case stages is available in the [ Opportunity stages ], [ Lead stages ] and [ Case stages ]
lookups, or any other lookup, created while setting up a section. Each new stage added in the Case
Designer will be saved in the corresponding lookup.

Add a case stage
To add a stage, click the
button on the stage panel. The button is displayed next to the last stage on the
workflow bar, and when hovering the mouse over the spaces between stages. That enables you to add stages
both sequentially and in random order. (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Add a stage

The setup area will be displayed once you add a stage.

Set up stage properties
Specify stage parameters in the setup area (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The stage setup area
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The name of the element is indicated at the top of the parameters panel. If you rename an element, the
corresponding record in the lookup will be modified as well. If you rename an element, the corresponding record
in the lookup will be modified as well.
[ Stage value in lookup ] – the lookup record that corresponds to the current case stage. Map case stages to
lookup values here. If the lookup does not have the required stage, you can create it directly from the setup area.
To do this, enter the name of the stage in the [ Stage value in the lookup ] field. Each new stage added in the
Case Designer will be saved in the corresponding lookup. This is a required field.
[ Possible next stages ] – select case stages to which you can transition from the current stage. By default, all
case stages are available.
[ Possible previous stages ] – select case stages from which you can transition to the current stage. By default, all
case stages are available.
[ Automatic transition to next case stage ] – used to configure an automatic transition to the next case stage. The
current stage can automatically transition to any stage specified in the [ Possible next stages ] list.
“Only manually (no automatic transition)” – the transition to the next case stage is performed only when the
user clicks the next stage on the workflow bar.
“If required steps are completed” – the transition to the next case stage occurs automatically when all
required case steps of the current stage are completed. Required steps are case elements with the "Required
step" type.
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“If all steps are completed” –the transition to the next case stage occurs automatically once both required and
optional stage steps are completed.

Note. If an automatic transition is enabled for the stage, it will occur after the transition condition is met. In
this case, regardless of the automatic transition settings, you can go to the required stage of the case
manually.

[ Group with other stage ] – select stages from the lookup to group with the current stage. Grouping stages
enables them to occupy the same slot on the workflow bar. The workflow bar displays grouped stages as a dropdown list. The stage specified in this field becomes primary and is placed before the current stage on the stage
panel. The [ Group with other stage ] checkbox becomes uneditable if the stage is already grouped.
The [ Stage is successful ] checkbox determines the stage at which the case is considered successful. The
checkbox is displayed only for the final stages.
[ Stage color ] – the color of the workflow bar on this case stage.

Delete a case stage
You can always delete unnecessary case stages and steps. To do this, select the stage and click

.

Note. If a case stage is deleted, all its steps will be deleted as well. The stage will not be deleted from the
corresponding lookup.

Execute a case
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can add a case to most Creatio sections. Some sections, e. g., [ Opportunities ], [ Leads ], [ Cases ], come
with pre-configured cases out of the box. Learn more: Set up cases in sections.

Note. We recommend disabling the section's business process before running the section case.
Otherwise, the case and the process will run in parallel.

The section case launches automatically when a new record that matches the launch conditions is created. The
case also creates activities and launches sub-processes included in the first stage automatically.
By default, cases execute the stage elements immediately upon transitioning to the stage. If you set the [ When is
the setup performed? ] field in the element settings to “After the previous step is complete,” the case will execute
the element only after the step specified in the [ Perform after step ] field.
Use the workflow bar on the action panel to advance through the case stages. Creatio displays all activities
created as part of the case on the action panel.
You can set the case to transition to a specific stage depending on the results of the task or the conditions of the
subprocess at the current stage.
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The case owner will see case steps on the action panel. Complete tasks and advance through the stages to
achieve the goal of the case. Completing all the steps on a stage is not required. Users must complete only the
required steps to advance through the case.

Note. Users can advance to the final “unsuccessful” stage from any stage without completing the
required steps.

Change case
If the record page's field value that triggered the case changes, and there is a more suitable case for the new
value, the action panel will display the [ Change case ] button (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Change case ] button

To launch a new case:
1. Click the [ Change case ] button.
2. Select the “Launch” command.
3. Click [ Proceed ] in the dialog box to confirm the case change.
As a result, the record page will display the stages and activities of the new case.

[Perform task] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Perform task ] process element is designed to create new activities in the system during process execution.
Specify task parameters on the element setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 [ Perform task ] element setup area
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Most the element parameters, like [ Subject ], [ Owner ] or [ Account ], correspond to the fields on the activity
page. If any parameter field is populated, then when a process creates a new task, the corresponding field in the
task page is automatically populated. If the parameter is not populated, then the corresponding field in the setup
area will be blank and can be populated manually.
You can populate these fields using the parameter value window:
1. Enter the element caption at the top of the element setup area. The caption is displayed on the process
diagram. By default, the “Perform Task” caption is used.
2. [ What should be done? ] – enter the subject of the task. As a rule, the purpose of the task is indicated in this
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field. This is a required field.
3. [ Task category ] – Select the category of the new task, for example, “To do” or “Meeting”. This is a required
field.
4. [ Start in ] – specify the time period after which the activity should start. The time can be specified in minutes,
hours, days, weeks and months. This parameter is used to populate the [ Start ] field of the activity page. This
is a required field.

Note. The [ Start ] field of the activity is populated with the [ Start ] in field value plus current user time.
For example, if “30 minutes” is specified in the [ Start in ] field, and the task was created at 12:00, then
“12:30” will be specified in the [ Start ] field of the created task.
5. [ Planned duration ] – enter the activity duration using minutes, hours, days, weeks or months. This parameter
is used to populate the [ Due ] field of the activity page. This is a required field.

Note. The [ End ] field of the activity page is populated with the value from the [ Start ] field
incremented by the value in the [ Planned duration ] field.
6. Select the [ Show in calendar ] checkbox to make the task appear in the [ Calendar ] view of the [ Activities ]
section.

Note. If you do not select the [ Show in calendar ] checkbox, the activity will still be available in the
[ Calendar ] view of the [ Activities ] section.
7. [ Show page automatically ] – If the checkbox is selected, the activity execution page is displayed automatically
as soon as the process initiates the activity.
8. [ Owner ] – Specify the user responsible for performing the task.
9. [ Hint for user ] – enter additional information about the task. The user will be able to view the hint by clicking
the
button on the activity page. The hint button is displayed on the displayed page.
10.[ Remind in ] – Indicate the time period for a reminder before the activity starts. When the specified time
comes, the system will automatically create a notification for the corresponding employee.
11.[ Connected to ] – specify other system records that are connected to this task. As a result, the task will be
added to the [ Activities ] detail of the corresponding record. By default, [ Account ] and [ Contact ] fields are
displayed, but you can add fields to connect the task to other records by clicking the

button.

[Simple] start event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Simple ] start event (Fig. 1) is used when a process is initiated by a user directly, as opposed to being
started by a signal or timer. The element initiates two types of processes:
Processes that are run manually, by a Creatio user. Different methods of running business processes
manually in Creatio are covered in a separate article.
Processes that are used as sub-processes.
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Note. Start events initiate a new process instance and enable execution of all other elements on the
process diagram. No process element (e.g., intermediate signals or timers) can be triggered before the
start element is executed.

Fig. 1 A business process initiated with a [ Simple ] start event

For example, you can use the [ Simple ] start event in a “Corporate sale” business process, if it is usually initiated
manually as a result of an executive decision.

[Simple] start event operation
Activation

The element is triggered whenever a user runs the business process, e.g., by clicking the
[ Run ] button in the [ Process library ] section or running a process from the Command
line. Alternatively, the element can be triggered by the parent process, if the current
process is run as a sub-process.

Execution

When triggered, the event activates its outgoing flows, which enables the execution of the
other actions in the business process flow.

[Simple] start event parameters
Run
following

Select this checkbox, if you want any “User action” elements activated with the outgoing
flows of the current element to run “in the background”. When process elements are

elements in

executed in the background, their loading mask is not displayed, no windows pop up for

the

the user, etc. The user will be able to interact with the elements via the [ Business process

background

tasks ] tab of the communication panel.

Exclusive gateway (OR)
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Exclusive gateway (OR) ] is used when only one of the parallel flows in the process can be selected, for
example, you can offer a discount or standard price to a customer (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Diverging exclusive gateway
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In this case, only one of the two actions can be executed.
When diverging, an exclusive gateway usually requires an outgoing default flow. Default flow is activated when it
is impossible to activate at least one of the conditional flows.
The converging exclusive gateway is used to merge several parallel flows. In this case, every incoming sequence
flow is routed to a single outgoing flow.
For example, after delivery conditions were offered to the customer (either with or without a discount), the
quotation must be prepared (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Converging exclusive gateway

When the converging [ Exclusive gateway (OR) ] is used, the process will continue after either of the incoming
flows is activated.

[Sub-process] element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the [ Sub-process ] element (Fig. 1) to run a business process from another process.
Fig. 1 [ Sub-process ] element in a business process diagram
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Using the [ Sub-process ] element to run other processes has the following specifics:
Process parameter values can be passed from the parent process to its sub-process and vice-versa. This
means that you can run a sub-process with specific parameter values, and after the sub-process completes –
use its results in the parent process.
The [ Sub-process ] element will activate its outgoing flows only after the corresponding sub-process is
complete.
If any of the incoming parameters of the [ Sub-process ] element are mapped to a data collection, the element
will run in the multi-instance mode:
The [Sub-process] element will run a separate instance of the sub-process per each instance of the
incoming collection.
The [Sub-process] element will return an outbound data collection populated with outbound and bidirectional parameters returned by every sub-process instance.
The [Sub-process] element will complete its execution when all sub-process instances are complete.
Using sub-processes is recommended to avoid creating process diagrams that are too large and complex to
efficiently use or maintain. In addition, large process diagrams are more resource-heavy. The [ Sub-process
] element also enables re-using business processes that already exist in Creatio. For example, you can use
the [ Sub-process ] element in an opportunity process that includes a “Meeting with customer” stage, which
exists as a separate business process in Creatio.

[Sub-process] element operation
Based on the type of its incoming parameter values (regular or collection) a sub-process element can run in a
“single instance mode,” or “multi-instance mode,” which in turn can be sequential or parallel.

Single instance mode
The [ Sub-process ] element runs in the “single instance mode” if none of the sub-process parameters are
mapped to a data collection.
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Execution

When the incoming flow is activated, the [ Sub-process ] element activates the [ Simple ]
start event of the process specified in the [ Which process to run? ] field.
As a result, the actual version of the sub-process is launched as a new independent
process instance.
If any of the incoming and bi-directional process parameters are populated in the
[ Process parameters ] block of the [ Sub-process ] element, the sub-process will run with
those parameter values.
If you save another version of the sub-process as “actual” after the [ Sub-process ]
element has been launched, the element will continue executing the version that was
actual at the time of the [ Sub-process ] element activation. The new sub-process version
will be used on the new activation of the [ Sub-process ] element. The active instance of
the sub-process version that was “actual” when the [ Sub-process ] element was
launched will continue running normally.
The sub-process log page, which displays the sub-process tasks on the [ Process
elements ] detail in the order of their execution, is available as a separate process instance
in the [ Process Log ] section and as a clickable process task in the [ Process elements ]
detail of the parent process.

Completion

The [ Sub-process ] element is considered complete when the corresponding sub-process
instance completes its execution.
Upon completion, the [ Sub-process ] element updates its parameter values from the
corresponding parameters of the completed sub-process instance and activates its own
outgoing flows.

Sequential multi-instance mode
The [ Sub-process ] element runs in the “sequential multi-instance mode” when at least one of the sub-process
elements is mapped to a data collection and the “Sequential” execution method is selected. The sequential
execution method is selected by default when a sub-process is mapped to a data collection.

Note. Use the [ Execution method ] parameter to select the sequential or parallel execution method.
Selecting the execution method is unavailable when none of the process parameters are mapped to a data
collection. More information on the parameters of the [ Sub-process ] element is available in the “[ Subprocess ] element parameters” section of this article.
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Execution

When its incoming flow is activated, the [ Sub-process ] element starts looping through
the data collection. For each item of the data collection, the [ Sub-process ] element runs
a new instance of the process specified in the [ Which process to run? ] field by activating
the [ Simple ] start event of the sub-process.
As a result, the currently actual version of the sub-process launches as a new
independent process instance for each item in the data collection as soon as the previous
sub-process instance is complete. Read more in the “Working with collections” article.
The incoming and bidirectional sub-process parameters (specified in the [ Process
parameters ] block of the [ Sub-process ] element) can be mapped either to process
elements from the same data collection or to non-collection elements. Non-collection
process parameters will be re-used in all sub-process instances.
If you save another version of the sub-process as “actual” after the [ Sub-process ]
element has been launched, any new sub-process instance will use the newest actual
version to date. This means that the first instance of the sub-process and any other
instances that ran before updating the actual version of the sub-process will use the
previous version. We do not recommend saving another sub-process version as actual
until all instances of the sub-process are either complete or canceled.
Note that the sub-process creates a separate instance in the [ Process Log ] section,
which displays the sub-process tasks in its [ Process elements ] detail in the order of their
execution. The parent process instance displays the link to the list of sub-process
instances as a regular clickable process task in its own [ Process elements ] detail.

Completion

Upon completion of all sub-process instances, the element creates an entry in the
outgoing data collection and populates the entry with parameter values from the
corresponding parameters of the completed sub-process instance. After that, the next
sub-process instance will be launched.
The [ Sub-process ] element is considered complete when the last sub-process instance is
complete. Upon completion of the last instance, the [ Sub-process ] element updates the
outgoing data collection and activates its own outgoing flows. Read more in the “Working
with collections” article.

Parallel multi-instance mode
The [ Sub-process ] element runs in the “parallel multi-instance mode” if at least one of the sub-process elements
is mapped to a data collection and the parallel execution method is selected.

Note. Use the [ Execution method ] parameter to select the sequential or parallel execution method.
Selecting the execution method is unavailable when none of the process parameters are mapped to a data
collection. More information on the parameters of the [ Sub-process ] element is available in the “[ Subprocess ] element parameters” section of this article.
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Execution

When its incoming flow is activated, the [ Sub-process ] element starts looping through
the data collection. For each item of the data collection, the [ Sub-process ] element runs
a new instance of the process specified in the [ Which process to run? ] field by activating
the [ Simple ] start event of the sub-process.
As a result, the currently actual version of the sub-process launches as a new
independent process instance for each item in the data collection immediately, barring
limitations on the number of active background processes. Read more in the “Working
with collections” article.
The incoming and bidirectional process parameters specified in the [ Process parameters ]
block of the [ Sub-process ] element can be mapped either to process elements from the
same data collection or to non-collection elements. Non-collection process parameters will
be re-used in all sub-process instances.
If you save another version of the sub-process as “actual” after the [ Sub-process ]
element has been launched, any new sub-process instance will use the newest actual
version to date. Changing the sub-process actual version immediately after running a
parallel multi-instance sub-process will not affect the first instance and any other
instances that have already launched. Any instances that run after the change will use the
new version. We do not recommend saving another sub-process version as actual until all
instances of the sub-process are either running, complete or canceled.
Note that the sub-process creates a separate instance in the [ Process Log ] section,
which displays the sub-process tasks in its [ Process elements ] detail in the order of their
execution. The parent process instance displays the link to the list of sub-process
instances as a regular clickable process task in its own [ Process elements ] detail.

Completion

Upon completion of each instance, the [ Sub-process ] element creates an entry in the
outgoing data collection and populates the entry with parameter values from the
corresponding parameters of the completed sub-process instance.
Note that the order of data entries in the collection cannot be predicted.
The [ Sub-process ] element is considered complete when the last remaining sub-process
instance is complete. Upon completion of the last instance, the [ Sub-process ] element
updates the outgoing data collection and activates its own outgoing flows. Read more in
the “Working with collections” article.

Note. The actual version of the process used as the sub-process can be found in the [ Versions ] detail of
the [ Process versions ] tab when you select this process in the Process Library record list and click
[ Properties ].

[Sub-process] element parameters
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Which

Specify a business process to use as the sub-process:

process to

you can select an existing Creatio business process to use it as a sub-process from

run?

the drop-down list
you can add a new process via the Process Designer by clicking

if the needed

process is not available on the list
– opens the process selected as a sub-process in a new Process Designer window.
Note that to be eligible as a sub-process, a business process must start with a [ Simple ]
start event.
Execution

Only available in the multi-instance mode. To enable the multi-instance mode, map at least

method

one of the process parameters to a data collection. Read more in the “Working with
collections” article.
Select one of the two execution methods:
[ Sequential ]. Sub-process instances run successively; a new sub-process instance
runs upon completion of the previous instance. This is the default method.
[ Parallel ]. Sub-process instances run simultaneously; the [ Sub-process ] element
does not wait for the completion of the already running instances before running a
new instance. Sub-process instances may complete in a different order.

Process

When you select an existing Creatio process from the list, the parameters of the selected

parameters

process are displayed in this block of the [ Sub-process ] setup area. You can populate
the parameter values to run the sub-process with these values. During the execution of
the sub-process, these values can be populated or updated, based on the logic of each
specific sub-process. You can also map subsequent elements of the parent process to
these parameters.
To add/edit/delete the element parameters, modify the process selected in the [ Which
process to run? ] field.
Before making any changes to a business process, which is used as a sub-process,
make sure that such changes will not affect other processes. For example, if you edit the
data type of a parameter and change it from the “Lookup” value to “Boolean” in a
business process, this may lead to errors in any processes that use it as a sub-process.
Please check the [ Used as sub-process in processes ] detail of the [ Launch options ]
tab in the Process Library before modifying an existing process. If this process has any
sub-processes of its own, they will be displayed in the [ Sub-processes ] detail of
the [ Sub-processes ] tab.

Sequence flow
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Sequence Flow is used to define the order of execution for actions. For example, a contract must be approved
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and then signed by the parties (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Sequence flow

Moving down the sequence flow is performed after the source process element is completed.
Any process element can have more than one outgoing sequence flow. In this case, moving down all outgoing
flows is simultaneous. Using multiple outgoing sequence flows is equal to using a parallel gateway.

Deactivate a process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Deactivate a business process to disable it from running in Creatio.
To disable a business process:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Process library ] under [ Processes ].
3. Select a process that must be disabled and click [ Deactivate ] (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 Disable a business process

Note. If you are deactivating a process that has uncompleted instances, the system will warn you. If you
choose to deactivate such a process, all running instances of the process will be canceled.

The [ Active ] checkbox on the process settings page will also be cleared. Deactivated processes are not
displayed in the menu and cannot be run from the command line. If the deactivated business process is used as
a sub-process in other processes, the [ Active ] checkbox value will be ignored.
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Select the needed record in the process library list and run the [ Deactivate process ] action to deactivate a
business process.

Change profile data and language in Studio
free
PRODUCTS:

STUDIO FREE

In Studio Creatio, free edition, you can change the visible name of the user, the application language, and the
user profile password at any time.

Change your visible name
Your first and last name will be visible to other Creatio users who collaborate with you on the business process
design. These names do not affect your login information. You can change your visible name as follows:
1. Click

and select the [ Profile ] command in the menu. Profile page opens.

2. Edit your name by typing in the [ First name ] and [ Last name ] fields.
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Change application language
1. Click

on your profile photo and select the [ Profile ] command in the menu. Profile page opens.

2. Select interface language in the [ Interface language ] field.
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Change password
1. Click

on your profile photo and select the [ Profile ] command in the menu. Profile page opens.
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2. Click [ Change ] password.

3. Enter [ Current password ] and [ New password ] and click [ Change ].

[Change access rights] case element
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PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

If you want to add or remove access permissions to records in Creatio objects, use the [ Change access rights ]
element. You can change access rights for multiple users or roles at the same time. To add or remove access
sequentially, use several [ Change Access Rights ] elements.

Set up the [Change access rights] element
Specify the permission parameters on the element setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Change access rights ] element setup area

The name of the element is displayed at the top of the setup area. This makes the element easy to find on the
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case diagram.
Fill out the following fields:
1. [ When is the step performed? ] – indicates whether to activate the element at the start of the stage or after a
case step. Select “At the start of the stage” if the access rights must be changed at the start of the case
stage. Select “After the previous step is complete” if the access rights must be changed after the previous
step in the case stage. Specify the step in the [ Perform after step ] field.
2. [ Step type ] – specify if the step is required. Select “Required step” if the task must be completed to transition
to the next stage. If it is not required to perform change access rights to transition to the next stage, select
“Optional step.”

Note. Users can advance to the final “unsuccessful” stage from any stage without completing the
required steps.
3. In the [ Which object to apply access rights to? ] field, select the Creatio object for which you want to change
permissions. Specify the filter conditions for records which you want to change access rights. For example,
only for the “VIP” account records.

Remove access permissions
Access rights can be deleted for the user or all users, a certain role, as well as for several users selected via a
filter.
To select users for whom you wish to delete access rights, click the

button (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Select users for whom to remove access rights

There are a few different options:
[ For all roles and users ] – delete permissions to the selected operations for all users and roles.
[ For roles ] – delete permissions for the selected organization structure item.
[ For employee ] – delete permissions for the user. To ensure the correct element operation, specify the
contact of the user whose permissions you would like to delete.
[ For the employees who meet the filter conditions ] – delete permissions for all users that correspond to the
filter conditions.
To delete or modify the selected role, click the

button and choose the action you want to perform from the

menu.
Select the operations for which you would like to remove access rights – read
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data (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Removing access rights

Note. You can delete access permissions to records for several different roles or users. To do this, add
the selected users or groups to the list and specify the rights that you want to delete. As a result, when
this step is performed, the access rights will simultaneously change for all specified groups and users.

Add access permissions
Select the users or roles to grant them access rights to read

, edit

, or delete

data.

There are a few different options:
[ For roles ] – grant permissions for the selected organization structure item.
[ For employee ] – grant permissions for the user. To ensure the correct element operation, specify the
contact of the user for whom you would like to grant permissions.
[ For the employees who meet the filter conditions ] – grant permissions for all users that correspond to the
filter conditions.
To delete or modify the selected role, click the

button and choose the action you want to perform from the

menu.
Select the operation access level that will be set when performing an action:
[ Granted ] – users will obtain permission to execute selected operations.
[ Granted with right to delegate ] – users will obtain permission to execute operations and to grant this
operation permission to other users.
To select the access level, click the

button (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Add permissions to operations

Note. You can add access rights to records from several different roles or users. To do this, add the
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selected users or groups to the list and specify the rights that you want to add. As a result, when this step
is performed, the access rights will simultaneously change for all specified groups and users.

[Add data] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the [ Add data ] element (Fig. 1) to automatically create new records in a specific object.
Fig. 1 The [ Add data ] process element

The records are added in the background, without opening any pages. This is useful for adding records
automatically, without the user interference, or adding records to objects that do not have proper UI (e.g. a
record page) for the user to populate them.
The [ Add data ] element will add records in any object, regardless of the access permissions of the user who
runs the process.
The element has two modes (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Selecting a mode for an [ Add data ] element

Add one record
The element adds a new record in the specified object (section, detail or lookup) with the specified field values.
For example, you can add the current user as a participant of an activity that triggered the process. The element
will return only the Id of the added record. To retrieve the remaining data from the added record, use the [ Read
data ] element after the [ Add data ] element.

Add selection
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The element adds multiple records to the target object (section, detail or lookup) based on a filtered list of
records (a “selection”) from a reference object. The number and contents of the added records will depend on
the records from the selection, namely:
For each record of the selection, a new record will be created in the target object.
You can populate fields of the new records with values from the corresponding records in the selection. To do
this, select the [ Column from this selection ] option when specifying column values of the records to add
(Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Mapping column values of the new records to the columns from the selection

Use cases
Information on how to use each mode is available below:
Add a single record
Add multiple records

Set up cases in sections
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can configure cases in any Creatio section. Several cases can be used simultaneously in each section.
However, a section record will use only one of the cases, depending on a specific column value. For example, for
the “Medium business” and “Small business” opportunity categories, you can configure different cases.
There are several ways to access the Case Designer:
The [ Cases ] tab in the section wizard
The [ Set up section cases ] button in the [ View ] section menu.
The case setup page displays a list of all cases configured for a section (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Section case setup page
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The [ Which column to build the stages by? ] and [ Which column to set initial case condition by? ] fields determine
the basic case properties (Fig. 2):
1. [ Which column to build the stages by? ] – the values of the column specified in this field will be used to
determine case steps.
2. [ Which column to set initial case condition by? ] – Creatio will use the column specified in this field to determine
which case to run for which record. Populate this field if the section has several cases.
Fig. 2 Configuring section case columns

Create a case
Click [ New case ] to add a section case. The Case Designer will open. In the designer, configure the sequence of
steps (case elements) that are performed at each case stage. A new case will appear in the list of section cases
after you save changes in the Case Designer.
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Note for implementation specialists. In the pre-production environment, if you configure the case for
the section with the default case disabled, then before transferring the created case to the production
environment, bind the data of the disconnected case.

Activate a case
Cases that are not currently in use can be deactivated by selecting the case record and clicking the [ Deactivate
case ] button in the [ Actions ] drop-down menu. The case will continue running for all records created before its
deactivation. Several cases can be activated simultaneously in each section.

Note. You can run only those cases that correspond to the columns specified in the [ Which column to
build the stages by? ] and [ Which column to set initial case condition by? ] fields. If the values of the
[ Which column to build the stages by? ] and [ Which column to set initial case condition by? ] fields are
changed, all cases that have incompatible column values will be deactivated.

Use process parameters
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Specify static and variable parameter values
Static parameter values are specified directly when the process is designed and are always the same in all
process instances. The parameters are populated in the same way as section record fields of the corresponding
type (text, numeric, date, etc.).
Certain parameters allow you to select variables, such as system settings, current date and time or current user
contact as their values.
For example, when populating the [ Who performs task ] parameter of the [ Perform task ] element, you can
select a specific contact, e.g. “John Smith”, or the “Current user” variable, which will populate the parameter with
the user who runs the current instance of the business process (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Task scheduling process

Note. You can also map parameter values to parameters of other elements or process parameters.

To specify a static parameter value:
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1. Select a process element where the static value should be.
2. Click the

button next to the field of the parameter. Select one of the following options depending on the

desired outcome:
Fig. 2 Selecting a lookup value

a. Select [ Lookup value ] if the value has to be populated with lookup data. For example, click the [ Contact ]
field in the [ Perform task ] element and select the contact responsible for the task from the list (Fig. 2).
b. Select a variable, e.g., [ Current user ] or [ Current date ] if the value has to be populated with / for the user
who runs the process or date when the element is executed. For example, select [ Current user contact ]
option (Fig. 3) in the [ Who performs the task? ] field of the [ Perform task ] element if the task has to be
created for the user who started the business process.
Fig. 3 Selecting the current user contact option
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c. Select [ System setting ], and then select the system setting whose value must be written to the parameter
when the process is executed. The data type of the selected system setting value must match the data
type of the parameter (text, numeric, date, etc.). (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Selecting the system settings option

3. Save the process diagram.

Pass parameters between process elements
Process element parameters determine the behavior of process elements. For example, the [ Preform task ]
element contains such parameters as [ Subject ], [ Owner ], [ Duration ], etc., which determine the properties of
the “Task” activity that the element creates.
You can assign parameter values manually or map them to other process or element parameters. For example,
while scheduling a kick-off call with new contacts, you can pass the Id of the contact record created earlier in the
process flow to the [ Contact ] parameter of a subsequent [ Perform task ] element. As a result, the “Task”
activity will be connected to that contact (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Simple task scheduling process

To pass parameters:
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1. Select the element, to which the parameter value will be passed. For example, to pass the contact to the
[ Perform task ] element, select it on the diagram.
2. In the element setup area, click the

button next to the field of the parameter, which must be populated

with the value from another element, and select [ Process parameter ] from the menu (Fig. 5). For example,
click the [ Contact ] field in the [ Perform task ] element.
Fig. 5 Opening the parameter selection window

3. In the window that appears, click [ Process elements ].
4. Select an element which contains the necessary parameter (1). In the list of element parameters (2), select the
parameter whose value must be obtained. In this case, Id of the contact will be saved in the [ Record Id ]
parameter of the [ Open edit page ] element (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Selecting the Id parameter
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5. Save the process diagram.
As a result, whenever the process is run, the value of the element parameter will be populated automatically
from the corresponding parameter of a different element. For example, the [ Contact ] parameter of the
[ Perform task ] element will be populated with the contact, which was created when the [ Open edit page ]
element was executed.

Pass parameters between business processes
Creatio business processes can exchange information with each other using process parameters. Such
exchange is possible between a sub-process and corresponding parent processes only.
Parameters of the subordinate process become parameters of the corresponding [ Sub-process ] element of the
parent process. When you populate the [ Which process to run? ] field of the [ Sub-process ] element, its setup
area displays the parameters of the selected process (Fig. 7). The values of these fields can then be populated
with static values or mapped to other parameters from the parent process. Likewise, parameters of the parent
process and its elements can be mapped to parameters of the [ Sub-process ] element.
Fig. 7 An example of process parameters displayed in the setup area of the [ Sub-process ] element

For example, a process for job applicant review includes a sub-process, during which the applicant is reviewed by
the company management. You can pass the contact’s Id to the sub-process using the [ Lookup ] process
parameter (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 Mapping sub-process parameters
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To transfer parameter values between a sub-process and its parent process:
1. Add corresponding parameter(s) to the sub-process.
2. Map the parameters of the parent process and/or its elements to the parameters of the [ Sub-process ]
element.
To add a parameter to the business process:
1. Open the sub-process in the Process Designer.
2. In the process setup area, go to the [ Parameters ] tab.
3. Click [ Add parameter ] and select its type. For example, if you need to pass a specific record as parameter
value, you would need a [ Lookup ] type parameter.

Note. The record will be passed to this process, therefore this parameter will be populated with a value
from the parent process. The setup of the parent process is described below.
4. Populate the [ Title ] and [ Code ] fields so that you can easily identify this parameter in the future, e.g., when
mapping its values.
5. For a lookup parameter you need to specify the object whose records can be used to populate this
parameter. In the [ Lookup ] field, select the object whose records will be used to populate parameter values.
For example, if your parameter is supposed to link a process to a contact record, select the “Contact” (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Setting up a process parameter of the “Lookup” type
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6. Save the parameter and the process.
Once the lookup parameter is added to the business process, it has to be mapped in the parent process.
Mapping parameter values of parent process to parameters of a sub-process
To map the parent process parameter:
1. Add a [ Sub-process ] element to the process diagram (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Sub-process on the diagram

2. In the [ Which process to run ] field, select the subordinate process, which will be run as part of the current
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process. For example, in the “Onboarding” process, add sub-process element and select the “CEO review”
process as the sub-process.
As a result, the parameters of the selected process will appear in the setup area of the [ Sub-process ]
element. For example, the [ Contact ] parameter will appear once you select the “CEO review” process
(Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 “CEO review” sub-process element parameters

3. In the [ Process parameters ] area, click the

button next to the parameter to map (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 Selecting the parameter to map

4. In the window that appears, select the element that contains the needed parameter. For example, if the parent
process is triggered by an object signal and you need to map the parameter to the record that triggered it,
select the corresponding signal element (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Selecting the element that contains the needed parameter
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5. A list of the element parameters will appear to the right. Select the parameter that contains the value. For
example, if you are mapping a lookup parameter to an object signal, select the [ Unique identifier of record ]
parameter (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 Mapping the parameter to the child process

6. Save the process diagram.
As a result, whenever the sub-process is executed, its parameters will obtain values from the parent process.
For example, the contact that triggered the start of the parent “Onboarding” process will be passed to the
child “CEO review” process.
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Add a [ Collection of records ] process parameter
When working with collections, use the [ Collection of records ] parameter as a medium between the developer
code and low-code elements in a business process. You can add a process parameter for storing collections of
records and set up the structure of the collection by adding nested parameters. This way you can work with
collections using low-code tools, such as multi-instance sub-processes.
You can use the [ Collection of records ] process parameter when running business processes from a C# or JS
code or when using the [ Script task ] process element, e.g., for implementing integration with third-party
applications. You can also use it to pass record collections between business processes.
To add the [ Collection of records ] process parameter:
1. Click

→ [ Process library ] section and open the needed business process in the Process Designer.

2. Go to the [ Parameters ] tab in the element setup area.
3. Click [ Add parameter ] → [ Other ] → [ Collection of records ].
4. In the window that opens, populate the process parameter standard fields:
a. [ Name ] – specify the parameter name, e.g., “Conact Collection.”
b. [ Code ] – specify the parameter code, e.g., “ProcessSchemaConactCollection.”
c. Leave the [ Value ] field unpopulated.
5. Click [ Save ].
6. Set up the nested parameters to define the collection structure. For example, to include the name and age for
each record in a collection of contacts, add [ Full name ] and [ Age ] nested parameters:
a. Click [ Add nested parameter ] → select the needed parameter type, e.g. select the “Text” type for the
“Name” field to map with the [ Full name ] column of the contact page.
b. Click [ Add nested parameter ] → select the needed parameter type for another field, e.g. select the
“Integer” type for the “Age” field to map with the [ Age ] column of the contact page.
7. Map each of the nested parameters created at the previous step (in our case, two parameters created at step
5) to the corresponding nested parameters of a collection obtained in the process flow. Read more: Use
parameters.
Fig. 9 Adding the [ Collection of records ] process parameter in a business process
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Note. To map the nested parameters of the [ Collection of records ] process element with
corresponding values, specify the “Read collection of records” value in the [ Which data read mode to
use? ] field of the process element you are using for mapping within a business process.

Fig. 10 Setting up the [ Read data ] element for reading a collection of records

As a result, you will create a parameter that can store a collection of records (e.g., contacts) and the
corresponding data for each record in the collection (e.g., contact’s name and age). You can use the collection
data further in the process and pass these parameter values to other business process elements.

Interact with record pages in a business
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process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Using the business process elements, you can open a new or existing record for editing.

Example. Create a business process that the user can use to register a new opportunity, add a contract
and then close the opportunity.

To add records in the system section, use the [ Open edit page ] element. To implement this logic, you need to
open a new opportunity page for the user to let them enter all the necessary information. Then you will need to
open a new order page and fill its fields with data from the opportunity. Finally, the page of created opportunity
must open so that the user can change the opportunity stage.

Open a new record page
To create a new opportunity in the process workflow:
1. Create a new process and add the [ Open edit page ] element to it.
2. Populate the [ Open edit page ] element setup area (Fig. 1):
Fig. 1 The [ Open edit page ] element setup area
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a. Enter element caption.
b. In the [ Which page to open? ] field, select “Opportunity edit page“.
c. In the [ Editing mode ] field, select the “Add new record“ option.
d. To automatically populate the [ Name ] field on the opened new opportunity page, add it to the [ Which
default values to set in the fields of new records? ] block.
e. Populate the [ Recommendation for filling page ] and [ Hint for user ] fields.
f. Populate the [ Hint for user ] field to further describe actions to be performed by a user.
g. In the [ When is the element considered complete? ] field, select “Immediately after saving the record“.
3. Save the process.
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As a result, when the process item is initiated, a new opportunity edit page will open (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 A new opportunity page displayed as part of a process workflow

Create a new connected record
As part of process workflow, you can add records to Creatio sections using process element parameter values.

Example. After registering a new opportunity, the user must add an order for the opportunity. The fields
on the new order page must be populated with the opportunity data.

To set up default field values for a new order page:
1. Add the [ Open edit page ] element to the outgoing sequence flow of the “Add opportunity“ element (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Adding [ Open edit page ] element for order registration

2. Populate the [ Open edit page ] element setup area (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Populating the element setup area
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Note. Record Id (record identifier) is a unique code used to identify records in the database.

a. Enter element caption.
b. In the [ Which page to open? ] field, select “Order edit page“.
c. In the [ Editing mode ] field, select the “Add new record“ option.
d. In the [ Which default values to set in the fields of new records? ] click [ Add field ].
e. Select the [ Opportunity ] column (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Selecting the [ Opportunity ] column to populate on a new page
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3. In the parameter value menu, click [ Process parameter ] and select the [ Create opportunity ] element as the
source of the parameter value.
4. In the right area of the parameter value window, select [ Record Id ] (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Selecting a record id of an earlier created record

5. Click the [ Select ] button.
6. Save the process diagram.
As a result, when this process item is executed, a new order record will be created. In the [ Opportunity ] field
of the order the needed opportunity will be specified.

Edit a record
You can open edit pages for existing records with the [ Open edit page ] element.

Example. As part of the process workflow, the user must edit the opportunity that was created earlier.

Use the [ Open edit page ] element to open edit page of a specific record.
To open the opportunity edit page:
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1. Add the [ Open edit page ] element to the outgoing sequence flow of the [ New document ] element (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Sale process

2. Populate the element setup area (Fig. 8):
Fig. 8 Parameters on the element setup area for editing an existing record

a. Enter element caption.
b. In the [ Which page to open? ] field, select “Opportunity edit page“.
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c. In the [ Editing mode ] field, select “Edit existing record“.
d. Click the [ Record Id ] field and select [ Process parameter ] in the parameter value menu.
e. In the parameter value window, select [ Create opportunity ].
f. In the right area of the parameter value window, select [ Record Id ] (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Selecting a record id of an earlier created record

3. Click the [ Select ] button of the parameter value window.
4. Save the process diagram.
As a result, the edit page of tie opportunity, which was created earlier by the “Add opportunity“ element will
open.

Manage item completion conditions
In the opportunity business process covered above, the “Close opportunity” element will be completed once the
opportunity record is saved.

Example. To complete the “Close opportunity” process step, the user must actually close the opportunity
by changing its stage to “Closed won” or “Closed lost”.

Use the [ Open edit page ] element to specify conditions for its completion.
To have the opportunity process (Fig. 10) end only if the opportunity is closed:
Fig. 10 Opportunity process
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1. Select the “Close opportunity” element on the process diagram.
2. On the element setup area, select the “If the record matches conditions” in the [ When is the element
considered complete? ] field.
3. Use filter to specify conditions that the opened record must meet for the element to be completed. To
complete the element if the opportunity is assigned certain stages, set up filter by the [ Stage ] field (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 Setting up item completion conditions

4. Save the process diagram.

Process Designer basics
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Add process elements to the working area to build a new business process.
The process elements are covered in separate articles.
Learn more about improving the performance of your business processes in an online course: How to start
modeling your process? Creatio best practices and tools.

Add an element to a process diagram
You can add elements to a business process in several ways:
Drag an element from the process element toolbar on the left to the working area of the Process
Designer (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Dragging an element from the element toolbar
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Select an element from the context menu of another element on the diagram and drag the element to
the working area. This adds the element and connects it to the previously selected element with a sequence
flow (Fig. 2). Click

and select the element type if needed.

Fig. 2 Adding an element from the context menu of another element
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As you move the element on the diagram, alignment lines appear (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Alignment lines
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If you place a process element on a sequence flow that connects two other elements, the flow splits into two
flows to encompass the new element (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Placing a process element on a sequence flow

Connect elements
You can connect Creatio process elements with conditional flows, sequence flows, and default flows. When you
add a process element from the context menu of a different element, Creatio connects the elements with a
sequence flow automatically.
Also, you can connect elements by adding a sequence flow from the context menu of an element (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Adding an outgoing flow from the context menu of an element
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The sequence flow is the default connection item. To connect elements with a default flow or conditional flow,
change the sequence flow type by clicking

in the element context menu (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Changing the flow type

Change the element type
The element toolbar and element context menu display several basic process elements.
Fig. 7 Adding elements and changing their types
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You can change a
You can change
You can change a
You can change a

system action group to
start,

intermediate, or

user action group and vice versa.
end events to any other event type.

gateway to any other gateway type.
sequence flow to a
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Select multiple elements on the process diagram
You can select multiple elements on the diagram, for example, to move them.
To select multiple elements, click on individual elements while holding Ctrl (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 Select multiple elements on the process diagram

Creatio highlights the selected elements with a dotted frame around them. You can move or delete the selected
elements (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Move selected elements

Note. To select the entire business process diagram, hold Shift, left-click the working area of the Process
Designer, and select the business process while holding the left mouse button.

Set up branching processes
Business processes can branch into several parallel or alternative flows.

Example. Create a process that branches depending on call results. If the customer is interested,
schedule the meeting. If the customer is not interested, end the process. The task can also be completed
with the “Call later” result, in which case the call element must be run again.

Use the following elements to branch the process:
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Conditional flows that activate if their conditions are met.
Gateways that activate one ore more outgoing flows depending on the gateway type: “exclusive OR,”
“inclusive OR,” “parallel AND.”
[ User dialog ] and [ Auto-generated page ] process elements whose results depend on the items (answers,
buttons) selected on the dialog page or auto-generated page. You can use the selected items as conditions for
outgoing conditional flows.
[ Perform task ], [ Open edit page ] process elements whose results depend on the values of a field. You can
use the value of the field that determines the element result as a condition for outgoing conditional flows.
The [ Exclusive gateway (OR) ] gateway is the best element for task result processing since the task can only
have one result. Alternatively, you can add outgoing conditional flows directly to the [ Call customer ] process
element without using the gateway.
To branch the process based on the [ Perform task ] element results (Fig. 10):
Fig. 10 Meeting process

Note. Use the [Exclusive gateway (OR) gateway when only one of the alternative process branches can be
executed.
If both process branches must be executed simultaneously, use the [ Parallel gateway (AND) ] gateway.
This gateway supports sequence flows only.

1. Place the [ Exclusive gateway (OR) ] gateway on the process diagram after the [ Call customer ] element
(Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 Add a gateway to a process

2. Connect the gateway and the ”Conduct meeting” element with a conditional flow.
3. Select the [ Completed ] checkbox in the element setup area of the conditional flow (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Select a condition for a conditional flow
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4. Add conditional flows for other results similarly. Add a return flow to the meeting element and select [ Call later
]. Add another outgoing conditional flow to the process end event and select [ Not interested ] (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Branch a process using a gateway

5. Save the process.
As a result, three results will be available on the “Call customer” activity page: [ Completed ], [ Not interested ],
and [ Rescheduled ] (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 Select the task result for process branching

Clicking [ Completed ] will open the “Conduct meeting” page. Clicking [ Rescheduled ] will create another call task.
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Clicking [ Not interested ] will end the process.

Note. To change the condition for the conditional flow, click the flow and select the new condition in the
window that opens.

If the process depends on the activity results, you can complete the activity only with the results provided by the
process.
If a process branch must be executed when you select any other result, add a default flow that triggers if the
activity result is not specified in the conditional flows.

Process version control
Process version control in Creatio ensures that business process revisions and updates do not disrupt any active
process instances. Also, the version control enables seamless updates to business processes and easy switching
between the existing process versions.
You can modify a process and save it as the current or new version regardless of the existence of active process
instances. To do this, modify the process, click [ Save ], and select “Save new version” or “Save current version.”
The new version replaces the earlier process versions in every place that uses the process schema, for
example, sub-processes. However, the active instances of the process continue to work according to the version
in which they were launched.
Whenever a process is saved, Creatio checks:
whether the process package is editable
whether the process was exported
If the process package is non-editable, Cratio asks if you want to save the new business process version. After
you confirm this, Creatio saves the new version to the package specified in the [ Current package ] system
setting.
If the business process schema was exported, Creatio asks if you want to create a new schema version. If you
choose not to, Creatio saves the process to the existing schema.
To view the business process version, select the process, click [ Properties ], and go to the [ Process versions ]
tab.
If you do not need to create several process versions, save the changes to the current process version. If
the process has active instances, they might be stopped when you save the changes.

Note. Creatio saves the latest process version directly to the package. If you save the package as an
archive and transfer the package to a different environment, the latest process version is transferred with
the package. Creatio determines the final current process version based on which package is higher in the
hierarchy.

[User dialog] process element
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The [ User dialog ] process element is designed for input from the process user by offering them to choose from
a set of available options. The selected option determines the result of the process element execution and further
process flow.
The element setup panel contains text (a question, for instance) and a number of options to choose from (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 User dialog UI

Specify the task parameters in the setup area (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 [ User dialog ] element setup area
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1. Enter the element caption at the top of the element setup page. The caption is displayed on the process
diagram.
2. [ What should the dialog text display? ] – Specify the text of the question on the user dialog page. Use the
parameter value window to enter the dialog text. Since this is a single line field, inserted line breaks will have no
effect regardless of the used syntax and characters.
3. [ Owner ] – Specify the user, for whom the page will open. Use the parameter value window to specify the
value.
4. [ Hint for user ] – Enter additional information that will be displayed for users by clicking the
opened dialog page. The hint button is displayed on the displayed page.

button on the

Select the dialog mode
“User can choose one option“ – This option enables users to choose only one of the available options. In this
case the options are displayed in the dialog as a radio buttons. If this option is selected, the process will branch
using the [ Exclusive gateway (OR) ] element (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 The [ User dialog ] task in single selection mode
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“User can choose multiple options“ – This option enables users to select more than one option. In this mode, the
options on a dialog page are shown as checkboxes.
If the “User can choose multiple options“ mode is selected, the [ User dialog ] element must be followed by an
[ Inclusive gateway (OR) ] element, whose outgoing flows will correspond to the options that the user can choose
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 The [ User dialog ] task in multiple selection mode

In this case, only those conditional flows that correspond to the options selected by the user are activated.

Set up the dialog options
Add options that the user can choose from in the [ Answer options ] block. The order of options in the list
corresponds to the order in which the options are located on the dialog page. You can change the order using
the [ Move up ] and [ Move down ] actions in the answer list menu (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Change the order of the answer options
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Note. By default, the element setup area contains three fields for entering user options. If you fill in only
two of them, then only two fields will be displayed next time the page opens.

You can also use this menu to choose the option that will be selected on the dialog page by default. Regardless of
the dialog mode, only one option can be set as default.
Select the [ Answer required ] checkbox if the user must select at least one option to execute the dialog element.
If the user saves the dialog page without selecting any options, the default flow will be activated.
To add a new option, click [ Add answer option ].

Note. The answer options of user dialogs are used to branch processes.

[Message] start event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Message ] start event (Fig. 1) is used to activate event sub-processes within a parent business
process. Such event sub-processes are run through the [ Throw message ] intermediate event in the
corresponding parent business process.
Fig. 1 [ Message ] start event (activating a sub-process)

For example, your sales process can include an event sub-process during which the list of ordered products is
modified. The customer can modify the list of ordered products at any time, any number of times. Each case of
modifying the order must be followed with a [ Throw message ] event, which would activate the [ Message ] start
event of the order modification event sub-process.
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[Message] start event operation
Activation

The element is triggered by a [ Throw message ] event on the same business process
diagram.

Execution

When activated, the [ Message ] start event initiates the event sub-process. The [ Message
] start event activates its outgoing flows and enables execution of the other actions in the
event sub-process. Same [ Message ] start event can be triggered multiple times within a
process instance.

[Message] start event parameters
Which

Enter the name of the message event that will activate this element. Make sure that the

message

message name matches the one specified in the [ Which message to generate? ] field of

event

the [ Throw message ] element (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) on the same process diagram.

should start
the
process?
Run
following

Select this checkbox, if you want any “User action” elements activated with the outgoing
flows of the current element to run “in the background”. When process elements are

elements in

executed in the background, their loading mask is not displayed, no windows pop up for

the

the user, etc. The user will be able to interact with the elements via the [ Business process

background

tasks ] tab of the communication panel.

Fig. 2 Specifying the name of a message that activates the [ Message ] start event

Fig. 3 Example of a [ Throw message ] element that generates the message event
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Inclusive gateway (OR)
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You can use the inclusive gateway to create alternative flows in the process that can be executed concurrently.
When diverging, an inclusive gateway activates the conditional flows whose conditions are met. Both one or
several outgoing flows can be activated.
For example, if the account annual revenue is 100,000 or more, it is considered a large customer, and if its
annual revenue is more than 200,000, then this customer is considered VIP (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Diverging inclusive gateway

If the customer's annual revenue is 150,000, it will be classified as a large customer. If the customer annual
revenue is more than 200,000, it will be added to the large customers group and also have VIP status. In case
the annual revenue is less than 100,000, the default flow is used.
The diverging inclusive gateway element requires an outgoing default flow. The default flow is activated when it is
impossible to activate at least one of the conditional flows.
A converging inclusive gateway works in the same way as a converging exclusive gateway.

[Event sub-process] element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the [ Event sub-process ] element (Fig. 1) when you need to perform a sequence of tasks whenever a
specific event occurs. Event sub-processes can be performed several times during business process execution
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and can be used for implementing cyclic or repeated activities.
Fig. 1 [ Event sub-process ] element with a [ Message ] start event and a process task placed inside it

For example, during a sale process, a customer can modify the list of ordered products at any stage of the
negotiations, any number of times. In this case, your sales process can include an event sub-process for
updating the list of ordered products.
In Creatio, an event sub-process is not a typical process element. Please take the following into account when
creating event sub-processes:
Unlike regular business process elements, the event sub-process is displayed as a separate diagram area. It is
not supposed to connect with the rest of the diagram via flows.
Any regular elements placed on the event sub-process (e.g., activities, gateways, events and sequence flows)
are considered elements of that sub-process and will be executed only if the event sub-process is triggered.
In Creatio, the event sub-process must always start with a [ Message ] start event. The diagram of the event
sub-process will be executed once for each execution of the corresponding [ Throw message ] event in a
process instance.
The [ Terminate ] end event in an event sub-process flow will terminate the entire process. Normally, event
sub-processes do not have the [ Terminate ] event, unless the function of the event sub-process includes
terminating the entire process (e.g., the event sub-process handles the cancellation of a sale, etc.).

[Event sub-process] operation
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Activation

The [ Event sub-process ] element executes each time the [ Message ] start event is
triggered by the corresponding [ Throw message ] event (Fig. 2). Same event sub-process
can be activated several times in a single process instance.

Execution

When the corresponding message is thrown by the process [ Throw message ] event, the
[ Message ] start event activates its outgoing flow and enables the execution of the other
actions in the event sub-process flow.
The event sub-process actions are executed as regular elements of the current business
process and do not interrupt its execution.
Pending user actions of both the event sub-process and the regular process can be
performed in any order by the users.
Unlike regular Sub-processes, event sub-processes do not create a separate process
instance in the [ Process Log ] section. The event sub-process tasks are displayed in the
[ Process elements ] detail of the process log as regular business process tasks, in the
order of their execution.

Fig. 2 Execution diagram of a business process using the [ Event sub-process ] element, which was triggered twice during the instance
shown

Conditional flow
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Moving down the conditional flow is done upon fulfilling the condition specified for a flow. For example, if a
customer is interested in your products or services, the relevant information must be forwarded to them (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 Conditional flow
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Conditions for gateways are set in the same manner. If a process element (for example, “Perform task”) is
connected to a gateway with a sequence flow, then when you add conditional flows between this gateway and
subsequent process elements, it is necessary to specify the conditions for moving down these flows.
Depending on the element they originate from, the conditional flows can be assigned conditions by selecting a
preset condition in the element setup window of a conditional flow, or specifying a custom condition using a
formula.

Selecting a condition from the list
When you add an outbound conditional flow to an action, such as [ Perform task ], you can select task results as
a condition for activating this conditional flow (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Select a condition for a conditional flow

Note. Possible results of the [ Perform task ] element are stored in the [ Activity results ] lookup. The list of
possible options depends on the type of activity. In this case, only one of the outgoing conditional flows
can be activated, as with an exclusive gateway.
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Using a formula to create a condition
If a conditional flow originates from any process element whose results cannot be determined by the value in a
certain column, you need to specify the condition using the parameter value window. Formulas are also used for
conditional flows outgoing from gateways. When you add such a conditional flow, the [ Formula ] element card is
opened. Use it to set conditions for moving down this flow.
When a formula is used to set conditions for conditional flows, the result of the formula is treated as a Boolean
value. The logic is the same as that of the standard [ Formula ] item whose value is passed to a parameter with
the boolean data type.

Cancel a process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

If you need to stop a process, you can cancel it.
To cancel a process instance:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Under [ Processes ], click [ Process log ].
3. In the list of the process log, select a process instance that is in progress, and click the [ Cancel process ]
button (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 – Cancel running processes

This will terminate the process forcibly. The state of the selected process instance changes to “Canceled.”
Select the needed record in the process log list and run the [ Cancel execution ] action (Fig. 2) to cancel a
business process instance.
Fig. 2 – [ Cancel Execution ] action on the process list toolbar
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Use the [ Select multiple records ] command in the [ Actions ] menu to cancel more than one record. Select
processes to cancel and perform the [ Cancel Execution ] action in the [ Actions ] menu (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 – Canceling multiple business processes

Note. The [ Cancel Execution ] action is available to the users who have access to the “Cancel running
processes” (“CanCancelProcess”) system operation to access.

Multiple process instances are canceled one by one. Upon running the [ Cancel Execution ] command, Creatio
changes the status of all selected process instances to “Canceling.” As soon as a process instance is actually
canceled, its status will change to “Canceled.”
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[Open edit page] case element
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During case execution, the [ Open edit page ]

case element will display the edit page of a Creatio section. The

element can open a page for adding a new record, or open the page of an existing record for editing.

Set up the [Open edit page] case element
Specify the edit page parameters in the element setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Open edit page ] element setup area

The name of the element is displayed at the top of the setup area. This makes the element easy to find on the
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case diagram.
Fill out the following fields:

Note. A user can advance to the final “unsuccessful” stage from any stage without completing the
required steps.

1. [ When is the step performed? ] – indicates whether to activate the element at the start of the stage or after a
case step. Select “At the start of the stage” if the edit page must be opened at the start of the case stage.
Select “After the previous step is complete” if the edit page must be opened after the previous step in the
case stage. Specify the step in the [ Perform after step ] field.
2. [ Step type ] – specify if the step is required. Select “Required step” if the task must be completed to transition
to the next stage. If it is not required to perform the task to transition to the next stage, select “Optional
step.”
3. [ Which page to open? ] – select the edit page that the element will display to the process user. This is a
required field.
4. [ Editing mode ] – there are two modes available:
[ Add new record ] – select this option if you need to open the edit page of a new record. In this mode, the
[ Which default values to set in the fields of new records? ] field becomes available. Click the [ + ] button
and select fields that must populated and the values to populate them with (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Selecting fields that need to be populated on a new page

You can quickly map default field values to those of the primary case record using the [ Main record column ]
command of the

menu. For example, when opening a new contact page as part of a lead case, you can

map its [ Full name ] field to the [ Contact name ] field of the corresponding lead record.
[ Edit existing record ] – select this option if you need to open the page of an existing record. If this option
is selected, populate the [ Record ID ] field to specify the record that will be opened for editing. For
example, if you need to make changes to an account record as part of a lead qualification case, map the
[ Record ID ] field to the needed account record.
5. [ Owner ] – specify the user for whom the page will be displayed. This is a required field.
6. [ Recommendations for filling out the page ] – enter the text that will be displayed on the opened edit page.
This is a required field.
7. [ Hint for user ] – enter additional information that the user will be able to view by clicking the
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opened edit page. The hint button is displayed on the displayed page.
8. [ When is the element considered complete? ] – select the conditions for completing the element.
“Immediately after saving the record” – the step will be completed once the user clicks the ”Save” button
on the opened page.
“If the record matches conditions” – the step will be completed if after saving it matches a pre-set filter. For
example, the “Lead qualification” case step will be completed if you specify the approximate budget on the
lead page. You can configure a filter based on columns of the selected object or one of its subordinate
objects.

[Modify data] process element
PRODUCTS:
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The [ Modify data ] process element (Fig. 1) is used to change field values of specific existing records.
Fig. 1 The [ Modify data ] process element

The element can modify any number of records in one batch, but the changes in all of these records will be the
same. For example, you can use the [ Modify data ] element to change the status of all activities to “Canceled”.
To set different values for different records, use several [ Modify data ] elements.
The records to modify are selected using the standard filter. For example, you can modify all activities whose due
date was yesterday. You can modify one or several fields of the selected records.
The changes are made on the background without opening the record edit pages. Use the [ Modify data ]
element for any changes that do not require user interference or editing records in objects that do not have
proper UI (e.g. a record page) for the user to edit them manually.
The element can modify any record, regardless of the permissions of the user who runs the process.

Use examples
Information on how to use each of the modes is available below:
Modify multiple records that match a condition
Modify specific records

Use sub-processes
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Sub-processes can be used to run a process as a part of another process.

Add a sub-process
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Example. A sale process (Fig. 1) must have a subordinate process for conducting a meeting with a
customer (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Sale process

Fig. 2 Customer meeting process

Adding a meeting sub-process (Fig. 1) to the opportunity process.
1. Place the [ Sub-process ] element on the diagram after the “Add opportunity” element.
2. On the element setup area, in the [ Process ] field, select the process that must be run on executing this
element (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Selecting a process to be run as a sub-process

3. Save the process diagram.
As a result, when the parent opportunity process is run, the items preceding the sub-process will be
completed first, then the sub-process (meeting with client) will be started. After the sub-process is completed,
the parent process will continue (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Sale process with enabled meeting subprocess

To make the parent process execution depend on the subprocess result, add parameters that will be used for
creating outgoing conditional flows of the sub-process element.

Obtain subprocess execution result
The parent process can pass parameter values to its sub-processes and get subprocess parameter values.
Corresponding custom parameters must be added both to the parent process and the sub-process.

Example. If the meeting result is that the customer showed interest, then a new order must be created in
the parent process. If the customer is not interested, then the parent process must end.

Note. The procedure for adding an order via the [ Open edit page ] element is covered in the previous
article. The contract page settings are similar to those of a new document page.

To pass parameter values between the processes, first add corresponding custom parameters to both
processes.

Add a parameter
To add a parameter to the meeting process (Fig. 2)
1. Open the “Meeting with customer” process for editing and double-click on the working area of the Process
Designer.

Note. You can open the subprocess diagram from the [ Sub-process ] element setup area by clicking
the button next to the [ Process ] field.
2. In the [ Actions ] menu of the Process Designer, select [ Process parameters ] command.
3. Click the [ Add parameter ] button and select the [ Lookup ] menu item.
4. Populate process parameter properties (Fig. 5):
Fig. 5 The properties for the process parameter
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1. Enter the parameter name.
2. In the [ Lookup ] field, select the [ Activity result ] lookup.
3. Specify the value source of the parameter.
a. Click the [ Value ] field and select [ Process parameter ] in the value menu.
b. Select the [ Activity result ] parameter of the [ Call customer ] element as a source of the process
parameter value (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Setting up process parameter value source

4. Click the [ Select ] button of the parameter value window.
5. Save the process parameter.
6. Save the process.
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As a result, whenever the [ Call customer ] element is completed, its result will be passed to the process
parameter.

Obtain results
To specify conditions for the conditional flow that originated from the [ Sub-process ] element in the parent
process (Fig. 2):
1. Open the parent process where the end parameter of another sub-process should be handled.
2. Add conditional flow from the [ Sub-process ] element to the [ Open edit page ] element that open a new
document page.
3. Click the [ Condition to move down the flow ] field.
4. In the parameter value window, specify the condition for moving down the flow that compares the subprocess resulting parameter with the expected value (Fig. 7):
Fig. 7 Condition for a conditional flow

a. On the [ Process elements ] tab, select [ Meeting with customer ].
b. Select the [ Conduct meeting ] process parameter.
c. In the formula area, enter “==”.
d. On the [ Lookup ] tab, select [ Result of activity ] lookup from the dropdown list.
e. Select [ Completed ].
5. Save the changes in the parameter value window.
6. Add a default flow from the subprocess element to the end process event element (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8 The meeting sub-process on the parent process diagram

7. Save the process diagram.

Use an event sub-process
You can set up business processes containing task combinations that can be repeated several times during the
process execution, when certain events occur. To arrange such task combinations in a separate process flow,
use the [ Event sub-process ] element in your diagram.
For example, within a sale process, order information must be updated at every stage of negotiations (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Sale process containing an “Order modification” event sub-process

To set up a process containing an “Order modification” event sub-process:
1. Add a [ Throw message ] intermediate event to the process diagram after the corresponding process action.
Populate the [ Which message to generate? ] field with the message name that will serve a trigger of your
event sub-process, e.g. “UpdateOrder” (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Populating the [ Which message to generate ] field of the [ Throw message ] event in the current process
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2. Add the [ Event sub-process ] element to the diagram and set up the elements on it (Fig. 11):
Fig. 11 [ Event sub-process ] element

1. Add a [ Message ] start event in the [ Event sub-process ] area on the diagram, as the initial event of your
event sub-process. Make sure that the value in its [ Which message event should start the process? ] field
matches the value of the message generated by the corresponding [ Throw message ] event (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Populating the [ Which message event should start the process ] field of the [ Message ] start event in the event sub-process
area

a. Add subprocess steps to the diagram For example, add an [ Open edit page ] element that opens the order
page for the user and a [ Send email ] element to notify all involved parties that the order has been
updated.
b. Connect the event sub-process elements with sequence flows.
2. Save the process diagram.
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Note. The event sub-process will be triggered each time the [ Message ] start event receives a
corresponding message generated during the execution of the current process. Running event subprocess will not interrupt the execution of the current process: the event sub-process elements will be
performed as regular process elements in the order defined by the user.

As a result, the event sub-process will launch each time the [ Throw message ] intermediate event of the
current process generates a corresponding message during the process execution. For example, an order
modification sub-process will run whenever an order modification message is received within the process.

Manage access permissions with business
processes
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

During a business process execution, various actions are performed with Creatio records. These actions can be
fully automatic (system actions) or they can be performed with some form of input from users (user actions).
When executing user actions as part of a business process, the access permissions of the corresponding
user still apply. For instance, a business process is supposed to open a record page for a user that has no
permission to view and edit the corresponding record. In this case, the user will not be able to complete this
process action and consequently – advance or even complete the business process.
This must be taken into account when designing business processes. Usually, a user task requires 2 changes in
access permissions:
Before executing the user action, corresponding access permissions must be granted to the corresponding
user.
After the user action is complete, the changes in access permissions must be reverted to restore the
permissions that the user had initially.
Use the [ Change access rights ] element to grant or deny access permissions automatically, as part of business
process flow. The element sets specified permissions for specific records for the specified users.

Example. Whenever an account owner changes, the new owner employee must be granted access to
view and edit the account record, while other employees must have only permission to view this account.

1. Add the [ Change access rights ] on the process diagram (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 Business process for changing access permissions for a new account owner
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2. Set up the properties of the element (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The [ Change access rights ] element setup area

3. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select ”Account”.
4. In the [ Apply access rights to all records that match conditions ] area, set up a filter to select the needed
records. For instance, to select the account that triggered the object signal that initiates the process, set up a
filter by the [ Id ] column: “Id = Account owner modified.Unique identifier of record”. To do this:
a. In the filter area, click <Add condition> and select the [ Id ] column.
b. In the opened context menu, select [ Compare with parameter ].
c. In the opened parameter value window, select the [ Account owner modified ] element and its parameter
[ Unique identifier of record ].
5. In the [ Which access rights to remove? ] area, click [ + ] and add users and roles whose access rights to the
selected records must be removed. For instance, to limit access rights to all other users, except for the
record owner:
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a. Select [ For all roles and users ] in the menu.
b. Select checkboxes for permissions that must be revoked. To leave only permission to view the records,
select

(edit) and

(delete) checkboxes.

6. In the [ Which access rights to add? ] area, click [ + ] and specify who should be granted the new
permissions. For instance, to grant full access to the record for its new owner:
a. Select [ For an employee ] from the menu.
b. In the field that appears afterwards, specify the employee contact who will be granted the permissions. You
can select an employee contact from the [ Contacts ] lookup, or map this field to a process or element
parameter that already contains the needed contact record.
You can obtain the employee who was set as the new owner of an account record by reading the data in
the [ Owner ] column of the corresponding account record. To do this, click the
[ Employee ] field and select [ Process parameter ] from the menu.

button in the

c. In the opened parameter value window, on the [ Process elements ] tab, select the [ Read account data ]
element and its [ Owner ] parameter. Click “Select” to save the entered value.
d. Select operations to grant permissions for. To permit a user to view and edit the records, select the
(read) and
(edit) checkboxes.
7. If necessary, click

and select [ Permit with right to delegate ] from the menu, so that the user could grant

same permissions for the record to other users (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Granting permission with right to delegate

Note. To use parameters of other elements, make sure that you properly add and set up them in your
business process. Learn more about mapping parameters in the “Process parameters” article.

As a result, the process will run whenever an owner of an account record is changed. All users, except for the
owner, will be denied permission to edit and delete the record, while the owner user will be granted
permissions to view and edit the record.

Process Designer hot keys
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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The table below lists keyboard shortcuts that you can use in the Process Designer.
Hot keys

Notes

Ctrl + C

Copy selected process element(s) in the Process Designer working area to
clipboard

Ctrl + V

Paste element(s) from clipboard to the current position of your cursor in
the Process Designer working area

Ctrl + A

Select all processes in the Process Designer working area

Ctrl + F

Search for process element(s).

Ctrl + Enter

Run Process

F1

Open help

Ctrl + L

Open process log

Ctrl + K

Show source code

Ctrl + M

Show metadata

Del

Delete selected element(s) in the Process Designer working area

Drag with the left mouse

Navigate the canvas in the Process Designer working area.

button
Shift + drag with the left

Select multiple elements in the Process Designer working area via a

mouse button

selection box.

Ctrl + left click

Select multiple elements by clicking on them.

Mouse wheel

Scroll the canvas in the Process Designer working area up/down.

Shift + mouse wheel

Scroll the canvas in the Process Designer working area right/left.

Ctrl + mouse wheel

Zoom the diagram in and out. If you place the mouse cursor over the
diagram, only the diagram will be zoomed.

Ctrl + Enter

Insert line break when entering element captions on the working area or in

Shift + Enter

the setup area.

Alt + Enter

Working with the Studio Free process
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Working with the Studio Free process
library
PRODUCTS:

STUDIO FREE

All business processes belonging to your organization are stored in the process library, which enables you to:
Easily navigate the entire list of business processes.
Add new business processes to your library by creating or importing them
Organize business processes in a hierarchical structure
Search for processes and folders
Click

to toggle the process library panel. A list of all folders and processes that belong to your organization

will be displayed on the left-hand side of the application.

Create a business process
Click

to add a new folders or processes, as well as import *.bpmn files to the library.
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Note. In the process library, the root “All processes” folder is created by default and cannot be modified.

Configure the folder structure
You can organize your folders by creating a folder tree.
Select the root folder, click
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, and select “Folder” to create a subordinate folder.
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Click

and select “Process” to add a new process to a specific folder, select the folder.

Drag and drop processes (or folders) to move them from one location to another. Moving an entire folder will
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also move all its contents.

To delete or rename a folder / process, click

and select the necessary option in the list. Additionally, you

can import a process from a *.bpmn file or add it directly into the selected folder.
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Attention. Deleting a folder will delete all its contents, i.e. all other processes and folders in it.

Find a process
To search for folders and processes, click
and start typing your request. The process library panel will
show a list of folders and processes that match search criteria.
Click a list item to open it.
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[Open edit page] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

During the process execution, the [ Open edit page ] process element will display edit page of the selected
section. The element can open a page for adding a new record, or open the page of an existing record for
editing.
Specify the edit page parameters in the element setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Open edit page ] element setup area
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You can populate these fields using the parameter value window:
1. Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
2. [ Which page to open? ] – select the edit page that the element will display to the process user. This is a
required field.
3. [ Editing mode ] – there are two modes available:
[ Add new record ] – select this option if you need to open edit page of a new record. In this mode, the
[ Which default values to set in the fields of new records? ] field becomes available. Click the [ Add field ]
button and select fields that must be populated (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Selecting fields of the new record to fill in with predefined values
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[ Edit existing record ] – select this option if you need to open the page of an existing record. In this mode,
the [ Record ID ] field becomes available.
4. [ Who fills in the page ] – specify the user responsible for editing the page. This is a required field.
5. [ Recommendations for filling in the page ] – enter the text that will be displayed on the opened edit page to let
the user know that the page was opened as part of a business process and which fields the user should fill in
to complete this process element. This is a required field. Since this is a single line field, inserted line breaks will
have no effect regardless of the used syntax and characters.
6. [ Hint for user ] – enter additional information that the user will be able to view by clicking the

button on the

opened edit page. The hint button is displayed on the displayed page. The hint button is displayed on the
displayed page.
7. [ Create a list of results by column ] – select this checkbox if the process must diverge, depending on the
value in a certain column of the created or edited record. After you select the checkbox, additional field will
appear, where you need to specify the column that will contain the result of the process element. For
example, after the opportunity page is populated, the process may schedule a meeting for conducting the
presentation or create a new contract, depending on which stage will be selected on the opportunity page. In
this case, the list of results must be created by the [ Stage ] column.
8. [ When is the element considered complete? ] – select the conditions for completing the element.
“Immediately after saving the record“ – the element will be considered completed once the user saves the
record page.
“If the record matches conditions“ – the element will be considered completed only if after saving, the
record matches specific filter conditions. You can set up the filter by columns of the selected object or one
of its subordinate objects. You can specify the filter value in two ways:
[ Compare with parameter ] – Specify the filter value using the parameter value window. Select a
process or element parameter.
[ Compare with value ] – Specify a static value for the filter value.

Note. If several [ Open edit page ] elements for the same object are executed in the parallel flows of a
process, and if they are set to complete “Immediately after saving the record” or if no conditions for their
completion are set, then, when one of these elements completes, all other elements with the same
completion condition will be considered completed as well.
To avoid this scenario, add additional conditions for completing the [ Open edit page ] elements.

[Signal] start event
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[Signal] start event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the [ Signal ] start event (Fig. 1) to run a process automatically, as opposed to being started by a user
directly. Use this element to initiate the following types of processes:
Processes run through a signal from another process (triggered by a [ Throw signal ] event)
Processes run upon changes in Creatio records (when adding, editing or deleting records in a specified
object).

Note. Start events trigger business processes and enable the execution of all other process elements. No
process element can be triggered before the start element.

Attention. By default, all diagrams contain a [ Simple ] start event as an initial event of a business process.
If you want to start your business process with a [ Signal ] start event, delete the default [ Simple ] start
event from the diagram first.

Fig. 1 The “Score new Opportunity” business process run through a signal

For example, you can use the [ Signal ] start event in the “Score new Opportunity” business process that starts
automatically when a new opportunity is added in Creatio.

[Signal] start event operation
Activation

Depending on its mode, the element is triggered in one of the following cases:
A corresponding signal is generated by the [ Throw signal ] event in any other business
process.
A corresponding Creatio object record is added, modified or deleted.

Execution

When triggered, the event activates its outgoing flows, which enables the execution of the
other actions in the business process flow. If the element has been triggered by an
added/modified/deleted Creatio record, the Id of that record will be passed in the element
outgoing parameter.

[Signal] start event common parameters
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The [ Signal ] start event parameters depend on the type of the received signal, which determines the [ Signal ]
start event mode. The common element parameters include:
Which type

Choose which event activates the signal:

of signal is

Select “Custom signal” if this process is activated by a [ Throw signal ] intermediate

received?

event in a different process
Select “Object signal” if the process is activated whenever a certain type of record is
created, modified or deleted in Creatio.
The selected option determines what following parameters will appear in the element
setup area.

Run

Select this checkbox, if you want any “User action” elements activated with the outgoing

following

flows of the current element to run “in the background”. When process elements are

elements in

executed in the background, their loading mask is not displayed, no windows pop up for

the

the user, etc. The user will be able to interact with the elements via the [ Business process

background

tasks ] tab of the communication panel.

The remaining parameters in the element setup area differ depending on the values in the [ Which type of signal is
received? ] and [ Which event should trigger the signal? ] fields.

Custom signal mode parameters
The parameters in the element setup area differ depending on the values in the [ Which type of signal is received?
] and [ Which event should trigger the signal? ] fields:
Signal

Enter the name of the signal event that will activate this element. Make sure that the custom
signal name matches the one specified in the [ Which signal is generated? ] field of the [ Throw
signal ] element (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) in the corresponding process(es).

Fig. 2 Specifying the name of the signal that activates the [ Signal ] start event in the “Custom signal" mode
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Fig. 3 Example of a [ Throw signal ] element that generates the corresponding signal

Object signal “Record added” mode parameters
Object signal in the “Record is added” mode activates a process when a record is added in a specified Creatio
object. The signal creates a new business process instance upon each added record.
Object

Adding a new record in this object will activate the [ Signal ] element

Which

Select the “Record added” event from the drop-down list. Whenever a record is added in

event

the specified object, the [ Signal ] element will activate.

should
trigger
the
signal?
The

If the added record does not match the filter conditions, the process will not start. For

added

example, the process must start each time an account of the “Customer” type is added. In

record
must

this case, the process will not start if different type of account is created. Leave the filter
empty, if you need the process to start whenever any type of record is added in the

meet the

object.

filter
conditions

Object signal “Record modified” mode parameters
Object signal in the “Record is modified” mode activates a process when a record is modified in a specified
Creatio object. The signal creates a new business process instance upon each modified record.
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Object

Editing or otherwise modifying a record in this object will activate the [ Signal ] element.

Which

Select the “Record modified” event from the drop-down list. Whenever a column value

event

changes in the specified object, the signal will be generated and the process will start.

should
trigger
the
signal?
Changes
expected

You can start business process on any changes in the target object, or monitor only
specific fields for changes:
Select “In any field” to run business process automatically, upon changes in any field of
the selected object
Select “In any of the selected fields” to run business process automatically, upon
changes in specific fields only. Click [ +Add column ] and select the needed fields. For
example, a business process can run only if an activity status is modified. If a change
occurs in a different column (e.g. activity assignee is changed), the process will not
start.

The

If the modified record does not meet the filter conditions, the process will not start. For

modified

example, you can run a process only if the status of an activity is changed to “Closed”.

record
must
meet the
filter
conditions

Object signal “Record deleted” mode parameters
Object signal in the “Record is deleted” mode activates a process when a record is deleted in a specified Creatio
object. The signal creates a new business process instance upon each deleted record.
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Object

Deleting a record in this object will activate the [ Signal ] element.

Which

Select the “Record deleted” event from the drop-down list. Whenever a record is deleted in

event

the specified object, the signal will be generated and the process will start.

should
trigger
the
signal?
The

If the deleted record does not meet the filter conditions, the process will not start. For

record

example, you can trigger the signal each time a record of the “Call” type is deleted from

must
meet the

the “Activity” object. If the filter parameters are not set, then adding, modifying or deleting
any record in the object will trigger the signal.

filter
conditions

[Signal] start event outgoing parameters
The [ Signal ] start event outgoing parameters include:
Unique

The parameter contains the identifier of the added/modified/deleted record that triggered the

identifier
of

signal. Note that the data of a deleted record can only be read if the process is not run in
the background mode.

record

Parallel gateway (AND)
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

When diverging, a parallel gateway is used to create several parallel flows in a process. For example, after a
contract draft has been prepared, it must be agreed upon by both the company lawyer and CEO (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Diverging parallel gateway

In this case, after the “Prepare contract” user task, the “Agree with lawyer” and “Agree with CEO” user tasks will
begin simultaneously.
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You can also use the [ Parallel gateway (AND) ] for converging several parallel flows in one, if the execution of all
parallel flows is necessary for continuing the process. For example, the contract can be signed only after it has
been agreed with the lawyer and company CEO (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Converging parallel gateway

In this case, the “Sign contract” user task will start only after both the “Agree with lawyer” and “Agree with CEO”
user tasks are completed. The process will not continue unless both tasks are completed.
When converging, a parallel gateway is used with the sequence flows.

Default flow
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Moving down a default flow is done when it is impossible to move down any of the conditional flows. For example,
by default products are sold to the customer at a standard price, but for large orders the customer can get a
discount (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Default flow

A default flow is used when there is at least one conditional flow outgoing from the same process element.
As a rule, source process elements for a default flow are gateways, but activities can be used as well.

Update currency exchange rates with web
service integration
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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Creatio uses a special business process element to call web services and parse their response.

Example. Create a business process that will obtain currency exchange rates from the http://api.fixer.io/
web service and update exchange rates on the [ Currency rate ] detail of the [ Currencies ] lookup.

Attention. Detailed instructions on setting up integration with the http://fixer.io/ web service are available
in a separate article.

Business process diagram (Fig. 1) elements:
Fig. 1 The “Update currency exchange rates” process

1. Business process custom parameter: “Base currency”, which contains the current value of the [ Base
currency ] system setting.
2. Timer start event: “Start every night” – the process starts daily, at the specified time.
3. Read data system action: “Read base currency” – the process obtains the current base currency name.
4. [ Call web service ] system action: “Get currency exchange rate from the Fixer web service” – the process
calls web service request method “latest” to obtain exchange rates for the current base currency. The
element has 2 outgoing conditional flows:
a. “Success”: the process proceeds to updating the exchange rates if response from the web service has
been received.
b. “Error”: the process will terminate if web service call resulted in error or timed out.
5. [ Add data ] system actions: add one for each currency whose rate must be modified. For example, “Add EUR
exchange rate” – The process adds a record on the [ Currency rate ] detail for each currency whose rate
must be updated. The [ Exchange rate ] field for each record contains the corresponding exchange rate
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received from the web service.
6. [ Parallel gateway AND ]: this gateway will ensure that the process will end only after all currency rates have
been updated.

Attention. Before using the [ Call web service ] element, make sure that you set up integration with the
needed web service, using the [ Web services ] section in the [ Studio ] workplace. Learn more about
adding the http://fixer.io/ web service integration in the Getting started with low-code web service
integration article.

To configure the process:
1. Use a custom parameter to pass the current “Base currency” system setting value to the business process.
a. Click

, then click [ Parameters ] tab and [ Add parameter ] button. Select “Lookup” parameter type

(Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Add a custom “Lookup” type process parameter

b. Populate parameter properties (Fig. 3):
Fig. 3 Mapping a custom process parameter to a system setting value
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Populate [ Title ] and [ Code ] properties.
In the [ Lookup ] field, select the [ Currency ] lookup.
In the [ Value ] field, click

> [ System setting ] and select the [ Base currency ] system setting.

2. Set up the “Start every night” element properties:
Fig. 4 The “Start every night” timer event element
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a. In the [ Frequency of process start ] field, select “Day”.
b. In the [ Run every ] field block, specify “1 day in 1:30 AM”.
c. Select your time zone and configure other optional properties, if needed.
3. Set up the “Read base currency” element properties (Fig. 5):
Fig. 5 The “Read base currency name” element properties
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a. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
b. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select the “Currency” object.
c. Set up the following filter in the [ How to filter records? ] area: “Id = Base currency”. In this case, “Base
currency” is the name of the custom process parameter that you added earlier.

Note. To set the filter: click [ Add condition ], select the [ Id ] column; click [ <?> ] and select
[ Compare with parameter ] command; in the [ Select parameter ] window, click [ Process parameters
] tab and select the “Base currency” parameter that you added earlier.
d. In the [ What record data should the process read? ] field, select “Read data from selected columns only”.
e. Click [ Add column ] link and select the [ Short name ] column to have the process read the base currency
short name (USD, EUR, etc.) from the lookup.
4. Set up the “Get currency exchange rate from the Fixer web service” element properties (Fig. 5):
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Fig. 6 The “Get currency exchange rate from the Fixer web service” element properties

a. In the [ Which service to call? ] field, select “Currency exchange rate (Fixer)”.
b. In the [ Which method to call? ] field, select the “Get latest exchange rates” method.

Note. The http://fixer.io/ web service does not require authentication, so you can use a single [ Call
web service ] element to obtain the response with the required data. If web service requires
authentication, then in addition to the request methods for obtaining the necessary data, you need
to set up authentication methods. In a process diagram, you will need to add at least two [ Call web
service ] elements: the first one calls the authentication method, and the second [ Call web service ]
element calls the needed functional method, while passing authentication cookie, session Id, etc. as a
request parameter.
c. Populate the request parameter values:
Map the [ Base Currency ] parameter to the base currency short name, obtained by the “Read base
currency” element. To do this, click

> [ Process parameter ] and select the [ Read base currency ]

element and its parameter [ Short name ].
Specify the value of the [ Endpoint ] parameter. For the purposes of this process, using the “latest”
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endpoint will be enough. Enter “latest” value manually.
5. Add an outgoing conditional flow to the [ Parallel gateway (AND) ]. Set up the condition for moving down this
flow only if the outgoing [ Success ] parameter of the “Get currency exchange rate from the Fixer web
service” element is “true”:
a. In the [ Condition to move down the flow ] field, click

.

b. In the opened [ Formula ] window, on the [ Process elements ] tab, select the [ Get currency exchange rate
from the Fixer web service ] element.
c. In the right side of the window, double-click the [ Success ] parameter.
d. Add “==true” text after the parameter variable, so that the whole formula text looks like this: [ #Get
currency exchange rate from the Fixer web service.Success# ]==true
6. Add an outgoing condition flow to the [ Terminate ] signal. Set up the condition for moving down this flow only
if the outgoing [ Success ] parameter of the “Get currency exchange rate from the Fixer web service” element
is “false”. This way, if the web service call ends in error, the process will terminate (Fig. 6).
7. Add an [ Add data ] element for each exchange rate that must be updated. For example, to update Euro
exchange rate, “Add EUR exchange rate” element properties (Fig. 7):
Fig. 7 – The “Add EUR exchange rate” element properties

As a result, the process will automatically start every day, at 1:30 AM, and:
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The process will terminate if the web service call results in an error.
check current base currency
call web service for exchange rates in relation to the base currency
write the updated rates for the selected currencies (in this particular case, Euro, Australian dollar and
Ruble) on the [ Currency rates ] detail of the [ Currency ] lookup (Fig. 8).

Activate a process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Activate a business process to enable it to run in Creatio.
To activate a business process:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Process library ] under [ Processes ].
3. Select a process that must be enabled and click [ Activate ] (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 – Process activation

As a result, the [ Active ] checkbox on the process settings page will be selected. The process will become
available for running.
Select the needed record in the process library list and run the [ Activate process ] action to activate a business
process.

[Send email] case element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Send Email ]

element is used for creating and sending new email messages automatically or manually
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during case execution. You can enter the email content directly when designing the process or select one of the
pre-configured email templates.

Note. Make sure you set up email server integration to enable sending emails.

Set up the [Send email] element
Specify the email parameters in the element setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Send email ] element settings

The name of the element is displayed at the top of the setup area. This makes the element easy to find on the
case diagram.
Fill out the following fields:
1. [ When is the step performed? ] – indicates whether the [ Change access rights ] element is activated at the
start of the stage or upon completion of a specified case step. Select “At the start of the stage” if the email
must be sent at the start of the case stage. Select “After the previous step is complete” if the email needs to
be sent after the previous step in the case stage. Specify the step in the [ Perform after step ] field.
2. [ Step type ] – specify if the step is required. Select “Required step” if the task needs to be completed to
transition to the next stage. If sending an email is not required to perform the task to transition to the next
stage, select “Optional step”.
3. [ From ] – an email account integrated with Creatio and used for sending emails. You can specify the sender
manually or map the value of this field to another case or case element parameter. If the email is sent
automatically, this field is required. To do this, populate this field with a specific mailbox, select [ Select from
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lookup ] in the parameter value menu, then in the [ Synchronization with mailbox settings ] lookup, select one
of the configured email accounts. If the email is sent manually, this field is optional: a process user may select
the email account from the available list on the email page before sending.
4. [ To ] – Enter the recipient's email address (either an email address, a contact or an account). You may choose
a specific account or map the field value using the parameter value window. If either a contact or an account
is selected, the email address will be pulled from the [ Communication options ] detail. When entering email
address directly, enclose it in quotation marks, for example, "johanson@gmail.com".
To set up an email case notification, select [ Contact ] → [ Process parameter ] in the parameter value menu. In
the parameter selection window, choose one of the previous case steps, e. g., “Case processing”, and select
the [ Contact ] parameter value. This is a required field.
If necessary, specify additional recipients, as well as carbon copy (cc) and/or hidden copy recipients (bcc). To
do this, click the
button in the [ To ] area, and select the necessary fields.
5. [ What is the message? ] – choose the email format type.

Note. If you enabled automatic signatures in outgoing emails, your personal signature will be added
only if you send an email manually. If the email is sent automatically, signatures will not be added. If an
automatically sent email must have a signature, add the signature to the corresponding email template.
When you select a template, changing the email body is only possible if the message is sent manually.

[ Custom message ] – an email created in the Content Designer during the element set up. It is possible to
create a new email page for editing and sending emails manually during the process execution.
If you selected “Custom message”, enter the necessary message in the message area. Use the Content
Designer to customize the message body, add images and process parameters to it (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Edit the email body in the Content Designer

[ Template message ] – an email with a pre-configured template (created in the Content Designer). The
selection is made from the [ Email templates ] lookup.
If the template contains macros, populate the [ Record for macros ] field so that the template contains the
values of the macros that correspond to the current case. For example, to send a case processing
notification, specify the "Id" column of the main record in the [ Record for macros ] field.
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6. [ Record for macros ] – specify the record that will transfer macro values to the template. The field is displayed
only if the macro source is specified in the selected email template.
7. [ Subject ] – enter the subject of the email. This field is required for manual send outs. If you are using
templates, this field is populated automatically.
8. [ How is the message sent? ] – select the send out method:
[ Send email manually ] – a new email editing page will open for the user during business process execution.
Select this option if the user must view and edit the email before sending it. If this value is selected,
populate the following fields:
Who is the sender? – the user who is responsible for sending out this email. This is a required field.
By default, the field is filled in with the “System variable” value. Current user contact”. If the email needs
to be sent on behalf of the case owner, populate the field with the “Owner” column of the main record.
Show page automatically – select the checkbox if you want the email page to be shown to the user
when the process item is executed. If the checkbox is cleared, a draft message will be created, which
can be viewed in the draft messages list on the [ Business process tasks ] tab of the communication
panel.
Email connections – the system will prompt you to connect the email to the object, used to create a
case. You can associate an email with other system entities, e. g., to display this email on the [ Email ]
detail of these entities. To do this, click

and specify the connected object for an email. You can

populate these fields using the parameter value window.
[ Send email automatically ] – a pre-configured email is sent automatically during case execution. Requires
an address in the [ From ] field. Select this option if you need to send notifications and other automatic
messages. If you selected an automatic email sending option, populate the following fields:
[ Importance ] – select the priority of the sent message. Used to categorize outbound emails. Used to
categorize outbound emails.
[ Ignore email errors ] – select the checkbox to send email despite email-related errors. If there was an
issue with sending an email, the business process will also end with an error.

Note. Creatio ignores the selected [ Do not use email ] checkbox on the [ Communication
channels ] tab of the contact page when sending bulk emails via the [ Send email ] case element.

[Delete data] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Delete data ] element (Fig. 1) deletes specified records.
Fig. 1 The [ Delete data ] element

Deleted records are selected using a standard filter. For example, you can delete all canceled future activities or a
specific activity, created earlier in the process flow.
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When executed, the element deletes records automatically, without user interaction. The [ Delete data ] element
will delete any record in any object, regardless of the access permissions of the user who runs the process.

Use examples
Delete all records that match a condition
Delete a specific record

Add case elements
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Case elements are steps that constitute a case stage. Each element is some form of action in Creatio, very similar
to actions in a BPMS business process.
Some elements require some form of user activity, while others are executed by the system. Select the element
on the case diagram to display its properties in the setup area. You can configure each element in either the
“primary” or “advanced” mode. By default, the setup area opens in the primary mode and features all user
settings. Click the

button to view advanced properties. In this mode, the setup area will contain the list of all

parameters of the task element.
To add an element to a stage, click the

icon below the corresponding stage in the designer working area.

Select the type of the case element in the drop-down list (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Selecting an element in the menu

Enter the name of a new case element and press Enter. The new element will appear in the working area. The
setup area for the newly added element will display. The [ Add step ] field will be displayed below the last element
of the stage (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 New element on the case diagram
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You can rearrange case stages and elements at any time. To move an element, drag & drop it to the new location
(Fig. 3). You can drag & drop case elements within a stage or between stages.
Fig. 3 Moving a [ Perform task ] case element

You can also drag & drop case stages to change their order. All stage steps will be moved along with their stage
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Moving a case stage

Note. Grouped stages are moved simultaneously if any of the stages in the group is moved.

You can always delete unnecessary case stages and steps. To delete an element, select it and click the

button

or press the “Delete” key on the keyboard.

Note. If a case stage is deleted, all its steps will be deleted as well.

Work with data in a business process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Read data from the record that triggered the process
If a business process is run by a [ Signal ] start event, it will store the Id of the corresponding record in its
outgoing parameter (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Getting the Id of the record that triggered the signal
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For example, if a process is set to run every time an activity is added, you will be able to access the id of the
added activity.
To use the data (i.e., a field value) of the record further down the process, you need to obtain its field values
using the [ Read data ] element. For example if the process was triggered by adding a new activity, you will know
which activity is that, but will not be able to access that activity data, such as subject or assignee, unless you
“read” them.
To fetch the data from the record that triggered the process, add the [ Read data ] element on the diagram
(Fig. 2) and set up its properties (Fig. 3):
Fig. 2 Reading the data of the record that triggered the business process

Fig. 3 Specifying the record in the [ Read data ] element
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1. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
2. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select the object whose record triggered the process start
signal event. For example, if the start signal event is set up so that the process starts whenever a new activity
is added, select the “Activity” object.
3. Set up the following filter by the Id column and the value of the [ Unique identifier of record ] parameter of the
start signal event:
a. Click [ add ] and select the [ Id ] column.
b. Click <?> and select [ Compare with parameter ] option in the menu.
c. In the window that appears, select the “Unique identifier of record” parameter of the [ Signal ] start event
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Getting the Id of the record that triggered the signal
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4. There is no need to set up record sorting in the [ How to sort records? ] block, since only one record will
match a filter by Id.
5. Specify the columns whose values must be fetched:
a. Select “Read data from all columns” to read values of all columns of the record.
b. Select “Read data from selected columns only” (Fig. 5), then click [ + Add column ] and select the columns
whose values you are going to use later, down the process.
Fig. 5 Reading data from specific columns

Note. We recommend limiting the number of columns to read data from, as reading too many columns will
affect process performance.

As a result, the added [ Read data ] element will obtain the values of the specified columns for the record whose
Id matches the Id of the record that triggered the process. The column data will be passed to the outgoing
parameters of the [ Read data ] element.

Read data from a record that matches certain criteria
If the Id of the needed record is unavailable, you can filter and sort records, then read the data from the first
record in the resulting list. For example, you can read data of the latest completed “Call” activity.
To read data of a specific record, populate the fields of the [ Read data ] element the following way (Fig. 6):
Fig. 6 Example of [ Read data ] element settings for reading the first record in selection
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1. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
2. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select the object that contains the needed record. For
example, to read activity data, select the “Activity” object.
3. Set up the filter. To specify static filter values, select the [ Compare with value ] option. For example, to select
completed calls, you need to filter the activities by the [ Type ] and [ Status ] columns, as shown on Fig. 6.
4. Set up record sorting: select a column to sort records by and select the sorting mode (“Ascending“ or
“Descending“), so that the needed record is the first in the list of filtered records. For example, to obtain latest
activity, sort records by the [ Due ] column in descending order (i.e., later “larger” dates are on top).
5. Specify the columns whose values must be fetched:
a. Select “Read data from all columns” to read values of all columns of the record.
b. Select “Read data from selected columns only” (Fig. 7), then click [ + Add column ] and select the columns
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whose values you are going to use later, down the process.
Fig. 7 Reading data from specific columns

Note. We recommend limiting the number of columns to read data from, as reading too many columns will
affect process performance.

As a result, the added [ Read data ] element will get a list of records that match the filter, sort them in the
specified order and obtain the values of the needed columns for the first record in the list. The column data will
be passed to the outgoing parameters of the [ Read data ] element.

Read the data of the record being processed
Some business processes are designed to run by a chosen record in a specific section. For example, you can run
a “Meeting with customer” process for a specific customer account. These processes are available in the [ Run
process ] menu in the list and on the record page of the corresponding section (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 An example of the customized [ Run process ] menu in the [ Accounts ] section

To set up such a process, add a separate process parameter (Fig. 9) where Creatio will automatically pass the
record Id (e.g., the account for which the process is run).
Fig. 9 Example of a process parameter that stores a section record
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Later down the process flow, you can always obtain the record Id from that process parameter.
To read a record that has its Id stored in a process parameter, add a [ Read data ] element on the process
diagram and populate its setup area (Fig. 10):
Fig. 10 Mapping a [ Read data ] element to a process parameter
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1. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
2. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select the object, which contains the records of the needed
type. For example, if the process is run by an account record, select the “Account” object.
3. Set up the following filter by the Id column and the parameter that stores the record by which the process
was run:
a. Click [ Add ] and select the [ Id ] column.
b. Click <?> and select [ Compare with parameter ] option in the menu.
c. In the opened [ Select parameter ] window, click [ Process parameters ] and select the parameter that
contains the needed record (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 Getting the Id of the record by which the process was run
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4. There is no need to set up record sorting in the [ How to sort records? ] block, since only one record will
match a filter by Id.
5. Specify the columns whose values must be fetched:
a. Select “Read data from all columns” to read values of all columns of the record.
b. Select “Read data from selected columns only”, then click [ + Add column ] and select the columns whose
values you are going to use later, down the process.

Read the data of a record from another object
When a [ Read data ] element reads a lookup column (e.g., a [ Primary contact ] field of an account), it obtains
the Id of the corresponding lookup record. To obtain the actual values of the record, selected in the lookup
column, it must be read separately.
To read the data from a linked record, you will need to use 2 [ Read data ] elements (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Reading account data and then the account’s primary contact data

First [ Read data ] element reads the data of the parent record, namely the lookup column that references the
linked record.
Second [ Read data ] element obtains the Id of the linked record from the first element an then reads the
linked record itself.
Make sure that the corresponding lookup column is added to the list of read columns in the first [ Read data ]
element (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Reading the value of the lookup column that references the needed linked record
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Set up the second [ Read data ] element:
1. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
2. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select the object that contains the needed record. For
example, to read contact data, select the “Contact” object.
3. Set up the filter by Id:
a. Add the [ Id ] column to the filter and select [ Compare with parameter ].
b. In the [ Select parameter ] window, select the [ Read data ] element that obtained information about the
record with the lookup column. For example, if you need to read data of the account’s contact, select the
[ Read data ] element that obtained information from the account record.
c. In the right area of the [ Select parameter ] window, select the first [ Read data ] element, and then the
lookup parameter, where the needed record from the linked object is selected (Fig. 14). For example, if you
need to read data of the account’s contact, select the [ Primary contact ] column.
Fig. 14 Selecting the Id of the linked record

4. Specify the columns of the connected record whose values must be fetched, or select “All columns“ to fetch
all data.

Note. We recommend limiting the number of columns to read data from, as reading too many columns
will affect process performance.

Calculate sum, minimum, maximum and average of several
records
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Use the “Calculate function“ mode of the [ Read data ] element for calculating various functions using the data
from the records that match a filter. You can calculate the sum of values in a specific column for a number of
records, as well as determine minimum, maximum or average value of a specific column. For example, you can
calculate the total duration of activities of a specific employee for today.
To calculate a function, add the [ Read data ] element on the diagram and set up its properties (Fig. 15):
Fig. 15 The [ Read data ] element setup area “Calculate function“ mode

1. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Calculate function“.
2. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select the object (section, detail or lookup). For example, to
calculate the duration of activities, select the “Activity“ object.
3. In the [ Function ] field, select the function to use for calculation. For example, to calculate the total duration of
activities, select “Sum”.
4. In the [ By column ] field, select the column by which the value must be calculated. For example, to calculate
the total duration of activities, select the “Duration (minutes)” column. Only the columns that are compatible
with the selected function will be available for selection.
5. In the [ How to filter records? ] block, specify filter conditions for record selection. The function will be
calculated only for the columns that match the filter. For example, to calculate the functions only for the
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current user’s activities that are due today, set up the filter as shown on Fig. 15.
As a result, when the process is run, Creatio will access the data of the specified object, get a list of records
that match the filter, and calculate the specified function by the values of the specified column. The resulting
value will be passed in the outgoing parameter of the [ Read data ] element.

Calculate the number of records that match a condition
Use the “Calculate the number of records“ mode of the [ Read data ] element for determining the number of
records that match specific filer conditions. This is usually used for determining whether specific records exist
(i.e., the number of records is not “0”), or whether the number of records reaches specific threshold. For
example, you can calculate the number of calls an employee has scheduled for today.
To calculate the number of records, add the [ Read data ] element on the diagram and set up its properties.
Below is an example of calculating the number of records (Fig. 16).
Fig. 16 The [ Read data ] element setup area in the ”Calculate the number of records” mode

1. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Calculate the number of records”.
2. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select the object (section, detail or lookup) whose records to
calculate. For example, to calculate the number of activities, select the “Activity“ object.
3. In the [ How to filter records? ] block, specify filter conditions for record selection. The [ Read data ] element
will calculate only the number of records that match the filter. For example, to calculate the number of the
current user’s activities that are due today, set up the filter as shown on Fig. 16.
As a result, when the process is run, Creatio will access the data of the specified object, get a list of records
that match the filter, and calculate the number of records in the list. The resulting value will be passed in the
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outgoing parameter of the [ Read data ] element.

Read data from multiple records (collection)
In the “Read collection of records” mode, the [ Read data ] element can obtain field values from several records.
For example, you can read the names of all contacts of a specific account (Fig. 17).
To read a collection of records, add the [ Read data ] element on the diagram and set up its properties:
Fig. 17 Example of [ Read data ] element settings for reading a collection of records

1. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read collection of records”.
2. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select the object that contains the needed record. For
example, to read contact data, select the “Contact” object.
3. Set up the filter. For example, to read all contacts of a specific account, set up a filter by the [ Account ]
column and use the [ Compare with value ] option to select a specific account, or use the [ Compare with
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parameter ] option to map the filter value to the value of a process or a process element parameter.
4. Specify the limit the number of records in the resulting collection by populating the [ Read first ... records ]
field. If you need to select all records that match the filter, specify the number larger than maximum possible
records.

Note. Reading more than 5000 records may cause performance issues.
5. If necessary, set up sorting in the [ How to sort records? ] block. Note that the process will read data from
the first records in the list according to sorting rules.
6. Specify the columns whose values must be fetched:
a. Select “Read data from all columns” to read values of all columns of the record.
b. Select “Read data from selected columns only” (Fig. 18), then click [ + Add column ] and select the
columns whose values you are going to use later, down the process.
Fig. 18 Reading data from specific columns

Note. We recommend limiting the number of columns to read data from, as reading too many columns will
affect process performance.

As a result, the [ Read data ] element will obtain the data of the specified columns for all records that match the
filter and fit within the [ Read first ... records ] limit and pass their values to an outgoing parameter of the
“collection” type.
Fig. 19 An example of outgoing [ Collection of records ] parameter of the collection type
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Note. The complete list of element parameters is available on the [ Parameters ] tab in the [ Advanced ]
mode. Read more >>>

Add one record
You can add a new record to an object using the [ Add data ] element in the “Add one record” mode. For
example, you can add current user as a participant of an activity that triggered the process.
To add a single record, populate the fields of the [ Add data ] element in the following way (Fig. 20):
Fig. 20 The [ Add data ] element setup page in the [ Add one record ] mode
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1. Select an object to which the record will be added. For example, to add a record on the [ Participants ] detail of
an activity page, you need to select the [ Activity participant ] object.
2. In the [ What is the data adding mode? ] field, select “Add one record”.
3. In the [ Which column values to set? ] field, add the columns that must be populated for the new record:
a. Click [ + Add field ] and choose an object column from the list. A new field will be added in the [ Which
column values to set? ] block. For example, when adding activity participants, you need to specify the
activity and the participating contact.
b. Click the

icon in the field and populate it using standard functions of the Process Designer. For

example, when adding an activity participant, add an [ Activity ] column and map it to a parameter that
contains the Id of the needed activity, then add a [ Participant ] column and populate it with the needed
contact (to specify the contact of the user who runs the process, click

and select [ Current user

contact ]).
As a result a new record will be added to the specified object. The record columns will be populated
according to the settings in the [ Which column values to set? ] block. The other columns of the new
record will be populated with default values or remain empty.

Add multiple records
You can add multiple records to an object using the [ Add data ] element in the “Add selection” mode. For
example, you can add activity participants based on the contacts who live in Boston. In this case, “Activity
participant” will be the target object and “Contact” – reference object.
The added records will be based on a “selection”, which is a list of filtered records from another object. For
example, you can add records to the [ Participants ] detail based on the selection from the “Contact” object (i.e.,
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a list of filtered contacts). A filter by the [ City ] field will select all contacts who live in Boston, and an activity
participant will be added based on each contact that matches filter.
The column values from the selection can be passed to the added records. For example, the records in the
“Activity participant” object must be linked to the corresponding contacts. When adding activity participants, you
can populate the contact fields of the new records with the values from the corresponding contacts in the
selection.
To add a single record, populate the fields of the [ Add data ] element the following way (Fig. 21):
Fig. 21 The [ Add data ] element setup page in [ Add multiple records ] mode

1. Select an object to which the records will be added. For example, to add records on the [ Participants ] detail
of an activity page, you need to select the [ Activity participant ] object.
2. In the [ What is the data addition mode? ] field, select “Add selection”.
3. In the [ Selection from an object ] field, select the object whose data will be used in the new records. For
example, we need to add activity participants based on the contacts who live in Boston. Hence, a selection
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from the “Contact” object is required.
4. Specify filter for the selection. If the filter is not applied, then Creatio will assume that the selection contains all
records from the object specified in the [ Selection from an object ] field. For example, to get a list of contacts
who live in Boston, apply a filter by the [ City ] column as shown on Fig. 21.
5. In the [ Which column values to set? ] field, add the columns that must be populated for the new records:
a. Click [ + Add field ] and choose an object column from the list. A new field will be added in the [ Which
column values to set? ] block. For example, when adding activity participants, you need to specify the
activity and the participating contact.
b. Click the

icon in the field and populate it using standard functions of the Process Designer. For

example, when adding an activity participant, add an [ Activity ] column and map it to a parameter that
contains the Id of the needed activity, then add a [ Participant ] column and populate it with the contact Id
from the selection (Fig. 22).
Fig. 22 Mapping the value of the new record to a column from the selection

As a result, for each record from the selection, a new record will be added to the specified object. The record
columns will be populated according to the settings in the [ Which column values to set? ] block. The other
columns of the new record will be populated with default values or remain empty. For example, for each contact
who lives in Boston, a new activity participant will be added. For each added record, the [ Activity ] field will be
populated with the needed activity, and the [ Participant ] field (which is a lookup field based on the “Contact”
object) will be populated with the corresponding contact from the selection.

Modify multiple records that match a condition
You can modify several existing records using the [ Modify data ] element. For example, you can change the
status of all overdue activities to “Canceled”.
To modify records, populate the fields of the [ Modify data ] element the following way (Fig. 23):
Fig. 23 Modifying all records that match a filter
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1. In the [ Which object data to modify? ] field, select the object whose records must be modified. For example,
to change the status of activities, select the “Activity” object.
2. In the [ Modify all records that match condition ] block, set up a filter. All records that match the filter will be
modified. For example, to modify all overdue activities, set up a filter by the [ Due ] column as shown on
(Fig. 23).
3. In the [ Which column values to set for modified records? ] block, set up a list of columns whose values must
be modified:
4. Click [ + Add field ] and select a field from the list. A new field will appear.
a. Click [ + Add field ] and choose an object column from the list. A new field will be added in the [ Which
column values to set for modified records? ] block. For example, to change the status of an activity, you
need to modify the value in the [ Status ] field.
b. Click the

icon in the field and populate it using standard functions of the Process Designer. For

example, to set the value in a lookup field to another specific value, select [ Lookup value ] in the menu an
choose the needed value from the list (Fig. 22).
As a result, the [ Modify data ] element will set the specified values to the corresponding fields for all
records that match the filter. For example, it will change the value of the [ Status ] field to “Canceled” for all
activities that were due yesterday or earlier.

Modify specific record
To modify a specific record, you need to obtain its Id from a process or process element parameter. If the Id of
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the needed record is available in the process, you can set up a filter by the [ Id ] column in the [ Modify data ]
element. For example, you can use the [ Modify data ] element to complete an activity created earlier in the
process flow.
To modify records, populate the fields of the [ Modify data ] element the following way (Fig. 24):
Fig. 24 Modifying a specific record

1. In the [ Which object data to modify? ] field, select the object whose records must be modified. For example,
to change the status of activities, select the “Activity” object.
2. In the [ Modify all records that match condition ] block, set up a filter by the [ Id ] column. If the corresponding
Id is available in a process, you can obtain it from the corresponding process or element parameter:
a. In the [ Modify all records that match condition ] block, click [ +Add condition ] and select the [ Id ] column.
b. Click <?> and select “Compare with parameter”. Select a process or element parameter that contains the
needed Id (Fig. 25). For example, if you need to modify an activity created earlier in the process flow, select
the corresponding [ Perform task ] element and its [ Task Id ] parameter.
Fig. 25 Setting up a filter to modify a specific record
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3. In the [ Which column values to set for modified records? ] block, set up a list of columns whose values must
be modified:
a. Click [ + Add field ] and choose an object column from the list. A new field will be added in the [ Which
column values to set for modified records? ] block. For example, to change the status of an activity, you
need to modify the value in the [ Status ] field.
b. Click the

icon in the field and populate it using standard functions of the Process Designer. For

example, to set the value in a lookup field to another specific value, select [ Lookup value ] in the menu an
choose the needed value from the list ().
As a result, the [ Modify data ] element will set the specified values to the corresponding fields for all
records that match the filter. For example, it will change the value of the [ Status ] field to “Canceled” for all
activities that were due yesterday or earlier.

Delete all records that match a condition
You can delete all records that match specific filter conditions. For example, you can delete all canceled future
activities.
To delete records that match a filter, populate the fields of the [ Delete data ] element the following way (Fig. 26):
Fig. 26 The [ Delete data ] element setup area
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1. In the [ Which object to delete data? ] field, select an object whose records must be deleted. For example, to
delete activities, select the “Activity” object.
2. In the [ Delete all records that match condition ] area, specify filtering conditions for selecting a list of records
to delete. For example, to delete future canceled activities, set up a filter by the [ Start ] and [ Status ] columns
as shown on Fig. 25.
As a result, the [ Delete data ] element will delete all records that match the filter. For example, it will delete all
activities with the “Canceled” status and whose due date is tomorrow.

Delete a specific record
To delete a specific record, you need to get its Id, provided the Id is available in the process. For example, you
can delete a specific contact.
To delete records that match a filter, populate the fields of the [ Delete data ] element the following way (Fig. 27):
Fig. 27 The [ Delete data ] element setup area
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1. In the [ Which object to delete data? ] field, select an object whose records must be deleted. For example, to
delete activities, select the “Activity” object.
2. In the [ Delete all records that match condition ] area, set up a filter by the [ Id ] column. If the corresponding
Id is available in a process, you can obtain the Id from the corresponding process or element parameter:
a. In the [ Delete all records that match condition ] block, click [ +Add condition ] and select the [ Id ] column.
b. Click <?> and select “Compare with parameter”. Select a process or element parameter that contains the
needed Id (Fig. 28). For example, if you need to delete an activity created earlier in the process flow, select
the corresponding [ Perform task ] element and its parameter [ Task Id ].
Fig. 28 Selecting filter conditions

As a result, the [ Delete data ] element will delete the record whose Id matches the Id in the filter. For example, it
will delete the activity that was created earlier in the process flow.

Process events
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

In Creatio, you can create business processes that launch automatically on specific conditions. There are several
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ways to implement this, depending on the business task:
Business task

Automatic launch

Implementation in process designer

conditions
Automatically launch

The process runs

The process initial event is [ Signal ] in the

customer onboarding

automatically

“Object signal mode”. The signal initiates a new

process

whenever a new
customer account is

business process instance whenever a new
record is added in the [ Accounts ] section.

added in Creatio
Automatically send a
“Thank you” email to the

The process runs
automatically

The process initial event is [ Signal ] in the
“Object signal mode”. The signal initiates a new

customer when their

whenever an invoice

business process instance whenever a record in

invoice gets paid

payment status

the [ Invoices ] section is modified and the value

changes

in its [ Payment status ] field changes to “Paid”.

Automatically update the

The process runs

The process initial event is [ Signal ] in the

permissions when

automatically

“Object signal mode”. The signal initiates a new

deleting an employee

whenever the

business process instance whenever a specific

from a folder

connection between

contact record is deleted from the “Employee in

a folder and a

folder” object.

corresponding
contact is deleted
Automatically begin
preparing for an event on

The process runs
automatically, on

The process initial event is [ Start timer ] in the
“Once” mode. The timer initiates a new business

specific date

specific date at

process instance on the specified date and time.

specific time
Automatically send

The process runs

The process initial event is [ Start timer ] in the

reminders about a

automatically at

“Week” mode. The timer initiates a new

regular (e.g., weekly)

regular intervals

business process instance on the specified

event

weekdays at specified time.

Send notifications about

The process runs

The “Sending reminder” process initial event is

an event (e.g., webinar)

automatically,

[ Signal ] in the “Custom signal” mode. The

automatically, whenever

whenever a different

process runs whenever the “Preparation for

preparations to it are

process (e.g.,

webinar” process generates the corresponding

complete in a different

“Preparation for

signal.

business process

webinar”) triggers it

Automatically start the

The “Meeting with

The “Corporate sale” process contains a [ Sub-

“Meeting with customer”
business process for the

customer” process
runs automatically

process ] element with the “Meeting with
customer” process specified in the [ Which

customer from the

as an action of the

process to run? ] field.

“Corporate sale” process

“Corporate sale”
process
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Automatically start the

The process runs

The “Qualification” stage of lead management

“Qualification” business

automatically when a

case includes a [ Sub-process ] case element.

process as part of the

user advances to a

“Qualification” business process is specified in

lead management case

specific case stage

the [ Which process to run? ] field.

workflow

(e.g., “Qualification”)

Check Creatio marketplace for free business process templates (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5) illustrating the
examples of running processes using events. Click here to download the template.
After installing the marketplace template, go to the [ Process library ] section, select the “Start events in
business processes” process and click [ Open ] to view its diagram. Select a start event on the diagram to
check its settings.
Fig. 1 Example of a business process that runs automatically on adding a new record in Creatio

Fig. 2 Example of a business process that runs automatically on modifying a Creatio record

Fig. 3 Example of a business process that runs automatically, on the specific day

Fig. 4 Example of a business process that runs automatically, according to schedule

Fig. 5 Example of a business process that runs automatically, according to a CRON expression
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There are thus two general ways of setting up business processes that run automatically:
using initial events, such as [ Signal ] and [ Start timer ]
using the [ Sub-process ] element in dynamic cases and BPMN processes.

Use start events to run business processes
An “initial event” is the first element on a business process diagram. These elements determine how the business
process is launched. Before the initial event is triggered, the business process is inactive: it will not execute any
logic or receive signals (except for the signals that activate the start event). Each time a start event is triggered, a
new process instance is created in the [ Process Log ].
Using different types of events, you can set up business processes that will run automatically upon changes in
Creatio records, when another process broadcasts a system-wide signal, or at the specified time.

Run business processes on record changes
Any change in Creatio data results in adding, modifying or deleting records. Use the [ Signal ] start event in the
“object signal” mode to run automatically when such changes occur in Creatio.
The Id of the record that triggered the process will be passed to the parameters of the [ Signal ] start event.
Read more about it in the “Use events in a business process” article.

Run business processes on a system-wide signal
A business process can broadcast a system-wide signal via the [ Throw signal ] intermediate event. Use the
[ Signal ] start event in the “custom signal” mode if you want your process to react to such signals.
The process where the signal is generated is not otherwise connected with the processes that are triggered by
that signal (e.g., these processes cannot exchange parameter values). When business processes are run from
other processes or cases, the logic of the automatic launch is defined by the parent process or the case.
Read more about using custom signals in the “How to run a process from another process using signals” article.

Run business processes on timer
Use the [ Start timer ] event to run a business process automatically at the specified time.
You can run business processes once, on certain date and time. Read more about configuring the timer for this
case in the “Use events in a business process” article. You can run business processes regularly, according to
schedule. Read more about configuring the timer for this case in the “How to run a process weekly” article.
You can configure your custom logic for a schedule using cron expressions and run the business process
accordingly. Read more about configuring the timer for this case in the “How to run a process according to
custom schedule (cron expression)” article.
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Run sub-processes from a parent process
Business processes can be executed as part of other process or case via the [ Sub-process ] element.
Running business processes automatically as sub-processes from other Creatio processes has the following
specifics:
Sub-processes run as separate instances, but are connected to the corresponding instance of the parent
process or case. They can exchange parameter values, e.g., receive input from the parent process and return
their execution result. Read more about exchanging parameter values between a sub-process and its parent
process from the “How to obtain a sub-process execution result” article.
When business processes are run from other processes or cases, the logic of the automatic launch is defined
by the parent process or the case.
Using sub-processes enables running processes automatically, with custom parameters that can be
populated in the corresponding [ Process parameters ] block of the [ Sub-process ] element setup area.

Create business processes in Studio Free
PRODUCTS:

STUDIO FREE

You design a business process by adding elements to the working area, arranging them, connecting, and adding
their descriptions.

Note. The development of business processes in Creatio is based on the BPMN 2.0 notation developed by
the Object Management Group consortium. Learn more about the BPMN notation on the OMG
consortium’s website.

Create a new process
Add a new business process in the following ways:
Click

in the Studio toolbar and select [ Process ]. A new process will be added to the currently selected

process library folder.
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Select a process library folder and click [ New process ].
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In a process library folder menu, click

and select [ New process ].

Add elements to a business process
There are two ways of adding process elements in Creatio:
Drag&drop an element from the element toolbar.
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Drag an element from any element on the diagram. This will add the corresponding new element, connected to
the previously selected element with a sequence flow.
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Add flows
To connect two elements on the diagram with a flow, click the first element, click

flow in the element context

menu, then drag the flow to the second element. After the new flow has been added, you can change its position
on the diagram, and the flow type (conditional or default).

Change the element type
The process element toolbar and process element context menu contain general categories of elements:
action, start/intermediate/end event, gateway, flow.
To add a specific process element first add an element of the corresponding category (e.g., “action”), and then
set its type (e.g., “User action”).
To change an element type:
1. Select the element.
2. Click

in its context menu.

3. Select the needed type from the menu that appears.
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Similarly, you can change types of other elements:
To add a loop, parallel, sequential, or compensation marker to an activity – select it, click
context menu, and select the needed marker.
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To add a

conditional flow or

default flow, add a

menu, and change its type to the needed one.
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sequence flow, select it, click

in its context
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Add description
Use the setup area of the Process Designer to change the process or element name and add a description,
which is vital for documenting business processes.

Make sure that you populate a description for the process and each of its elements. Description
normally explains what happens when the element is executed as part of the process flow.
You can open the settings toolbar in the following ways:
Double-click an element to open its setup area. If you double-click the empty process designer working
area, the process setup area will open.
Click on the top right side of the Process Designer window to open the setup area of the currently
selected element. If no elements are selected, the process setup area will open.

Add lanes
Swimlanes are a means of organizing elements on the diagram. They usually denote different process
participants, as well as organize and categorize activities. You can add swimlanes at any time, but it is generally
recommended to map them first and add other elements on the needed pool/lane, to exclude rearranging
existing process steps.
To add a

pool, drag it to the designer working area from the element toolbar.
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To add a lane, select a pool on the diagram and click
corresponding position.
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or

. A lane will be added to the selected pool in the
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To split a lane in two, select the lane and click

.

Select and move elements
Use the
[ Lasso ] tool to select several elements at once. Selected elements can be moved, copied (Ctrl + C),
or deleted (Del).
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Use

[ Space ] tool to shift all elements on the diagram left/right or up/down. This tool applies to all elements to

the right or left from the cursor – when shifting elements horizontally. Likewise, when shifting elements vertically,
the tool will apply to all elements above the cursor (when shifting upwards) and all elements below the cursor
(when shifting the elements downward).

The [ Arrow ] tool is the default mode in which you work with the elements on the working area. Use the
toolbar to switch the cursor back to [ Arrow ] after using [ Lasso ] or [ Space ] tool.

Drag&drop the working area canvas to navigate large diagrams. Use the mouse wheel while holding down
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the Ctrl key to zoom. Use the zoom menu to restore default zoom and alignment.

Use the mini-map for fast diagram navigation.
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[Auto-generated page] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Auto-generated page ] element is used for opening custom pages, generated according to the specified
parameters.
The auto-generated pages contain buttons, that can be used for process branching, and fields, whose values can
be passed to the process or process element parameters.
Specify the auto-configured page parameters in the element setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 [ Auto-generated page ] element setup area
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You can populate these fields using the parameter value window:
1. Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
2. [ Page title ] – Enter the page name.
3. [ To whom should the page be shown? ] – Specify the user for whom the page must open. You can fill in this
parameter using the parameter value window.
4. [ Recommendation to user ] – Enter the text that will be displayed on the page when running the process
element. This is a required field. Since this is a single line field, inserted line breaks will have no effect regardless
of the used syntax and characters.
5. [ User hints ] – Enter additional information that will be displayed by clicking the
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displayed on the displayed page.
6. [ Connected object ] – If the action execution relates to a particular record in the system object, specify this
object.
7. [ Record of connected object ] – The record to which the action execution will be connected. If the connected
object is specified, the field becomes available and required.

Note. When the action is executed, the record with the specified binding object and the record that relates
to the action execution will be added to the [ Connected items ] block of the [ Process log ] page. Also, the
[ Move down the process ] menu will become available on the edit page of the connected record.

Add buttons
This block contains a list of buttons that can be displayed on an auto-generated page. Click
button and specify its parameters (Fig. 2).

to add a new

Fig. 2 Add a button to the auto-generated page

1. [ Caption ] – Enter a button caption. This is a required parameter.
2. [ Code ] – Enter the button unique name that can be used when writing the code that will implement the
button logic. Required parameter.
3. [ Style ] – Select one of the common styles used for the BPMS Creatio buttons. Required parameter.
4. [ Generates signal ] – Enter the signal to be generated by the process once the button is clicked. Other items
that wait for the generation of this signal can be added to the process.
5. [ Active ] – Select this checkbox if the button must be active when the page is opened.
6. [ Performs value validation ] – Select this checkbox to check if all required fields are populated once the button
is clicked.
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7. Click the [ Save ] button of the parameter value window.
Clicking any button added to the page completes the element and defines its result. If you add outgoing
conditional flows to the auto-generated page, the buttons added to the page will be available as completion
conditions for these flows.
To manage the button display order and edit the button properties, click the

button.

Add page items
This block contains a list of items that can be displayed on an auto-generated page, such as text comments,
fields or groups of fields. Click
to add a new item and specify its parameters (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Select the type of item to add

Fill out the item parameters. The list of parameters may differ, depending on the page item type (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Add a page item to an auto-generated page

1. [ Title ] – Enter a caption for the page item. This is a required parameter.
2. [ Code ] – Enter a unique code that contains the page item value.
3. [ Text ] – Enter default text for the “Notes” page item.
4. [ Can be minimized ] – Select this checkbox to enable the user to minimize an “Item block” page item.
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5. [ Minimized ] – Select this checkbox to minimize. an “Item block” page item.
6. [ Required ] – select the checkbox to make the new field required. This parameter is available for all field-type
page items.
7. [ Multiline ] – select the checkbox to make a field multiline. Available for the “Text field” type.
8. [ Data source ] – Specify the lookup object. This parameter is available for lookup fields.
9. [ View ] – Select the means of filling out the field: by using a drop-down list or selecting a lookup value. This
parameter is available for lookup fields.
10.[ Date format ] – Select the display format for the “Date/Time” field.
To manage the page item display order and edit and delete items, use the menu that appears when you click the
button.

Dynamic case FAQ
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

What happens to case tasks if you transition to the next stage
ahead of schedule
If necessary, you can advance to the next stage of the case ahead of schedule by completing only the required
steps of the current stage. In this case, all unfinished tasks and case steps of the previous stages will be
canceled.

What happens to case tasks if you return to the previous
stage
The flexibility of the case management concept enables you to return previously completed case stages. In this
case, all unfinished tasks of the current stage will be canceled, and new tasks will be created for the stage you
returned to.

What happens to the case when you transition to the final
stage
To complete a case, you need to complete all steps and tasks that precede the last stage. If the last stage does
not contain steps, the case will be completed once the stage is selected on the workflow bar. Incomplete steps of
the previous stage will be automatically canceled.

What happens to records if the stage connected to them is
removed from the case
Stages of the case are associated with the steps from the lookup, specified in the [ Which column to build the
stages by? ] field on the [ Cases ] tab of the section wizard. Deleting a stage means that it will no longer show up
on the workflow bar. However, the corresponding record will not be deleted from the lookup. For example, the
"Presentation" stage was deleted from the case in the [ Opportunities ] section. In this case, all the opportunities
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at this stage will remain on it, but without displaying the stage on the workflow bar. To continue working with the
opportunity, transfer it to another case stage. That means you will not lose important data while modifying the
case.

What happens to a deactivated case
The case that was deactivated will not work for new records. For those records that were created before
deactivation, all stage steps will still be performed.

[Start timer] event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Start timer ] event enables you to run the process either once at a specified time, or regularly with a
specified frequency.
You can select the frequency in the [ Process launch frequency ] field. The parameters of the [ Start timer ] event
will differ depending on the selected option.
The base settings of the element are different depending on the frequency. Additional parameters are available
for all frequency options (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 [ Start timer ] element setup area with common parameters

[ Process start time ] – the time at which the process will start.
[ Timer validity ] – the life cycle of the [ Start timer ] event, i.e., a time period during which the event is considered
relevant and can be triggered. Populate these fields if you need to limit the period during which the [ Start timer ]
event can be triggered for a process e.g., if you need the process to run every Friday for the next five weeks
only).
[ Repeat on misfire ] – select this checkbox to ensure that the process launches even if the [ Start timer ] element
cannot be triggered at the intended time, e.g., due to a server reboot.
[ Time zone ] – the time zone of the [ Start timer ] element. By default, the element time zone is set according to:
The time zone of the user who created a campaign.
The time zone specified in the [ Default TimeZone ] system setting (if no time zone has been set in the user
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profile).
If the time zone cannot be set according to the rules above, the [ Time zone ] field of a new campaign will have
the “(GMT) UTC Time Format” default value.

Parameters of the “Once” frequency option
Select the "Once” frequency option in the [ Process launch frequency ] to run the business process only once at
a specified time (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The [ Start timer ] event setup for one-time process launch

[ Launch on ] – the time at which the process will start.

Parameters of the “Minute/hour” frequency option
Select the "Minute/Hour” option in the [ Process launch frequency ] field to launch the process several times a day
(e.g., working hours) (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 The [ Start timer ] event setup for running the process every hour from 8 am till 8 pm
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[ Run every ] – a process launch frequency in minutes or hours, as well as a time frame the process will be limited
to. For example, you can run the process every hour from 8 am till 8 pm.

Parameters of the “Day” frequency option
If you select the "Day” option in the [ Process launch frequency ] field to launch the business process once a day
at a certain time with specific intervals (e.g., every three days) (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 The [ Start timer ] event setup for running the process every three days at 11 am
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[ Run every ] – a launch frequency in days and a launch time. For example, you can run a process every three
days at 11 am.

Parameters of the “Week” frequency option
Select the "Week” option in the [ Process launch frequency ] field to repeat the business process weekly on
specified days at the specified time (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 The [ Start timer ] event setup for running the process every Tuesday and Thursday at 9 am
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[ Launch on ] – the time at which the process will be launched (e.g., 9:00 am).
[ Which days of the week to run? ] – select weekdays on which the process must start.

Parameters of the “Month” frequency option
Select the "Month” option in the [ Process launch frequency ] field to launch the business process monthly at
certain days (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 The [ Start timer ] event setup for running the process monthly
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[ Run every ] – enter a time gap in months between each process launch. For example, you can automatically run
the process every third month.
[ Start day ] – specify the launch day of the process. You can choose from the following options:
"Day of the month" is a specific day of month (e.g., every tenth of the month). For example, every tenth of the
month.
"Day of the week" is the number and the day of the week of the month (e.g., every third Friday of the month).
"First / last work day" is the first or last business/regular day of the month.

Parameters of the “Year” frequency option
Select the "Year” option in the [ Process launch frequency ] field to run the business process every year on a
certain date at the specified time (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 The [ Start timer ] event setup for running the process every third Monday of October every year
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[ Start day ] – select the day and the month when the process will start. For example, 8th of March or every third
Monday of October.
[ Launch on ] – the time at which the process will be launched (e.g., 9:00 am).
[ Timer validity ] – the life cycle of the [ Start timer ] event, i.e., a time period during which the event is considered
relevant and can be triggered.
[ Repeat on misfire ] – select this checkbox to ensure that the process launches even if the [ Start timer ] element
cannot be triggered at the intended time, e.g., due to a server reboot.

Parameters of the “Other frequency” option
Select the "Other frequency” option in the [ Process launch frequency ] field to set a custom process frequency
via a cron-expression (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 The [ Start timer ] event configured to launch a process from 14:00 to 14:59 and from 18:00 to 18:59 daily
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Note. Cron is a planning utility widely used in UNIX-based operating systems. You can configure a more
flexible launch date of a process using cron-expressions. We recommend consulting with your company’s
system administrators before working with cron-expressions.

A cron-expression consists of numbers, words and symbols placed in a strictly defined order to specify the time,
date, and year of the process launch. The following table shows a basic structure of cron-expressions:
TIME UNITS

ACCEPTABLE VALUES

SPECIAL CHARACTERS

Second

0

,-*/

Minute

0-59

,-*/

Hour

0-23

,-*/

Day of the month

1-31

,-*?/LW

Month

1-12 or JAN-DEC

,-*/

Day of the week

1-7 or SUN-SAT

,-*?/L#

Year

empty value or 1970-2099

,-*/
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Note. If the cron-expression is correct, you will see the time/date of the process launch in the traditional
format in the [ Cron-expression ] field. If the expression is incorrect, Creatio will display an error.

Examples of cron-expressions
0 * 14 * * ? – launches the process every minute from 14:00 to 14:59 daily.
0 0/5 14,18 * * ? – launches the process every 5 minutes from 14:00 to 14:59 and from 18:00 to 18:59 daily.
0 10,44 14 ? 3 WED – launches at 14:10 and 14:44 every Wednesday of March.
0 0 12 1/5 * ? – launches the process at 12:00 every 5 days, starting from the first day of the month on a

monthly basis.
Learn more about cron expressions in the QARTZ documentation.

Exclusive event-based gateway
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

An exclusive event-based gateway is used to branch a process when alternative paths are determined by events
([ Throw message ], [ Throw signal ], and [ Wait for timer ]) rather than by conditional flows.
This can happen when the decision about one of the alternative paths is taken by someone out of the process.
For example, a signing contract process expects a signal regarding a client's decision during the negotiation
process. Further development of the process depends on this decision (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Exclusive event-based gateway

Depending on which event occurs first, the process will take the corresponding path. In the mentioned example,
if the customer agreed to the conditions, the process will proceed with the “Sign contract” user task, and if the
customer refuses – the process will end. In any case, only the expected event that occurs first will be processed,
and all subsequent events will be considered no longer valid.
Outgoing flows for the exclusive event-based gateway are sequence flows. The gateway is used in conjunction
with intermediate catching events: [ Wait for message ], [ Wait for signal ], or [ Wait for timer ].
As soon as the first catching event is triggered, the gateway activates the corresponding outgoing flow and then
ignores any other events.

Find a process
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ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The diagrams of the business processes configured in Creatio are saved to the [ Process library ] section.

Note. The process library displays the list of BPMN processes whose [ Tag ] parameter value is “Business
Process.” By default, the “Business Process” tag is set for all processes that the users configure in the
process designer. You can view and modify the process tag text on the business process properties areas
in the process designer.

The [ Process library ] section contains the “Active” filter for displaying only business processes with the [ Active ]
checkbox selected.

View the process list
To view the process list:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Process library ] under [ Processes ].

Note. Business processes whose diagrams contain a start timer or a signal event are indicated with the
corresponding icons in the list (Fig. 1). These icons match the process element icons for the start timer
and start signal events, respectively. If a business process uses different types of start events, the
corresponding record will contain several icons.

Fig. 1 – Business processes initiated with starting signal events

Find a process using organizational trees
The folder tree is displayed in the [ Process library ] section b default (Fig. 2). In addition to standard folders, the
tree contains folders that are generated automatically, based on the processes currently available in the library.
Fig. 2 – Folders in the [ Process library ] section
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All standard folder functions are available in the [ Process library ] section.

Note. More information about working with folders is available in the “Folders” article.

By default, the folders in the [ Process library ] section contain folders that group the processes by the type of
their starting event. These folders have unique icons to visually distinguish them from regular folders. These
folders cannot be edited.
The folders that group business processes by the type of their starting events are displayed only if
corresponding processes exist in the library.
These folders also have automatically generated subordinate folders that further group the processes by their
starting event parameters:
In the “Run by object signal” folder, the further grouping is done by objects that trigger processes (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 – Grouping of processes by objects in the “Run by object signal” folder

In the “Run by timer” folder, the further grouping is done by the timer settings (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 – Grouping of processes by timer settings in the “Run by timer” folder

Notify employees by email when a lead has
been received via a landing page
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Example. Build the following business process: upon receiving a lead via a landing page, an email is sent to
the responsible employee..

Business process diagram (Fig. 1) elements:
1. Incoming signal for creating a lead through a landing page - when you create a lead through a landing page,
the signal is activated and the business process is started.
2. Reading the created lead data - obtaining lead parameters that will be later used in the business process.

Note. Configure a separate business process to set up automatic assigning of the lead owner.
3. Sending an email - sending an email with the specified text and the lead data obtained in the previous step of
the business process.
Fig. 1 The "Sending email when creating lead via landing page" business process

To do this:
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1. Place the [ Signal ] element on the diagram. The element is located in the [ Initial events ] group — "Lead
created” . The element will be activated when a lead is created registered via a landing page.
2. Set up the signal parameters (Fig. 2).
a. In the [ Object ] field, set "Lead".
b. In the [ What event should happen? ] field, select "Add record".
c. In the [ Added record must correspond to conditions ] field, select "Add record".
Fig. 2 Setting up the signal properties

3. Add the [ Read data ] element of the [ System actions ] group and name it "Read lead". The "Read lead"
element will read data from the added lead.
4. Set up the element parameters (Fig. 3).
a. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
b. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select ”Lead”.
c. In the [ How to filter records? ] area, set the filter “Id = Lead created.Record ID". To do this, click <Add
condition>, select the “Id” column, in the displayed menu select the [ Compare with parameter ], and then
in the appeared window select [ Unique record ID ] of the “Lead created” element.
Fig. 3 The [ Read lead ] element setup area
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5. Add the “Send e-mail” element and set the following parameters (Fig. 4):
a. Specify the necessary email account in the [ From ] field. To do this, select [ Select from lookup ] in the
parameter value menu, then in the [ Synchronization with mailbox settings ] lookup, select one of the
configured email accounts.
b. In the [ To ] field, specify the email of the recipient. To do this, select [ Process Parameter ] in the value
window of the [ Contact ] menu item. Select the “Read lead” element in the pop up window and select
“Owner” in the [ Process parameter ] field.
c. In the [ What is the message? ] field select “Template message”.
d. Select the existing template in the [ Template message ] field. The [ Subject ] field is populated automatically.
e. Select “Send email automatically” in the [ How is the message sent? ] field.
Fig. 4 [ Send email ] element properties area
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6. After creating the process elements, connect each element with the next one by dragging the

element in

the upper right corner of the selected process element.
7. Save the created business process.
As a result of the business process, upon receiving a lead via a landing page, an email is sent to the
responsible employee.

[Validation] case element
PRODUCTS:

LENDING

The [ Validation ]

case element is used in cases that facilitate the processing of applications. This element is

available only in Financial Services Creatio. Use the [ Validation ] element to create a validation checklist that an
underwriter must complete to approve or deny a loan application. The general purpose of the [ Validation ]
element is to automate the credit loan review.

Note. You can also automate the application review using the [ Approval ] case element.
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Set up the [Validation] case element
Specify the validation parameters in the element setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Validation ] element settings

Use the parameter value window and parameter value menu to fill out the element parameters.
Specify the case element purpose by typing in a header at the top right-part of the element setup area. This
makes the element easy to find on the case diagram. Set up the element parameters:
1. [ When is the step performed? ] – indicates whether to activate the validation at the start of the stage or after
a case step.
2. [ Which validation item to execute? ] – select an item from the [ Validation items ] lookup. The lookup contains
the list of actions that include validation questions and additional information that the employee may need
during the validation process. This is a required field.
3. [ Application ] – specify the loan application to validate. Use the parameter value window to specify where the
element is supposed to get the application Id. By default, it is the application that the process was run for. This
is a required field.
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4. [ Execute on page ] – specify the page where the validation item must be performed. By default, a pre-set
Creatio validation item page is used. This is a required field.
5. [ How to perform validation? ] – select what exactly the underwriter will validate: the loan application itself or its
participants. Depending on the selected method, additional parameters become available. This is a required
field.
Select “Single participant validation” if the underwriter will be validating a specific participant. In this case,
the [ Participant role ] field becomes available where you specify the application participant, whose profile
the underwriter will validate during this step. Optionally, specify the participant’s profile in the [ Participant
application form ] field.
Select “Multiple participant validation” if the underwriter will be validating application participants of a specific
role. Select the role in the [ Participant role ] field.
Select “Application approval” if the underwriter will be validating the loan application itself.
6. [ Who performs the task? ] – select an employee or a group of employees who perform the validation. For
example, the loan manager or the verification group. This is a required field.
Select “Group of employees” if the validation can be performed by any employee of a specific role. Select
the corresponding role in the [ Role of employees ] field.
Select “Responsible employee” if the validation can be performed by a specific employee only. Select the
employee in the [ Owner ] field.
7. [ How to display on Validation detail? ] – select a method for displaying the validation result on the [ Validation ]
detail of the application page.
Select “Add new record”, Creatio will add a new record on the [ Validation ] detail.
Select “Edit existing record” to update a specific record on the [ Validation ] detail. In this case, you will
need to specify the record to update in the [ Record identifier ] field.

[Validation] element advanced settings
[ After Validation Saved ] – in addition to the standard settings available in the advanced mode, the [ Validation ]
element has a field where you can specify C# code with the use of .NET Framework classes. The code will be
executed after the business process creates and saves the validation item.

[Formula] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

With the [ Formula ] process element, you can use the calculation results as parameter values for other
elements.
For example, you can determine the start time of the next task based on the duration of the preceding tasks.
The [ Formula ] element is also used to define conditions for moving down the conditional flows.
Specify the parameter values in the [ Formula ] setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Formula ] element setup area
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You can populate these fields using the process parameters.
Enter the element caption at the top of the element setup area. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[ Which parameter to set the formula value to? ] – Specify the parameter whose value will contain the calculation
result. For example, specify the [ Duration ] parameter of the [ Perform task ] process element if the formula is
used to calculate the duration of a task. You can select a parameter whose value is a number, date and/or time,
as well as text and boolean parameters.

Attention. The resulting data type will correspond to the data type of the parameter specified in the Set
parameter value field. When adding the Formula process element, you can only specify the parameters that
already exist in the process. Each Formula process element performs calculations for one parameter only.

[ Formula value ] – use the parameter value window to construct the formula. The formula value is entered in the
text field. The formula can contain elements from the [ Process elements ], [ Process parameters ], [ System
settings ], [ Lookup ], [ System variables ], [ Functions ], and [ Date and time ] tabs.

Process data
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Business processes in Creatio can interact with Creatio records, which are generally referred to as “data”. A
business process can let the user interact with data in a specific way, or work with data on the background,
without the user involvement.
This article covers the principles of how business processes work with Creatio section, detail or lookup records
(or “data”).
Every practical task in Creatio involves working with section, detail or lookup records. To automate these tasks, all
business processes in Creatio have to interact with data in one way or another.
Here are some of the more typical cases of working with data:
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Business task

Creatio task

Process
task

Schedule a meeting with the
customer.

Create a new record in the [ Activities ] section.

Add new
data

Obtain the value of the [ Budget ] field of a specific

Read

record in the [ Opportunities ] section

existing
data

Modify the [ Amount ] field of the same record.

Modify

Set opportunity amount same
as the opportunity budget

existing
data
Clear employee’s schedule for

Delete records in the [ Activities ] section that have

Delete

the next week

specific values in the [ Owner ] and [ Start ] fields.

data

Check Creatio marketplace for free business process templates illustrating the examples of working with Creatio
data using business processes.
After installing the marketplace template, a new “Academy examples” folder will appear in the [ Process library ]
section. It will contain 4 processes: “Read data process element,” “Modify data process element,”
“Delete data process element,” and “Add data process element,” each containing several examples of
using the said element, covered in this article.
In all these cases, specific data must be accessed in a business process and specific changes must be made to
the Creatio database as a result.
When working with data, a business process can obtain it directly from the database, or use data that has been
obtained earlier. Any data obtained from the database, generated by the process itself or entered by the user are
available as the parameter values and can be accessed by the process at any time.
As you can see, working with data boils down to four basic operations: adding, modifying, reading and deleting
data. In the next chapter, we are going to examine how these operations are implemented in the Creatio business
process engine.

Operations with data
On the database level, all interactions with data boil down to four basic “CRUD” operations: creating, reading,
updating and deleting records. Most business process tasks perform these operations automatically, as part of
their logic:
[ Perform task ], [ Send email ] – create new records.
[ Open edit page ], [ Pre-configured page ], [ Approval ] – create and update records.
[ Signal ] start event and [ Wait for signal ] – read records.
In addition, there are four business process elements in Creatio that are designed for performing each of the
CRUD operations with data. Usually, data-specific tasks are used in the following cases:
[ Read data ] – regular process tasks require data that is not available in the process.
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[ Add data ], [ Modify data ], [ Delete data ] – you need to create, update or delete Creatio records on the
background, without opening any pages or creating tasks for the process user.
Regardless of the use case, the setup of each data-related process task includes several typical steps.

Read data
Identify the object that contains the record to read and the columns whose values must be read.
Identify the record whose values must be read.

Add data
Identify the object to add records in and the columns will be populated for the new record.
Identify the data, which will be written into the columns of the new record: these can be static values or
values obtained from other process parameters.

Modify data
Identify the object that contains the record to modify and the columns whose values must be changed.
Identify the record whose values must be modified.
Identify the data, which will be written into the columns of the modified record: these can be static values or
values obtained from other process parameters.

Delete data
Identify the object to delete records in.
Identify the record to delete.
As you can see, using the four basic operations in the Creatio business process engine involves three general
steps: identifying the object and the column, identifying the needed record and identifying the source of the new
data.

Identify objects and columns
As you can see, each data-related operation requires that you identify Creatio object, which contains the needed
data. Additionally, all operations (with the exception of the “Delete data”) require that you specify the columns,
whose values must be read, added or modified. For example:
To schedule a meeting with a customer in Creatio, you need to add a record to the “Activity” object and fill
out its [ Subject ], [ Start ], [ Due ], as well as [ Contact ] and/or [ Account ] columns.
To set the amount of an opportunity same as its budget, you need to:
Read the value in the [ Budget ] column of a specific record in the “Opportunity” object.
Modify the [ Amount ] record in the “Opportunity” object, by setting its value to the one that you
obtained from the [ Budget ] column.
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To clear an employee’s schedule for the next week, you need to delete specific records in the “Activity”
object.
All Creatio data is stored as column values of records from different objects (Fig. 1):
Fig. 1 “Object - column - record” structure in Creatio

To use the needed Creatio data in your business process, you need to identify the needed object, columns and
records:
The object (section, detail or lookup). Creatio objects are roughly equivalent to database tables. For example,
the [ Account ] object contains all accounts, [ Activity ] object contains all activities, etc.
The object columns (or “fields”). Creatio columns are equivalent to database table columns. For example, the
“Name” column contains account names, “Created on” – the dates when accounts were created, etc.
The record (an “instance” of the object). Creatio records are equivalent to database table rows. For example,
a record is a particular account, contact, or activity.

Identify necessary records
When looking for specific data, you usually know the object and the columns, since you understand what
information is needed (e. g., “I need the name of a certain contact”). The trick is to identify the needed record (in
this case, specific contact).
There are two ways of selecting records:
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Using a logic condition, i. e., a “filter.” For example, you need to read, modify or delete all records in the
“Activity” object, where the [ Status ] column contains “Canceled.”
Using a record Id, which can be obtained from a process or element parameter.

Identify a specific record
Record Id is a column value that uniquely identifies a record in Creatio database. Record Id is stored in the [ Id ]
column, which is available in all Creatio objects (Fig. 2). When working with business processes, you can obtain a
record Id from process or element parameters.
Process parameters are special kind of process properties that store data used for process and element
execution, as well as data that is the result of such execution. Learn more: Process parameters.
Fig. 2 Schematic view of the [ Id ] column in the “Contact” object

There are three general cases of obtaining a record Id when designing a business process:
From a process parameter. Such parameters are usually available in processes that are used as subprocesses, as well as processes that are run manually, by a specific record.
From an object signal element – start [ Signal ] or intermediate [ Wait for signal ] events in the “Object signal”
mode (triggered by changes in Creatio records).
From an outgoing parameter of a process element that was working with the needed record.
The following process elements work with data automatically and have outgoing parameters that store field
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values of Creatio records:
[ Perform task ] – field values of the task activity, including its Id.
[ Open edit page ] – field values of the corresponding record.
[ Pre-configured page ] – if a data source object is set, the element has parameters for all of the object
columns.
[ Send email ] – field values of the email record (“From,” “To,” Ids of linked records, etc.).
[ Signal ] – for object signals, Id of the record that triggered the signal.
[ Wait for signal ] – for record signals, Id of the record that triggered the signal.
[ Sub-process ] – any outgoing parameters of the business process selected as a sub-process.
You can identify the needed record by Id, obtained from process and element parameters when either of the
following is true:
The process start element is [ Signal ] in the “object signal” mode (the process starts automatically when data
in a specific Creatio object is changed).
The process is run by the needed record: initiated manually from the record page or as part of a dynamic
case.
Previous process elements have already worked with this record, and you need to work with the same record
repeatedly.

Map the parameters
If the Id of the needed record is available in a process or element parameter, you can use parameter mapping to
specify it in the filter area of the [ Read data ], [ Modify data ], or [ Delete data ] element (Fig. 3). You essentially
need to create a filter by the [ Id ] column and select “Compare with Parameter” in the menu when specifying the
column value.
Fig. 3 Filter a record by Id

In the opened window (Fig. 4), select the process or element that contains the parameter whose value will be the
needed Id.
Fig. 4 Select a process parameter that contains the Id of the needed record
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As a result, the filter will always return one record, since two records cannot have the same Id in Creatio
database.
Learn more: Use process parameters.

Identify a set of records via conditions
Usually, you want to identify by using regular filter criteria if:
A process task must work with a selection of records: read a collection of records, modify or delete all
records that match criteria.
A process task must work with a single record that match the selection criteria (“the first record in selection”).
To identify records using criteria, you need to apply a filter by the needed columns, using standard Creatio filter
module in conjunction with record sorting rules (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 The record selection criteria

For example, filter activities by the [ Type ] and [ Status ] fields and sort the results in the descending order to
select the latest completed call.
You can also enable precise time values in filters by date. To do this, specify “true” in the [ Consider time in the
filter ] parameter in the advanced mode of the element setup area.
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Fig. 6 Enabling the time values in filters by date

Learn more: Filters.

Identify new data to write upon create or update
Use outgoing parameters to specify new data to populate the fields of records added or changed as part of the
process.
After finishing their operations with data, process elements pass data to their outgoing parameters for further
use. For example, after an activity is created via the [ Perform task ] element, its Id and other data are passed to
the outgoing parameters (Fig. 7). Using these parameters, you can access that same activity later, down the
process flow.
Fig. 7 Parameters of a [ Perform task ] element with activity data
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The parameters match the name and type of the corresponding Creatio fields. For example, a contact’s job title is
stored in a “String” (text) field and is passed to a “Text” parameter, while the due date of an activity is stored in a
“Date/time” field, and is passed to a “Date/time” parameter.

Process elements for CRUD operations and use examples
In addition, there are four process elements for working with data specifically, one per each possible operation:
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Obtain data from the database for later use in the business process. The fetched data is
stored in the outgoing parameters of the [ Read data ] element. Use examples:
[ Read
data ]

Read data from the record that triggered the process.
Read the data of the record being processed.
Read data from a record that matches certain criteria.
Read the data of a record from another object.
Calculate sum, minimum, maximum and average of several records.
Calculate the number of records that match a condition.
Read data from multiple records (collection).

Create new records in the specified Creatio section or lookup with the specified values in the
specified fields. Use examples:
[ Add
data ]

Add one record.
Add multiple records.

Changes values of the specified fields of a specific section or lookup record. Use examples:
Modify multiple records that match a condition.
[ Modify
data ]

Modify specific record.

Automatically deletes records in a specified object. Use examples:
Delete all records that match a condition.
[ Delete
data ]

Delete a specific record.

Collaborate in Studio Free
PRODUCTS:

STUDIO FREE

To collaborate on business process design in Studio Creatio, free edition, you need to invite people to your team
or join someone else's team. Business process design teams are represented with “organization accounts.”
Once you complete your registration in Studio Creatio, free edition, you will have a user account and an
organization account.
A user account is your personal account, that you use to log in to Studio Creatio, free edition.
An organization account is designed to share business processes and collaborate during the process
design. By default, every new user who registers on their own (as opposed to being invited to someone’s
account) has an organization account.
There are two types of user roles in an organization account:
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Can edit. Any user who has been invited to the account by its administrator and accepted the invitation
becomes the editor user. “Can edit” users can create, view, edit and delete all folders and business processes.
Administrator. Each user who signs up on their own (without an invitation), becomes an administrator of
their own organization account. In addition to all “Can edit” privileges, administrator users can rename the
account, invite other users to join, or remove users from the account. An organization can have more than
one administrator, but at least one administrator is required.
If one of the administrator users deletes their user account, other team members will be able to continue their
work on the organization’s business processes. You cannot delete a single administrator user from an
organization.

Invite users to your account
1. Click

. User invitation pop-up opens.

2. In the window that opens, enter the registration email and role of the user who you wish to invite, then click
[ Send invitation ].

As a result, the user will be sent an invitation to sign up with Studio Creatio, free edition. The invitation will display
in your organization account settings as a new user with the specified role in the “Invited” status.
If the user accepts the invitation and signs up, their state will change to “Active.”

Note. You can only invite new users if they have not previously signed up for Studio Creatio, free edition.

Set up organization parameters
The users you invite to your team have access to your business processes, can edit them, document them, and
exchange messages. You can manage your team on the “Manage account” page.
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1. Click
next to the organization name in the top right corner of the application. Select [ Manage account ] in
the menu.

2. Account profile page opens.

To rename your team in Creatio studio, type in the new name in the [ Account name ] field.
To add more users, click [ Invite member ], specify the user emails, and the roles that should be assigned
to the invited users.
To change a user role, click
to the right of the role name and select the needed value in the list that
opens. Note that you can only change the roles of the users who accepted your invitation. You can also
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change a role for an administrator provided you have at least one more administrator in the organization.
To delete a user from your organization team, click

.

All your changes are saved in real-time.

Note. If you delete a user from your team, they can sign up again on their own. However, they will no
longer be able to see or work with your team’s processes and folders.

[Send email] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the [ Send Email ] process element (Fig. 1) for sending email messages as part of a business process. The
element can send an email automatically or open a new email page for the process user. It uses all common email
integration features available in Creatio, such as macros, templates, and linking emails to section records.
Fig. 1 The [ Send email ] element on the process diagram

Note. Email integration is required to work with emails in Creatio.

The [ Send email ] element provides a means of automating email communications without the developer
involvement. For example, with the help of this element you can:
Move on to the next step in the business process while Creatio automatically sends emails to multiple
recipients on your behalf.
Automatically send important system messages, notifications, and updates.
Use macros to personalize emails with information available in other process parameters.
Automatically assign email-related activities to other employees in your company.
Attach files to your emails.
If you choose to send emails manually, all due email tasks (drafts) will be displayed on your communication panel.

Element activation
If the email is sent manually:
A new email window will open for the process user if the [ Show page automatically ] checkbox is selected and
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if the element is not run in the background. All properties populated in the [ Send Email ] element (e. g., the
email template, the mailbox account, etc.) will be used in the draft.
The email task will be displayed on the communication panel for the process user if the [ Show page
automatically ] checkbox is cleared in the element properties.
If the email is sent automatically, Creatio will create a message based on the properties of the [ Send Email ]
element (e. g., the email template, the mailbox account, etc.) and send it automatically from the email account
specified in the [ From ] field.

Note. If, when sending multilingual messages as part of a business process, the [ To ] field has contacts
with different communication languages or the contact list has contacts with the communication language
unspecified, the entire message will use the default language.

Element execution
The completion of the [ Send email ] element depends on how the message is sent.
If the email is sent manually, the element will be deemed complete as soon as the email is successfully sent.
If the email is sent automatically, the element does not require any user actions and will be deemed complete
as soon as the email is sent.
If any errors occur while sending, the completion of the [ Send Email ] element is determined by the [ Ignore
errors on sending ] checkbox:
If the [ Ignore errors on sending ] checkbox is selected, the element is deemed complete as soon as the first
sending attempt is made, regardless of its result. For example, if the email server returns a sending error, the
element will still be successfully completed and activate its outgoing flows.
If the [ Ignore errors on sending ] checkbox is cleared, the element is deemed complete only if the email is
sent successfully. If email-related errors occur, the element will end with errors and the process will not
progress to the next element on the diagram. You can view any process-related errors in the [ Process log ]
section.
Upon completion, the element will update the values of its parameters according to changes made by the user on
the email page and activate its outgoing flows.

Set up common element properties
The following [ Send Email ] element properties will be displayed regardless of how the email is sent (automatically
or manually) and how the message text is generated (template message or custom message):
From

An email account integrated with Creatio and used for sending emails. This parameter is
populated with the values from the [ Mailbox synchronization settings ] lookup. There are
several ways you can populate this parameter:
Specify the email account directly by selecting it from the [ Mailbox synchronization
settings ] lookup.
Specify a system setting that uses the [ Mailbox synchronization settings ] lookup
values, such as “Mailbox for sending email with information on approval”
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(“VisaMailboxSettings” code).
Map any other process parameter that uses the [ Mailbox synchronization settings ]
lookup values. Learn more: Process parameters.
If the email is sent automatically, the [ From ] parameter is required. If the email is sent
manually, this parameter is optional: a process user may select an email account from the
available list on the email page.
Please note that email server integration is required to send emails directly from Creatio.
To
Cc

The recipient's email addresses. Click the
copy recipients (Bcc).

button to add carbon copy (Cc) and/or hidden

Bcc

You can choose one of the following options in each of the To/Cc/Bcc parameters:
Enter email addresses manually (e. g., johnbest@gmail.com). To add multiple recipients
manually, click the

button and specify additional addresses in each field.

Select the necessary accounts/contacts from a lookup.
Select system settings, whose values are email addresses (e. g., “1st-line support”).
Select account or contact email address of the user who runs the process (“Current
user account,” “Current user contact”).
Obtain email from another process parameter. You can map any parameter of the
“text” type. Note that the value of the mapped parameter must still be a valid email
address, otherwise the element will not execute properly. Learn more about mapping
parameters: Process parameters.
If either a contact or an account is selected, the email address will be pulled from the
[ Communication options ] detail. If there are multiple emails specified for an
account/contact, Creatio will use the most recent email added to the detail.
What is
the
message?

Select “Custom message” in this field to create a unique email for the business process
using the Content Designer.

How is

If the “Send email manually” option is selected in this field, the email edit page will open (or

the
message
sent?

the email activity will be created) for the process user once the [ Send Email ] element is
activated on the process diagram.

Subject

Enter the subject of the email. You can choose one of the following options in this field:

Select “Template message” in this field to use one of the email templates from the [ Email
templates ] lookup.

If the “Send email automatically” option is selected in this field, the email will be sent
automatically from the mailbox specified in the [ From ] field once the [ Send Email ]
element is activated on the process diagram.

Enter the subject manually.
Map a process parameter of the “text” type. Learn more: Process parameters.
Select a system setting of the “text” type.
Use a formula to create a personalized subject line, e. g., “Hi, John Best!,” where the
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name “John Best” is received from the previous process element. Learn more: Process
formulas.
The subject text is also displayed on the [ Business process tasks ] tab of the
communication panel. If you select a template, this field will be automatically populated
with the subject specified in the template.

Set up custom message properties
The following properties will be displayed if you select “Custom message” in the [ What is the message? ] field:
Email

The area below the [ Subject ] field displays a snapshot of your email text. Hover over this area

body

and click

to open the Content Designer to create a custom message.

Set up template message properties
The following properties will be displayed if you select “Template message” in the [ What is the message? ] field:
Template

Choose an email template from the [ Email templates ] lookup. Click

to open the

message

currently selected template in the Content Designer. Creatio supports multilingual email
templates for sending localized messages. Learn more about multilingual templates: Work
with message templates.

Record
for

The record whose values are used for email template macros. For example, if the email
template contains macros like [ #Contact.Name# ] and [ #Contact.Mobile phone# ], the

macros

actual name and phone number in the sent email will be relevant to the contact specified in
the [ Record for macros ] field.
Learn more: Process parameters.
This field is linked to the [ Macro source ] field in the selected email template record. For
example, if “Contact” is specified in the [ Macro source ] field, the value in the [ Record for
macros ] field should be a specific contact record.
You can choose one of the following options to select a record that will be used to
populate macros in the email template body:
Map a process parameter. The parameter should be of a “Lookup” type and the lookup
itself should correspond to the object selected in the [ Macro source ] field in the email
template.
Select a record from a corresponding lookup.
Select a system setting of a “Lookup” type, whose lookup corresponds to the one
selected in the [ Macro source ] field in the email template (e. g., “Test email recipient”).

Note. You can generate dynamic text for email subject and body using the [ Formula ] process element or
the [ Formula ] option of the parameter value menu. Learn more: Process formulas. Please note that to
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populate the email body using a formula, you need to switch the [ Send email ] element setup area to the
advanced mode.

Set up the automatic emailing
The following properties will be displayed if you select “Send email automatically” in the [ How is the message
sent? ] field:
Importance

The value of this property is used to populate the [ Priority ] field of the corresponding
email activity.

Ignore
errors on

If this checkbox is selected, the process will progress further even if email-related
errors occur. If the checkbox is selected, and errors are received, the [ Send email ]

sending

element will end with an error and will not activate its outgoing flows. You can view any
process-related errors in the [ Process log ] section.

Run

If this checkbox is selected, the process element will be performed in the background

following
elements in
the

without displaying the loading mask.

background

Set up sending email manually
The following properties will be displayed you select “Send email manually” in the [ How is the message sent? ]
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Who is the

This parameter is used to assign the user, for whom the email page will open when the

sender?

[ Send email ] element is executed. By default, it is the user who runs the business
process. Populate this parameter if the email must be sent by a different user.
Once the process reaches the [ Send Email ] element, the email task will be displayed
on their communication panel or the email edit page will open (if the [ Show page
automatically ] checkbox is selected).
The parameter is populated with the values of the [ Mailbox synchronization settings ]
lookup. You can map it to a different parameter or a system setting, provided their
values are selected from the same lookup.

Hint for user

A text shown for the user who performs this process task. The user can view their
hint by clicking the

Show page
automatically

button on the email page.

If this checkbox is selected, the email edit page will open for the user selected in the
[ Who is the sender? ] property once the process reaches the [ Send Email ] element.
Please note that if the [ Run following elements in the background ] checkbox is
selected for the preceding process element, the email edit page will not open once the
process reaches the [ Send Email ] element even if the [ Show page automatically ]
checkbox is selected.

Run

If this checkbox is selected, all process elements connected with the outgoing flows to

following
elements in
the

this element will be performed in the background without displaying the loading mask
or opening their windows automatically.

background
Email
connections

Use this property to connect the created email to other records in Creatio. Connected
records will be displayed in the [ Connected to ] field block, and in the form of email
links on the [ Email ] tab of the communication panel. Click the
different record types.

button to add

Properties for sending files as email attachments
To set up sending attachments for the [ Send email ] process element, make sure you add and set up a
corresponding [ Process file ] element for your diagram. It enables mapping a collection of the needed files to
your [ Send email ] element in the business process.
Add
attachments

To attach files to your email, click
in this block of the [ Send email ] element setup
area. In the field that appears, click
→ “Process parameter.” In the parameter
window, map the element to the needed file collection. Click [ Select ].
As a result, the file collection will be sent as email attachments by the [ Send email ]
process element during the process execution.

Fig. 2 Set up the email attachments for the [ Send email ] process element
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Get the outgoing parameters of an element
The Id of the task activity, created during element execution. Type: “Id.” All
manually created emails and drafts in Creatio are considered activities and have a
unique identifier in the database. Learn more about identifying records by Id:

Task Id

Work with data in a business process.

Recommendation

Ignore email
errors

The value of this parameter is received from the [ Hint for user ] field (displayed
only for manual send-outs). Type: “Text.”
The value of this parameter is received from the [ Ignore errors on sending ]
property (displayed only for automatic send-outs). Type: “Boolean.”

[Throw signal] intermediate event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Throw signal ] intermediate event (Fig. 1) is used to broadcast signals that can be caught by corresponding
process elements in any business process. It works in the same manner as the [ Throw message ] intermediate
event, but unlike the latter, the signal of the [ Throw signal ] intermediate event is sent to all active processes in
Creatio.
Fig. 1 [ Throw signal ] intermediate event

For example, after finishing processing an order as part of one process, you can notify all other processes that a
new order has been processed.
This signal will advance another process to the shipment document preparation stage (Fig. 2)
Fig. 2 Activating the [ Wait for signal ] intermediate event
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At the same time, the same [ Throw signal ] event will initiate a “post-order survey” process
Fig. 3 Activating the [ Signal ] start event

[Throw signal] intermediate event operation
Activation

When the element incoming flow is activated, the [ Throw signal ] event broadcasts its
signal and activates its outgoing flows. As a result:
All [ Wait for signal ] elements in the “Custom signal” mode that await the generated
signal and whose incoming flows have been activated - will activate their outgoing flows.
All business processes whose starting element is [ Signal ] start event in the “Custom
signal” mode, which awaits the generated signal - will start.

Execution

After broadcasting the signal, the [ Throw signal ] element activates its outgoing flows.

[Throw signal] intermediate event parameters
Which

Enter the name of the signal event that will be broadcast. Make sure that the signal name

signal is
generated?

(Fig. 4) matches the name(s) of the signal(s) specified in the [ Signal ] field of the [ Wait
for signal ] (Fig. 5) and the [ Signal ] start event (Fig. 6).

Fig. 3 Specifying the name of a signal that activates the [ Wait for signal ] intermediate event(s) or the [ Signal ] start event in the
corresponding business processes

Fig. 4 Example of the [ Wait for signal ] intermediate event that catches the corresponding signal
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Fig. 5 Example of the [ Signal ] start event that is triggered by the corresponding [ Throw signal ] event

View process execution data
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Regular process monitoring allows you to analyze employee productivity and to track “bottlenecks” in diagrams
for optimization.
All history of business processes is kept in the [ Process log ] section. The section is designed for managing the
business processes that have been initiated (process instances).
A business process can be started several times by different users at different times. A new “process instance”
is created on each launch of the process. Each instance of the process corresponds to a record in the [ Process
log ] section. Records appear in the section automatically, each time a business process starts. Information
about each instance displays as a separate log record. The process log records cannot be edited.

Note. To access the [ Process log ], a user requires permission for the following system operation:
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“Access to "Process log" section” (“CanManageProcessLogSection” code). Learn more about using system
operations: in a separate article: System operation permissions.

View process history
Once a business process is initiated, information about the process instance is saved in the [ Process log ]
section. The log record page contains the name of the employee who initiated the process, the status of the
process instance (“Running” or “Completed”), and a list of the activated process steps.
To view process history:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Process log ] under [ Processes ].
3. Select a business process and click [ Open ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Select a process

As a result, Creatio will open the process log page that contains the process execution history (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Process execution history
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If this is a sub-process, you can run the [ Parent process ] action to open the parent process page quickly
(Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Opening the parent process page

Archive the process log records
To speed up the process log, Creatio automatically archives completed and canceled processes that remain in the
[ Process log ] section list for more than a set period. The default archiving period is 30 days.

Note. Use the “Process log archiving period (days)” (“ProcessLogArchivingPeriod” code) system setting
to change the period for the process records to display in the [ Process log ] section before they are
automatically archived.
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The data of the archived process instances remain available in the archive, including record history and
connections to other system objects.
To view the data, select the “Archived” checkbox in the filter area of the [ Process log ] section.
To avoid increasing the amount of data in the database tables and overloading the system, Creatio automatically
clears the archived records that users do not need anymore.
You can manage the archive operations using the [ Settings ] action (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 [ Settings ] option in the [ Process log ] section

The [ Settings ] action opens the list of system settings that manage the process log maintenance (the settings
located in the [ Process log ] folder of the [ System settings ] section). These system settings let you manage:
How long the process instances in the “Error” state stay active in the process log.
How often to archive the log records for completed and canceled processes.
How long to store the archived records.
Learn more in a separate article: Manage system settings.

Notify an employee when they become an
activity participant
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Example. Create the following business process: an email is sent to an employee that was added to the list
of participants in the activity.
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Business process diagram (Fig. 1) elements:
1. Incoming signal for adding an activity participant - when a new participant is added to the activity, the signal is
activated and the business process is started.
2. Reading the Id of the added activity participant record – getting about the new activity participant information
for later use in the process.
3. Reading the activity header – retrieving activity data that will be used in the preconfigured template.
4. Sending email – notifying the contact that they were added to the activity.
Fig. 1 The "Employees added as activity participants notification" business process

To do this:
1. Place the [ Signal ] element of the [ Initial events ] group on the schema — "Participant added". The element will
be activated when a contact is added on the [ Participants ] detail of the activity.
2. Set up the signal parameters:
a. In the [ Object ] field, set "Activity participant".
b. In the [ What event should happen? ] field, select "Add record".
3. Add two [ Read data ] elements of the [ System actions ] group.
4. Set up the "Read activity participant" element parameters to read data from the activity participant added
record (Fig. 2):
a. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
b. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select “Activity participant”.
c. In the [ How to filter records? ] area, set the filter “Id = Participant added.Record ID". To do this, click <Add
condition>, select the “Id” column, then in the appeared menu, select [ Compare with parameter ]. In the
opened window, select the [ Record ID ] parameter of the "Participant added" element.
Fig. 2 The "Read activity participant" element properties
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5. Set up the "Read activity title" element parameters to read the activity title, to which a participant has been
added (Fig. 3):
Fig. 3 The "Read activity title" element properties
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a. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
b. In the [ Which object to rad data from? ] field, select “Activity”.
c. In the [ How to filter records ] area, set up filter "id = Read activity participant.First element of the resulting
collection.Activity". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, then in the appeared menu,
select [ Compare with parameter ]. In the opened window, select the "Activity" parameter of the "Read
activity participant" element.
d. In the [ Which column values should be read? ] field, select “Only selected columns" and select the “Title”
column.
6. Add the “Send e-mail” element of the [ System actions ] group and set the following parameters (Fig. 4):
a. In the [ From ] field, specify the return address in the message. To do this, select [ Select from lookup ] in
the parameter value menu, then in the [ Synchronization with mailbox settings ] lookup, select one of the
configured email accounts.
b. In the [ To ] field, specify the email of the recipient. In the parameter value menu, click the [ Process
element ], select the [ Read contact data ] element, and the [ Email ] parameter.
c. In the [ What is the message? ] field, select “Template message”.
7. Select the existing template in the [ Template message ] field. The [ Subject ] field is populated automatically.
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8. Select “Send email automatically” in the [ How is the message sent? ] field.
Fig. 4 The "Send email" element properties

9. After creating the process elements, connect each element with the next one by dragging the

element in

the upper right corner of the selected process element.
10.Save the created business process.
As a result of the business process, an email is sent to an employee that was added to the list of participants
in the activity.

Case version control
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Case version control enables you to track the history of changes and eliminate possible disruptions in launched
case instances when editing the case schema.
Changes made in the case schema can be saved as a separate version. All case versions are saved in Creatio and
can be viewed on the case properties page. The case version that is launched in the section according to the set
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conditions is considered as actual. Usually, this is the last saved case version. You can switch to any other saved
case version as actual. Only one actual case version can exist at a time.

Save a new case version
When saving the case select whether to save the changes as a new version or update the current
version (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Selecting the case saving method

If you click [ Save ] without selecting any options, Creatio will check the following:
whether there are case instances in progress
whether the package that stores the original case version is open for modification.
If there are no case instances in progress and the case package is open for modification, all changes
will be saved to the current case version.
If there are case instances in progress, Creatio will suggest creating a new version. If you choose not to,
Creatio will attempt to save the changes to the current version. However, this may trigger errors in the case
instances that are in progress.
If the case package is closed for modification, Creatio will suggest saving a new version of the case. After
confirmation, the new version will be saved in the package specified in the “Current package” system setting.

Note. If you save the case package as an archive, and install the package in a different environment, the
actual version of the case will be transferred with the package. Creatio will always determine the final
current version of the case based on which package is higher in the hierarchy.

View the case version
The case versions are available on the case properties page on the [ Case versions ] tab (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Viewing the list of case versions
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Click the case title to open the current case version in the case designer.

Set the actual case version
You can change the actual case version on the case properties page on the [ Case versions ] tab. To do this,
select the needed version and select “Set as actual version” in the
Fig. 3. Changing the actual case version
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Run the new case version
After saving a new version, all new case instances will run using that version. However, all unfinished case
instances will proceed using their original case version. You can switch such an instance to the new version using
the [ Change case ] button on the record page (Fig. 4). After confirmation, the current case instance will be
canceled. A new case instance will run using the actual case version.
Fig. 4. Switching a running case to the new version.

[Sub-process] case element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Sub-process ]

Case Designer element is used to add BPMN process as a stage step. The parameters of

the [ Sub-process ] Case Designer element are identical to those of the corresponding Process Designer element.
The sub-process starts automatically when you transition to the stage that has this step.

Set up the [Sub-process] case element
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In the [ Process ] field of the element setup area, select an earlier created process that must be run as a subprocess (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Sub-process ] element setup area

Click the

button to open the sub-process in the BPMN Process Designer.

Fill out the following fields:
1. [ Step type ] – specify if the step is required. Select “Required step” if the sub-process must be completed to
transition to the next stage. Select “Optional step” if the user can advance to the next case stage without
completing this sub-process.

Note. A user can advance to the final “unsuccessful” stage from any stage without completing the
required steps.
2. [ When is the step performed? ] – indicates whether to activate the element is activated at the start of the
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stage or after a case step. Select “At the start of the stage” to run the sub-process at the start of the case
stage. Select “After the previous step is complete” if the sub-process must run after the previous step in the
case stage. Specify the step in the [ Perform after step ] field.
3. [ Which process to run? ] – select a BPMN business process.
4. [ Name ] – sub-process name used for identification by the system.
5. [ Enable logging ] – select the checkbox to track the execution of this sub-process in the [ Process log ]
section.
6. [ Serialize in DB ] – select the checkbox to enable saving of parameter values for the running process in the
database.
7. [ Change stage after element is completed ] – configure case transition to the next stage depending a subprocess result. Click the
button to add fields for configuring conditions of case transition. Click the button
in the [ If result ] field to build the formula of the transition condition to the next stage and specify the
transition stage in the [ Set stage to ]. For example, to advance case to a different stage only if the approval
was set, specify following formula:
[ #Getting the contract approved.Result# ] == [ #Lookup.Approval status.Positive# ].
The [ Parameters ] tab contains the list of parameters of the process selected as a sub-process. The tab displays
all parameters of the selected sub-process. Use parameters to connect the process to the current record and its
connected records.
Learn more about how to work with parameters: Process parameters.

[Call web service] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Call web service ] process element is a means of sending web service method requests and processing the
response as part of a business process flow. Before using this element, you need to set up web service
integration in the [ Web services ] section of the system designer.
The function of the [ Call web service ] element largely depends on the integrated web service. For example, you
can use this element to obtain latest exchange rates as part of a process flow (Fig. 1), by calling a web service,
which returns currency exchange rates in its response.
Fig. 1 Calling a web service as part of a business process and displaying results

Attention. Detailed instructions on setting up integration with the “http://fixer.io/” web service are
available in a separate article.

When its incoming flows are activated, the [ Call web service ] element:
1. Executes the needed web service method request with the specified request parameters.
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2. Waits for a response from the web service, according to integration settings.
3. Records results to its outgoing parameters.
4. Activates own outgoing flows.

Set up [Call web service] element properties
To integrate a web service into your business process, add the [ Call web service ] element to the Process
Designer working area, select a web service and method to call, then specify the parameter values on the [ Call
web service ] element setup area (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The [ Call web service ] element setup area

[ Which service to call? ] – select one of previously set up web service integrations For example, if you previously
set up integration with the “Fixer” currency exchange rate service, you will be able to select it here. Click the
button to open a new web service integration page. You can set up integration with a new web service on this
page. If a web service is already selected, click
to open its setup area.
[ Which method to call? ] – select a web service method to call when executing the web service request. The
available values of this parameter depend on web service integration specifics.
[ Maximum execution time, in seconds ] – Limit total time for calling the web service by this element. The limit
includes retries. When the execution time is exceeded and there have been responses with error status (400,
etc.), the outgoing parameters will be populated according to the last received response from the web service.
[ Request parameters ] – If the selected method has request parameters, they will become available here, once a
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method is selected. Business processes treat them as “incoming” parameters for the corresponding [ Call web
service ] process element.
For example, according to the web service information available at http://fixer.io/, we have set up integration with
this web service using the following request parameters:
[ Base currency ] – the base currency for exchange rates to retrieve.
[ API key ] – the web service API key. You will need to register on https://fixer.io/. to obtain your API key.
[ Endpoint ] – the web service endpoint (will be added right after URI and before the query parameters). In the
case of http://fixer.io/ it can be either “latest” – to request latest available exchange rates, or a specific date in
the text format (such as “2000-01-03”) – to request rates for that date. All required parameters should be
populated. If left empty, the query parameters will still be part of request, but will not have values. For
example: “?parameter-With-Value-1=Value-1&parameter-With-No-Value-1&parameter-With-No-Value-2”.

Note. You can enter request parameter values manually or map them to other process parameters.
Working with parameter values is covered in a separate article. Read more >>>

Work with request parameters of the collection type
If the request parameter is a collection (the “Is array” checkbox is selected in the properties of the parameter at
the web service record), the nested collection parameters will be displayed under the collection name in the
process element parameters (Fig. 3). For example, Creatio “batch query” service can insert several records (e.g.
contacts) to Creatio. To do this, the service would require information to write into the fields of each inserted
record (e.g. contact names and types). In this case, you can pass the values as a request parameter of an array
type, where “Name” and “Type” will be nested parameters and each instance of the collection would represent
data for a separate contact record.
Fig. 3 An example of request parameters, one of which is a collection
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The values of collection parameters of one [ Call web service ] process element can be mapped to the nested
parameters of another collection of a [ Read data ] or [ Call web service ] process element(Fig. 4, Fig. 5).
Fig. 4 Mapping values for collection parameters
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Fig. 5 Selecting a nested parameter of another collection to map
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The parameters of the collection of process elements can be mapped to the process parameter of the “Collection
of values” data type (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Adding a collection process parameter

Process web service call errors
When the [ Call web service ] element is activated, it executes a web service request, obtains and parses the
response, and populates its outgoing parameters. Each [ Call web service ] element has the two outgoing
parameters for processing errors – [ Success ], [ Http status code ]:
If the call is successful (response code is <400) the [ Success ] parameter will be set to “true”.
If the call resulted in an error (response code is 400 and up), the [ Success ] outgoing parameter will be set to
“false” and the [ Http status code ] parameter will be populated. Use these parameters to process errors of
the web service call in the business process. You can call the web service later automatically, use other call
parameters or terminate the process.

Work with web service response
Each response parameter that you set up for a web service method will be added as an additional outgoing
parameter to the [ Call web service ] element, where this method is selected in the [ Which method to call ]
property.
To use this information in your business processes, map process, and process element parameters to the
outgoing parameters of the [ Call web service ] element.
EXAMPLE
In the current “Fixer” web service integration, the following outgoing parameters will be available in addition to the
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error processing parameters: “Base currency” (“string” parameter), “Date” (“date” parameter), and a separate
decimal parameter for each currency rate, i.e., “RatesAUD”, “RatesEUR”, etc. You can display the received data
via the pre-configured page by setting up its field connection with the corresponding outgoing parameters of the
[ Call web service ] element (Fig. 7, Fig. 8). As a result, the page fields will contain the data received from the web
service response.

Note. The list of actions to display the web service data is described in the “Testing the web service
integration” article. More information about setting up the parameters can be found in the “Process
parameters” article.

Fig. 7 Setting up page parameters on the pre-configured page element setup area

Fig. 8 Mapping parameters of the pre-configured page to the [ Call web service ] element
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Work with response parameters of the collection type
Response parameters of a web service can also be collections. The Response parameters are available on the
[ Parameters ] tab of the [ Call web service ] element in the advanced mode (Fig. 9). The nested collection
parameters will be displayed under the collection name.
Fig. 9 Collection in response parameters

The values of collection parameters of a [ Call web service ] process element can be mapped to the nested
parameters of another collection of a [ Read data ] or [ Call web service ] process element (Fig. 4,
Fig. 5).Additionally, each item of the collection can be mapped to an individual subprocess instance in the
[ Subprocess ] element, Read more about using data collections in the “Process collections” article.
Attention
The [ Call web service ] may produce a tree-like data collection. The [ Subprocess ] element can only parse flat
structures fully. When dealing with a multi-level data collection, the [ Subprocess ] element will only extract and
make available for mapping top-level parameters and none of the deeply nested structures.

Process formulas
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Process formulas
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The formula window in the business process element settings enables you to solve many tasks without developer
involvement. The functions of the formula range from automatically generating email message texts, determining
the conditions for transitions between flows. Using formulas requires knowledge of basic syntax rules, which are
covered in this article.

Basic syntax rules
The formula syntax will be familiar to anyone who worked with C#. When entering formulas, it is important to
follow typing. If possible, use values of one type, for example, text values with text values, numeric values with
numeric values. Otherwise, you must convert values to the proper type.
In addition, we recommend you to familiarize yourself with the basic operators that will help to implement
complex conditions in your formulas.
""

Text strings must be enclosed in quotes.

+

Used to connect values.

==

Defines the equality of two values.

!=

Defines the inequality of two values.

<, >

Compares the two values (less than, greater than).

>=, <=

Compares the two values (greater or equal, less or equal).

&&

Boolean “And.”

||

Boolean “Or.”

true, false

Boolean values “True” and “False.”

\n, <br>

Text line wrap.

Build a complex text
The [ Formula ] field is usually used to generate variable text.

Example. Use a formula to generate a header for the activity to compile product bundle. The header text
must contain the product and the customer for whom the bundle is compiled.

To do this, add the [ Read data ] element parameters and constant text values to the formula:
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"Compile bundle" + [#Read products.First element of the resulting collection.Name#] + "for customer" + [

Note. Add spaces between static data and quotation marks "” to separate the resulting text.

Example. Copy a complex text to the [ Recommendation for filling in the page ] business process element

You can combine two and more strings using the formula dialog. Use the + character for concatenation. To
introduce a new line, use the \n control character, for example:

"1. Make an appointment with the manager." + "\n" + "2. Discuss the deal tactics with the manager."

String literals must always be wrapped in straight double quotes (" "). To ensure that control characters work as
intended, check the “Is multiline” box. Otherwise, all newline characters will be filtered.

Note. To wrap the text lines you can also use the “<br>” HTML tag.

Use different types of data
When working with the [ Formula ] element, use a single type of data. There is no need to memorize the
typification — on the formula edit page, the data type of each parameter is marked with:
— unique identifier;
— numeric;
— fractional;
— text;
— lookup value;
— time and date value.

Example. Use a formula to generate a header for the activity to compile product bundle. Specify the
product name, customer and the date of product compilation.

In this case, the compilation date parameter cannot be added in the usual way. To do this, you need to convert
the date value to the text value:

"Compile bundle" + [#Read products.First element of the resulting collection.Name#] + " for customer " +
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To convert the [ #Read order.The first element of the resulting collection.Planned date of completion# ]
parameter, enclose it in parentheses and add the .ToString() property. In this case, the business process will
work correctly.

Use date and time parameters
To execute business processes with the use of operations with date and time, you can use the C# DateTime
structure. The main characteristics and methods are as follows:
.Date

Returns the date value of the selected parameter.

.Hour

Returns the hours value of the selected date parameter.

DateTime.MinValue

The minimum value of date and time, 00:00, UTC, January 1, 0001.

.TotalMinutes

Returns the full date and time value in minutes.

.TotalHours

Returns the full date and time value in hours.

.TotalDays

Returns the full date and time value in days.

.AddMinutes(), .AddHours(),

Increase the selected value of the date and time for a certain number of

.AddDays()

minutes, hours or days.

Example. In the lead qualification process, before transitioning between conditional flows, Creatio must
check whether the decision date field is populated.

To check whether a date field is populated, use the != operator and the DateTime.MinValue parameter:

[#Read Lead data after Qualification.First element of the resulting collection.Decision date#]!=DateTime

Example. To transition between conditional flows, Creatio must compare closing dates of two
opportunities.

To compare two date values, use the == operator and the .Date property:

[#Read opportunity data 1.First element of the resulting collection.Closing date#].Date
== [#Read opportunity data 2.First element of the resulting collection.Closing date#].Date

Example. During the execution of the business process, it is necessary to calculate the time it took to
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close the opportunity.

If you need to calculate the difference between two date values, use the following construct:

(decimal)RoundOff(([#Read opportunity data.First element of the resulting collection.Closing

date#]-[#Read opportunity data.First element of the resulting collection.Creation date#]).TotalMinutes)

In the formula window, select the [ RoundOff ] function and fill it in with the necessary process element
parameters, in our case, the difference of values, and then add the .TotalMinutes property. As a result, you will
get the elapsed time in minutes. Use the .TotalHours or .TotalDays properties to obtain same result in hours or
days.

Example. To transition between conditional flows in a business process, you must determine whether the
lead was generated more than 12 hours ago.

To do this, add the.TotalHours property to the element parameter, enclose the parameter value in parentheses,
and then compare it with a numeric value:

(decimal)RoundOff(([#System variable.Current date and time#]-[#Read lead data.First element of the resul

When working with date and time parameters, you can also use .AddMinutes(), .AddHours() and .AddDays()
functions to increment the time and date to a certain value. For example, you can bring the date and time value
to user’s time zone when using the [ Read data ] element.

Note. In Creatio, the “Date/Time” type data is stored in UTC. The [ Read data ] element does not adjust this
data to the current user’s time zone.

Example. When performing lead registration business process, you need to set the call time to 3 hours
after the lead creation.

To do this, add the number of hours in the .AddHours() value:

([#Read lead data.First element of the resulting collection.Creation date#].AddHours(3)).Hour

Work with lookup parameters and conditional flows
The functionality of the [ Formula ] element in a conditional flow is same as in other process elements. That is, the
basic rules and operators are relevant. Conditional flows are used to transition to the next process element, if
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transition conditions are met.
Often, values of the lookup parameters must be compared with a specific lookup value.

Example. Check whether an opportunity is on the “Commercial offer” stage of the corporate business
process.

To do this, compare the current opportunity stage in the conditional flow with the value in the lookup:

[#Read opportunity data.First element of the resulting collection.Stage#]==[#Lookup.OpportunityStage.Com

Example. A conditional flow must be activated if the lead contact lookup field is populated.

To check whether the lookup field is populated, use the following condition:

[#Read lead data.First element of the resulting collection.Contact#]!= Guid.Empty

To check whether the lookup field is not populated, use the following construct:

[#Read lead data.First element of the resulting collection.Contact#]==Guid.Empty

Example. A transition in the invoice approval must check whether the approval has been acquired.

To do this, use the following condition:

[#Invoice approval.Result#] == "Approved"

In this case, the approval result is checked.
Note that there may be several solutions of this case. For example, you can use a more complex structure:

[#Invoice approval.Result#] == "Rejected" || [#Invoice approval.Result#] == "Approval pending"

In this case, Creatio checks whether the approval status is not “Rejected” or “Approval pending.”

Example. A conditional flow in a sale process must be activated if the presentation has been conducted.
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To check the status of your presentation, use the following structure:

[#Give presentation.Result#] == true

If the presentation has not been conducted, the conditional flow will not be activated.

Import / Export process diagrams in Studio
Free
PRODUCTS:

STUDIO FREE

You can create a new business process diagram by importing a *.bpmn file. You can also export any business
process in Studio Creatio, free edition as a *.bpmn file, or a *.svg or *.png image.

Note. A *.bpmn file is an XML document, describing a BPMN diagram. The XML structure corresponds to
the one documented in BPMN 2.0.2 specification. This universal format is supported by most business
process editors and is perfect for migrating BPMN processes between different systems.

Import a *.BPMN file
There are several ways you can import a business process from a *.bpmn file.
Drag&drop a *.bpmn file on the Process Designer working area.
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Select a folder and click [ Import *.bpmn file ]. Locate and select a local *.bpmn file to import.
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Select a folder in the process library, click

and select [ Import from *.bpmn ]. Locate and select a local

*.bpmn file to import.

Click

in the studio toolbar and select [ Import ]. Locate and select a local *.bpmn file to import.
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As a result, a new process will appear in the selected folder.

Export business processes
To export a business process, select it in the process library, click

and select [ Export to *.bpmn ], [ Export to

*.svg ] or [ Export to *.png ]. This action will download the corresponding file via your browser download UI.
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Business process diagrams that you export from Studio Creatio, free edition to a *.bpmn file can be imported to
Studio Creatio, enterprise edition, and other Creatio apps. The imported diagram will become an “executable”
business process, which will execute automatic activities and interact with users.

[Pre-configured page] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the [ Pre-configured page ] element (Fig. 1) to open a custom page as part of a business process. You can
design a new custom page or open an existing page.
Fig. 1 The [ Pre-configured page ] element on a process diagram
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This enables easy use of custom UI elements for interaction with the business process users. For example, as
part of an outgoing call campaign, an agent must invite customers to an event, update email subscription and
verify customer contact information. This involves creating and updating records in several sections, such as
[ Contacts ] and [ Events ], each of which normally has a separate page. Using the [ Pre-configured page ]
element (Fig. 1), you can design a single custom page (Fig. 2) for all these actions.
Fig. 2 Pre-configured page opened as part of a business process

Note. To display standard pages, e. g., contact or invoice pages, use the [ Open edit page ] element. If you
need to implement a page with a simple layout, without using extra components (tabs, details, widgets, or
business rules), consider using the [ Auto-generated page ] element.

Note. The [ Events ] section is available in Creatio marketing products
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Element activation
The incoming flows of a [ Pre-configured page ] element are activated:
In the regular mode, the element opens the specified page for the specified user. A corresponding task is
added on the [ Process tasks ] tab of the communication panel.
In the background mode, the page does not immediately open for the user, but a corresponding task is added
on the [ Process tasks ] tab of the communication panel. The process user can click the task to open the preconfigured page.

Element execution
The element is deemed complete when the user clicks a button that closes the page. Leaving the pre-configured
page otherwise (e. g., clicking a different section on the side bar, running global search, etc.), will close the page
but will not complete the element (it will remain available on the [ Business process tasks ] tab of the
communication panel).
Upon completion, Creatio will record any values entered on the page in the corresponding parameters or data
source objects and activate its outgoing flows.

Set up the pre-configured page parameters
The [ Pre-configured page ] element setup area largely depends on the selected pre-configured page.
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Which page to
open?

Select a Creatio page, which the element will open on execution. If the page has
its own parameters, they will be displayed along with other properties in the
[ Page parameters ] block. To create a new page via the page designer, click the
button.
To modify the currently selected page, click the

button.

For whom to open
page?

Select the user who will be working with the page. You can populate this
parameter using the parameter value window.

Recommendations
for filling out the
page

Enter the text that will be displayed right below the title of the opened edit page
and on the [ Business process tasks ] tab of the communication panel. For
example, here you can specify what the user should do to advance to the next
process step or how their choices will affect the process flow. Since this is a
single line field, inserted line breaks will have no effect regardless of the used
syntax and characters.

Hint for user

Enter additional information that will be displayed when the user clicks the
the opened page.

on

Connected object

The section and its record to which the process element will be linked. You can

Record of
connected object

populate this field using the parameter value window.
The record specified in the [ Record of connected object ] parameter will be
added to the [ Connected to ] block of the [ Process log ] section after you save
the pre-configured page during process execution.
Also, the [ Move down the process ] menu options will become available on the
edit page of the connected record.

Page parameters

Any page parameter fields that you add to the page in the page designer are
displayed in this block.
You can set the default values for the page fields by populating the
parameter values.
You can also use the values that the process user enters in these fields
during the process flow by mapping parameters of subsequent elements to
the page parameters.

Open page designer
You can create custom pre-configured pages via a page designer (Fig. 3), which is similar to the one used in the
section wizard.
Fig. 3 The pre-configured page designer
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To open the page designer:
Click

in the [ Which page to open? ] field to create a brand-new page. If the field is already populated, you

will need to clear it first.
Click

in the [ Which page to open? ] field (Fig. 4) to open the currently selected page for editing. If the

currently selected page was created via the page designer, it will be opened in the page designer.
Fig. 4 Open the page designer

Select the template
Each time you create a new pre-configured page, you will be offered to select a template. The template
determines the layout of page areas (e. g., tabs, profile area, etc.) where you can add page UI elements. Please
note, that you cannot change a page template after you click the [ Select ] button on the template selection
screen.
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Note. The pre-configured page templates are client view model schemas, which can be customized using
development tools.

Add a page data source on a pre-configured page
If you plan to add or update Creatio records using your pre-configured page, consider adding the corresponding
Creatio object as the data source. For example, to add or modify a contact record, add the Contact object as the
data source.
To add a page data source, click [ Add data source ] (Fig. 5) in the page designer menu.
Fig. 5 Add a page data source

A data source page will open. Populate its fields:
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The object
from which to

Select a section, detail or lookup object, whose records will be added or updated on
the pre-configured page. For example, to set up a page, where the process user

read data

will be able to modify the name of a contact, select the “Contact” object.

Data source
name

If necessary, enter a custom name for the data source. This name will be displayed
in the page designer menu.

The parameter

Enter the name for the [ Pre-configured page ] element parameter, which will store

of the page to
which the

the Id of the created or modified record of the data source object.

current record
is transferred

one. A corresponding field will be added to the [ Page parameters ] menu and the
[ Page parameters ] block of the element setup area.

You can select an existing parameter or type in the parameter name to add a new

Population of this parameter depends on whether you need to add a new record in
the data source, or modify an existing one:
To add new records via the pre-configured page, leave this parameter empty.
In this case, any information the user enters in the fields of this data source will
be saved as a new record. The Id of the saved record will be passed to this
parameter when the [ Pre-configured page ] element completes its execution.
To modify existing records, map this parameter to the Id of the needed
record. In this case, the fields of the data source will display field values of the
selected record. Modifying these values on the page will modify the
corresponding record.

You can add multiple data sources to a single page. Page data sources are displayed in the page designer menu,
marked with the
icon.

Add a field to a pre-configured page
To add a field on a page, drag it from the page designer menu to the page layout grid. You can add two types of
fields to a pre-configured page:
Data source fields correspond to the columns of the object selected as the page data source. Use these
to add or update Creatio records. For example, adding a [ Full name ] field from the [ Contact ] data source will
enable you to edit a contact name.
Page parameter fields represent parameters of the current [ Pre-configured page ] element. Adding a
new page parameter field will add a corresponding parameter to the [ Page parameters ] block of the [ Preconfigured page ] element setup area. Use the page parameter fields to pass any information that goes
beyond the scope of objects used as page data sources.

Note. Adding fields in the page designer is similar to adding fields in the section wizard. Learn more: Set up
page fields.

For example, to verify the contact’s name and job title during a call, add the [ Contact ] data source and its [ Full
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name ] and [ Full job title ] fields to the page. Additional business process-specific information, such as [ Agreed
to participate in the email campaign ] checkbox, can be added as a page parameter field.

Add dashboards (widgets) on a pre-configured page
You can add summary analytics data from any Creatio section to the pre-configured page. Before adding a
dashboard becomes possible, the page must be saved.

Note. Adding dashboards is similar to adding dashboards in the section wizard. Learn more: Add analytics
to a record page.

Add details and field groups on a pre-configured page
You can add tabs with field groups and details to the pre-configured page tab area. This area is available in all
templates, except for the “Grid page” template.

Note. Adding details is similar to adding details in the section wizard. Learn more: Set up page field groups.
Use the detail wizard to create new details that you can later add to a pre-configured page.

When adding details on a pre-configured page, you will need to select a pre-configured page parameter, which
will be used to filter detail records. Usually, these are the parameters, where the Id of the current data source
record is passed.
For example, when you add a [ Contact ] data source to the page, a [ Contact ] parameter is also added to store
the contact Id. If you need to add the [ Contact addresses ] detail to display contact information of a particular
contact, select the [ Contact ] parameter in the [ Object column ] field on the detail settings page.

Configure buttons on a pre-configured page
You can add buttons to the pre-configured page and define their logic. Buttons can save and/or close the page,
as well as serve as conditions for process branching using conditional flows. You can add buttons below the page
title. By default the [ Save ] and [ Close ] buttons are available on the page.
To modify a button properties, double-click it. To delete a button, select it and click “X” in the top right corner.
Use the following properties to set up button functions:
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Completes

If this checkbox is selected, the button closes the page and terminates an element with a

the
process

specific result that can be used in conditional flows (similar to the [ Perform task ]
element). All the buttons that close the page can be used in conditional flows.

step
Validates
and saves
the

Select this checkbox to check if all required fields are populated and save the data
entered in the page fields before closing the page.

entered
data
Generates

Select this checkbox and enter the signal to be generated upon the click of this button,

a signal

similar to the [ Throw signal ] element.

Active

Select this checkbox if the button must be active when the page is opened. You can add
buttons that are inactive by default and become active according to the page business
rules.

Add business rules to a pre-configured page
Use the [ Business rules ] tab to add custom business logic to a pre-configured page.

Note. Adding business rules to a pre-configured page is similar to adding business rules in the section
wizard. Learn more: Set up a new business rule.

For example, you can make the [ Subscribe to bulk email ] lookup field editable only when the [ Agreed to email
campaign ] checkbox is selected (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 A business rule

Set up default values for pre-configured page fields
You can set up default values for the parameter fields of a pre-configured page, using the parameters of the
[ Pre-configured page ] element. Each field in the [ Page parameters ] → [ Existing parameters ] menu
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corresponds to a parameter of the [ Page parameters ] block of the [ Pre-configured page ] element setup area
(Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Page parameter fields in the page designer (left) and page parameters in the [ Pre-configured page ] element setup area (right)

These parameters serve two functions:
Values passed to the page parameters determine the default values of the corresponding fields when the page
is opened during business process execution.
Any values entered in the corresponding fields when the pre-configured page opens during the process flow
will be written as parameter values when the element completes its execution. These parameter values can be
mapped further down the process.
For example, a page has a [ Contact ] data source and contains several fields from the [ Contact ] object, as well
as the [ Communication options ] detail. To populate these fields and detail with the data of a particular contact,
populate the [ Contact ] parameter with the Id of the needed contact (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 Setting up parameters of the pre-configured page elements
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If you leave the [ Contact ] parameter empty, any information entered in the [ Contact ] object fields and the
[ Communication options ] detail will be saved as the data of a new contact.

Note. Learn more about how to work with parameter values: Process parameters.

[Throw message] intermediate event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Throw message ] intermediate event (Fig. 1) is used to broadcast messages within a current business
process. The generated message will activate a [ Wait for message ] element or a [ Message ] start element within
the same process.
Fig. 1 [ Throw message ] intermediate event

For example, the “Invoice is paid” message is thrown by the [ Throw message ] intermediate event within a
business process for checking invoice payments. This message triggers all “Invoice is paid” [ Wait for message ]
events in this process (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Activating the [ Wait for message ] intermediate event within a current business process
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The same [ Throw message ] event can initiate event sub-processes within the current business process (Fig. 3)
Fig. 3 Event sub-process activated by the [ Message ] start event in the same business process diagram

The message generated by the [ Throw message ] event cannot be sent to a different process.

[Throw message] intermediate event operation
Activation

When the element incoming flow is activated, the [ Throw message ] event generates a
specific message that triggers all [ Wait for message ] elements within the process that are
configured accordingly to catch this specified message.

Execution

After broadcasting the message, the [ Throw message ] element activates its outgoing
flows.

[Throw message] intermediate event parameters
Which

Enter the name of the message event that will broadcast. Make sure that the message

message
to

name (Fig. 4) matches the name(s) of the message(s) specified in the [ Which message
should be received? ] field of the [ Wait for message ] element (Fig. 5) and/or the [ Message

generate?

] start event (Fig. 6) on the same process diagram.

Fig. 4 Specifying the name of a message to broadcast
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Fig. 5 Example of the [ Wait for message ] intermediate event that catches the corresponding message

Fig. 6 Example of the [ Message ] start event that is triggered by the corresponding [ Throw message ] event

Set up the permissions to run a process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

By default, all Creatio users have permission to run business processes. This is managed by the “Can run all
business processes” operation permission (“CanRunBusinessProcesses” code).
You can also set up permissions to run a specific business process to allow a user or user role to run only the
business processes necessary for their duties. You can only configure the permissions to run a business
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process if it is launched manually. These permissions are effective for all versions of the process.
To do this:
1. Open the [ Process library ] section from the [ Studio ] workplace.
2. Select the desired process and click the [ Properties ] button.
3. Open the [ Permissions to run ] tab on the page that opens.
4. Click the

button. In the pop-up box, select the users or user roles to grant them permission to run this

process (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Setting up the permissions to run a process

As a result, the specified users and user roles will be able to run this process even if you did not specify them in
the “Can run all business processes” operation permission (“CanRunBusinessProcesses” code).
Use the [ Position ] column to set up the permission priority. The higher the rule in the list, the higher its priority.
The “0” value in the [ Priority ] field corresponds to the top-priority rule. Change a rule’s position using the
and

buttons.

Note. When installing a business process from a package, Creatio will apply the process permissions
automatically as well.

Set up push notifications for mobile
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Set up push notifications for mobile
application users
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio mobile app uses push notifications to display custom notifications on mobile devices. These “push
notifications” are generated by a pre-configured “Send push notifications” BPMN process. Use it as a subprocess to integrate push notifications in your custom processes and cases.

Example. Create a business process that will send a push notification to mobile app users once they are
added to activities as participants. The notification message displays the name of the activity and text “You
have been added as participant”. By tapping the notification, the user opens the corresponding activity
record.

Business process diagram (Fig. 1) elements:
1. [ Signal ] start event: “Activity participant added” – the process is triggered when a contact is added to activity
participants.
2. [ Read data ] system action: “Read activity participant data” – the process obtains activity participant data
needed to perform the next steps.
3. [ Read data ] system action: “Read system administration object data” – based on the activity participant data,
the process obtains information on the user whose contact was added to activity participants.
4. [ Read data ] system action: “Read activity data” – based on the activity participant data, the process obtains
information on the activity record. Outgoing conditional flow to the terminate element that will end the process
if the activity participant is the same as the activity author (to avoid sending push notification to the activity
author). Outgoing default flow to the “Send push notification” sub-process.
5. Sub-process: “Send push notification” – the process sends push notification to the specified user with the
specified text.
Fig. 1 The “Send push notification to activity participant” process

To configure the process:
1. Place the [ Signal ] element of the [ Initial events ] group on the schema — "Activity participant added". The
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element will be activated when a contact is added on the [ Participants ] detail of the activity.
2. Set up the signal parameters:
a. In the [ Which type of signal is received? ] field, select “Object signal”.
b. In the [ Object ] field, select “Activity participant”.
c. In the [ Which event should trigger the signal ] field, select “Record added”.
The “Activity participant added” element properties (Fig. 2):
Fig. 2 The “Activity participant added” element

3. Set up the “Read activity participant data” element properties (Fig. 3):
Fig. 3 The “Read activity participant data” element properties
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a. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
b. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select “Activity participant”.
c. Set up the following filter in the [ How to filter records? ] area: “Id = Activity participant added.Unique
identifier of record”.

Note. To set the “Id = Activity participant added.Record Id” filter: click [ Add condition ], select the
[ Id ] column; click [ <?> ] and select [ Compare with parameter ] command; select the “Activity
participant added” signal in the list to the left, and select the “Id” column in the list to the right.
d. In the [ What record data should the process read? ] field, select “Read data from selected columns only”.
e. Add the “Activity” and “Participant” columns (only these two columns from the activity participant record
will be used further in the process).
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Note. We recommend to restrict the list of columns, whose values are read by the [ Read data ]
elements, to those used in the process. This will increase the overall Creatio performance and lower
the hardware load in applications with many processes in progress.
4. Set up the “Read system administration object data” element properties (Fig. 4):
Fig. 4 The “Read system administration object data” element properties

a. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
b. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select “System administration object”.
c. Set up the following filter in the [ How to filter records? ] area: “Contact = Read activity participant
data.First item of resulting collection.Participant”.

Note. To set the “Id = Read activity participant data.First item of resulting collection.Participant”
filter: click [ Add condition ], select the [ Contact ] column; click [ <?> ] and select [ Compare with
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parameter ] command; select the “Read activity participant data” element in the list to the left, and
select the “Participant” column in the list to the right.
d. In the [ What record data should the process read? ] field, select “Read data from selected columns only”.
e. Add the “Id” column (the “Send push notification” process will require the identifier of the user to send
push notification to).
5. Set up the“Read activity data” element properties (Fig. 5):
Fig. 5 The “Read activity data” element properties

a. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
b. In the [ Which object to rad data from? ] field, select “Activity”.
c. Set up the following filter in the [ How to filter records? ] area: “Id = Read activity participant data.First item
of resulting collection.Activity”.
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Note. To set the “Id = Read activity participant data.First item of resulting collection.Activity” filter:
click [ Add condition ], select the [ Contact ] column; click [ <?> ] and select [ Compare with
parameter ] command; select the “Read activity participant data” element in the list to the left, and
select the “Activity” column in the list to the right.
d. In the [ What record data should the process read? ] field, select “Read data from selected columns only”.
e. Add the “Subject” and “Reporter” columns (the “Send push notification” process will use the “Subject”
column as the title of the push notification and the “Reporter” column will be used in the conditional flow).
6. Set up the properties of the outgoing conditional flow (Fig. 6)
Fig. 6 Conditional flow

a. In the [ Condition to move down the flow ] parameter, click
and select [ Process elements ]. In the
[ Formula ] window, click the “Read activity participant data” in the list to the left and select [ Participant ]
column in the list to the right.
b. Type “==” after the selected formula in the formula area.
7. Click the “Read activity data” in the list to the left and select [ Reporter ] column in the list to the right.
As a result, the formula area will contain the following formula: “[ #Read activity participant data.First item of
resulting collection.Participant# ]==[ #Read activity data.First item of resulting collection.Reporter# ]” (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Conditional flow formula
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8. Set up the “Send push notification” sub-process to send notification to the user that was selected by the
“Read system administration object data” element.
a. In the [ Related entity ] parameter, click
“Activity” object.

and select [ Lookup value ]. In the lookup window, select the

b. In the [ Related record ID ] parameter, click
and select [ Process parameter ]. In the [ Select parameter
] window, click the “Read activity participant data” in the list to the left and select [ Activity ] column to the
right.

Note. The [ Related entity ] (EntityUID) and [ Related record ID ] (RecordId) parameters of the “Send
push notification” sub-process determine which record page will open when the user taps the push
notification on their mobile device. For example, to open the activity page, we selected the “Activity”
object as the value of the [ Related entity ] parameter, and mapped the [ Related record ID ] to the
unique identifier of the activity record to open.
The [ Related entity ] (EntityUID) and [ Related record ID ] (RecordId) parameters are optional. If they
are left empty, tapping a push notification will simply open Creatio mobile app.

As a result, when the business process is run, a push notification will be sent to the user, whose contact
was added as the activity participant (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 – A push notification in a mobile device
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Set up business process launch from a
section record
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

In Creatio, you can run a business process for a specific section record, e.g., a customer onboarding process
can be run for a specific account, contact details verification process can be run for a specific contact, etc. Such
a process, must be linked to the corresponding record via a process parameter of the “Id” type.
Each record in Creatio has a unique identifier (Id), i.e. a code that uniquely identifies each record in the database.
The Id of the needed record can be passed to a process parameter automatically, which in turn will enable you to
work with that record as part of the process flow.

Note. More information on identifying records by Id is available in the Working with data article.

For example, you can create a simple call scheduling business process (“Call a client”) and run it for individual
records in the [ Contacts ] section (Fig. 1). The following three steps are required to create a business process:
1. Create a unique Id parameter.
2. Map the parameter to process elements.
3. Add the business process to a section.
When you select a record in the section and run the process, the process parameter value will be populated
with the unique identifier of the selected record.
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Any element that needs to work with that record can obtain its Id from the process parameter afterwards.
Fig. 1 Simple task scheduling process

1. Create a unique Id parameter
To create a process parameter that will store the unique Id of a record:
1. Open the sub-process in the Process Designer.
2. In the process setup area, go to the [ Parameters ] tab.
3. Click [ Add parameter ] and select [ Other ] > [ Unique identifier ] (Fig. 2). This parameter will store the Id of
the record for each instance of this business process.
Fig. 2 How to add parameters to a process
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4. You can change the [ Title ] field to make the parameter more recognizable. The [ Code ] field will be populated
automatically (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Parameter properties area

5. Click [ Save ] in the parameter properties area.
6. Save the process diagram.

2. Map the parameter to process elements
The new process parameter can now be used to connect the necessary process elements to the section record
for which the process was started. For example, you can connect the [ Perform task ] element to the contact
record for which the process was run, and automatically populate the [ Contact ] field in the created task.
To specify the element parameters:
1. Select the element on the diagram and make the changes in the element setup area to map an element
parameters (Fig. 4):
Fig. 4 [ Perform task ] process element parameters
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2. Click the
button next to the field of the parameter, which must be mapped to a process parameter and
select [ Process parameter ] from the menu (Fig. 5). For example, if the process is run for a contact record,
click the [ Contact ] field.
Fig. 5 Opening the parameter selection window
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3. In the window that appears, click [ Process elements ].
4. In the list of the process parameters, select the one that stores the needed value (Fig. 6). For example, you
can map the [ Contact ] parameter of a [ Perform task ] element to the process parameter that stores the Id
of the contact record. As a result, when the process is executed, the [ Contact ] field of the created task will
be populated with the contact whose Id was stored in the process parameter.
Fig. 6 Parameter selection window

5. Save the process diagram.
As a result, whenever the process is run, the value of the element parameter will be populated automatically
from the corresponding process parameter. For example, the contact in the [ Connected to ] block in the task
will be populated from the [ Contact ] parameter of the process.

3. Add the business process to a section
You can add business processes to any section using the section wizard. For example, you can add the “Call a
client” process to the [ Contacts ] section to be run for specific contacts.
To do this:
1. Open the needed section and access the section wizard from the [ View ] menu.
2. Open the [ Business processes ] tab, and click the
field (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Adding the business process to a section
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3. In the window that appears, populate the following fields (Fig. 8):
Fig. 8 Business process launch settings

a. [ Which process to run? ] – select the process to run for section records. For example, you can select the
“Call a client” process.
b. Select the “For selected record” option to run the process for individual records in the section.
c. In the [ Process parameter where the record is passed ] field, specify the process parameter, that will store
the record Id. This must be a parameter of the “Id” type, such as the “Record Id parameter created earlier.
4. Save the changes.
As a result, a new “Run process” button will appear in the section list (Fig. 9) and on record pages of the section.
Clicking this button will enable you to run processes for records of this section.
Fig. 9 “Run a process” button
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For example, running the “Call a client” process created in the previous step will automatically create a task in
your calendar and connect it to the contact record for which the process was run.

Set up an approval case
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This chapter covers a step-by-step procedure of setting up a typical approval case: a leave request in the
[ Documents ] section.
1. Each record with the “Approval” type is submitted for approval automatically, right after a new record is
saved.
2. First, an HR employee must approve the request.
3. Once approved by the HR, the request is submitted for approval by the corresponding department manager.
4. Approvers will receive email notifications that a new record awaits their approval. The employees who submit
requests for approval will receive email notifications about approval results.
5. If the approval has been denied by HR, the case transitions to the [ Preparation ] stage, at which the employee
must revise the request. If the approval has been denied by the department manager, the case transitions to
the [ Canceled ] stage.
6. If the request is approved by the department manager, the case transitions to the [ Completed ] stage.
7. The [ Completed ] and [ Canceled ] stages are final.
Set up the approval case as shown in Fig. 1.

Attention. Please note that the example below refers to a custom case. Not all fields and values used are
available in the base Creatio configuration. You can set up additional section fields in the Section wizard.
Before creating and configuring an approval business process, make sure that the [ Enable approval in
section ] checkbox is selected for that section in the section wizard. Read more>>>

Fig. 1 – Case for leave request approval
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Set up the leave request approval case
1. Click Click [ View ] → [ Set up section cases ] in the [ Documents ] section. The Case Designer will open (Fig. 2).
2. In the case list, select “Status” in the [ Which column to build the stages by? ] field. As a result, the case
stages will be defined by the document status.
3. Select “Type” in the [ Which column determines which case to use with a record? ] field. As a result, the case
will apply only to documents of a specific type (i.e., “Request”).
Fig. 2 Case list of the [ Documents ] section

4. Click the [ New case ] button to open the Case Designer. Here you will need to set up:
Case parameters.
Case sequence.
Activities on each case stage.

Set up case parameters.
The case parameters are set up in the case setup area (Fig. 3).
1. Click

to open case properties.

2. Specify the case title (i.e., “Request processing”).
3. Optionally, populate the [ Description ] field with additional information for anyone who may edit this case.
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4. In the [ Use this case with records where: ] area, click

and select “Request.” As a result, the case will apply

to all documents of the “Request” type.

Attention. Please note that the example below refers to a custom case. Not all fields and values used are
available in the base Creatio configuration. You can add document types to the [ Document types ]
lookup. Learn more about working with lookups in the “Manage lookup values” article.
5. The [ Section ], [ Stage column ], [ Code ], [ Package ], [ Active, ] and [ Actual version ] fields will be populated
automatically.
Fig. 3 Case setup area

Set up case stages
Use the stages panel to set up the case workflow. The leave request approval case will have 5 stages that
correspond to the values in the [ Status ] field in the [ Documents ] section. Use the

button to add case

stages: [ Draft ], [ Approval ], [ Completed ], [ Canceled ], and [ Archive ]. Set up stage properties and steps to
complete at each stage. We will use the first stage as an example.
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1. Click the first stage to open its setup area (Fig. 4).
2. Enter the name of the stage.
3. Select the corresponding document stage in the [ Stage value in the lookup ]

field. You can add document

stages directly from the Case Designer by typing in the new stage name. Make sure to save the case each
time you add a new lookup value this way.
4. All other case stages will be automatically added to the [ Possible next stages ] area. Remove all stages from
the list, except for the [ Approval ] and [ Canceled ] stages.
5. All other case stages will be automatically added to the [ Possible previous stages ] area. Remove all stages,
except for [ Approval ] from the list. If the approval is denied, the case will transition back to the [ Draft ]
stage.
6. In the [ Automatic transition to the next case stage ] field, select “If required steps are completed.”
7. In the [ Additional settings ] area, select a color for this stage.
8. Leave the [ Group with another stage ] checkbox cleared. Grouped stages will display as one for the case
user. Clicking a grouped stage will open a menu with all stages in the group. Note that this checkbox must be
selected for the [ Canceled ] stage, which must be grouped with the [ Completed ] stage.
Fig. 4 The [ Draft ] stage parameters
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Set up other stage properties in a similar way: “Approval” (Fig. 5), “Completed” (Fig. 6), “Canceled” (Fig. 7), and
“Archive” (Fig. 8).
Fig. 5 The [ Approval ] stage parameters

Fig. 6 The [ Completed ] stage parameters
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Note. The [ Completed ] and [ Canceled ] stages are mutually exclusive and are therefore grouped. The
grouping is configured in the properties of the [ Canceled ] stage. In the setup area of the [ Completed ]
stage, a
icon is displayed next to the [ Group with another stage ] checkbox. If you hover the cursor
over the icon, a tooltip will appear, indicating that the stage is already grouped.

Fig. 7 The [ Canceled ] stage parameters
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Fig. 8 The [ Archive ] stage parameters
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Set up case stage steps
Set up the steps of the [ Draft ] stage. To do this:
1. Click

below the [ Draft ] stage in the Case Designer working area. Select the [ Open edit page ] element.

As a result, the document page will open on the [ Draft ] stage.
2. Enter the name of the new case element and press Enter. Click the added element to view its setup area.
3. In the [ Which page to open? ]

field, select “Document.“

4. In the [ Editing mode ] field, select “Edit existing record.“ [ Record Id ] field will display below.
5. In the [ Record Id ] field, click
and select “Main record column.” Choose the [ Id ] column. As a result, the
case will open the document record for which the case instance is run.
6. In the [ Who fills in the page? ] field, the current user contact is specified by default. Click
value, if needed.

to change this

7. In the [ Recommendation for filling in the page ] field, list the actions that the user must perform on the
opened document page, such as “Specify type of leave and exact dates.” This text will be displayed on the
new document page.
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8. In the [ Hint for user ] field, enter additional information for the user. For example, you can use this field to
specify the maximum number of available vacation days or add a reminder to adjust the vacation with the
head of the department before filling in the request.
9. [ When is the element considered complete? ] – you can optionally select “If the record matches conditions” to
consider the case element complete when the record matches required conditions (certain fields are filled,
etc.).
10.Otherwise, leave “Immediately after saving the record” in the [ When is the element considered complete? ]
field (Fig. 9). To do this:
a. Click the [ Add condition ] button and select the [ Vocation type ] column as required.
b. Select the [ Number of vacation days ] column as required.
Fig. 9 Setting up filter conditions

11.The “At the start of the stage” value will be displayed by default in the [ When is the step performed? ] field.
After the case transition to the [ Draft ] stage, the task for filling the application will be created. The task will be
displayed on the application page which is processed by the case.
12.In the [ Step type ] field, specify the step as required.
As a result, the settings for the case element will look like this (Fig. 10):
Fig. 10 Properties of the “Fill application” element
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Set up the sequence of stages
Set up the steps of the [ Approval ] stage.
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1. Add a new [ Approval ] case element on the Case Designer working area. Enter the name of the new case
element (i.e., “HR approval”) and press Enter. Populate the case element parameters.
2. In the [ When is the step performed? ] field the “At the start of the stage” value will be displayed by default.
3. In the [ Step type ] field, specify the step as required.
4. The “Approval required” value will automatically display In the [ Approval purpose ] field. If needed, modify the
value in the [ Approval purpose ] field.
5. The value in the [ Approval section ] field should be “Documents” (the section, for which the case is being set
up). This will be set by default if approvals are enabled in the [ Documents ] section.

Note. If you cannot find the [ Document ] object in the list, the approval procedure might be disabled
for the [ Documents ] section in the Section wizard. More information about approvals is available in the
“Set up approvals in a section” article.
6. The [ Record Id ] field will be set to the record for which the case is run.
7. In the [ Approver ] field, select “Role.”
8. In the [ Role ] field, select the “Lookup value” option and choose the value that corresponds to the HR
department from the “Roles (view)” lookup. All employees in the selected role will be able to process this
approval.
9. In the [ Send email notification ] area, configure automatic email notifications for the approvers and the
document owner.
a. Select the [ Notify that approval is required ] checkbox.
b. In the [ Email template ] field, click

and select an email template from the [ Email message template ]

lookup.
c. Select the [ Notify about the approval result ] checkbox.
d. In the [ Recipient ] field, click the
button and select the “Main record column” option. In the opened
[ Select column ] window, click [ + ] and select the [ Owner ] column. In the appeared [ Column ] field,
select the [ Email ] column of the document owner’s contact record and click [ Select ]. The value in the
[ Recipient ] field should now be “[ #Main record.Owner.Email# ].”
e. In the [ Email template ] field, click
lookup.

and select an email template from the [ Email message template ]

Attention. Set up the mailbox for email notifications in the [ Mailbox for sending email with
information on approval ] system setting. Access the system setting in the Process Designer by
clicking the
button in the [ Send email notification ] area.

Note. Create email templates in the content designer, using the [ Approvals in the Documents
section ] object. The approval objects are created automatically when you select the [ Enable approval
in section ] checkbox in the section wizard. For example, if you select the [ Enable approval in section
] checkbox in the [ Documents ] section wizard, a new object “Approvals in section Document” will
be created. If the lookup of the [ Enable approval in section ] does not contain the template you
need, click

in the right part of the field to add a new email template. Learn more about creating an
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email template in the “Create an email template” article.
10.Select the [ Ignore errors on sending ] checkbox.
11.In the [ Change stage after element is completed ] area, set the following condition: [ If result ] – “Negative”;
[ Set stage to ] – “Draft.”

Note. There is no need to set stage transition for a positive approval result in this case, as the case will
need to proceed to the next step within the same stage.

As a result, the settings for the case element will look like this (Fig. 11):
Fig. 11 – “HR approval” case element setup area
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12.Add another [ Approval ] element to the [ Approval ] stage. Enter the name of the new case element (i.e.,
“Manager’s approval”) and press Enter. The properties of this case element will be the same as the ones of
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the “HR approval” element, except for the values in the [ When is the step performed? ], [ Approver ] and
[ Change stage after element is completed ] properties.
a. In the [ When is the step performed? ] field, select “After the previous step is complete.”
b. In the [ Perform after step ] field, select “HR approval” (if the “HR approval” is the only preceding element,
it will be selected by default).
c. In the [ Approver ] field, select “Employee's manager.”
d. In the [ Employee ] field, click

and select “Main record column.” In the opened window, select the needed

column of the Creatio object, specified in the [ Macro source ] field. As a result, whoever is specified as the
manager of the employee submitting a leave request, will have to approve it.

Attention. Please note that not all mentioned objects, fields, and values may be available by default in
your Creatio configuration. You can set up additional section fields in the Section wizard.
e. In the [ Change stage after element is completed ] area, set up the following stage transitions:
a. [ If result ] – “Positive”; [ Set stage to ] – “Completed.” As a result, if the request is denied by the
employee’s manager, the case transitions to the [ Canceled ] stage.
b. Click

and add another condition: [ If result ] – “Positive”; [ Set stage to ] – “Completed.” As a result, if

the request is approved by the employee’s manager, the case transitions to the [ Completed ] stage.
The remaining properties of the “Manager’s approval” case element match those of the “HR approval”
element. As a result, the settings for the case element will look like this (Fig. 12):
Fig. 12 – “Manager’s approval” case element setup area
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At the [ Completed ] case stage, set up a timer before the document status is changed to “Archive.”
1. Add a new [ Subprocess ] case element on the Case Designer working area on the [ Completed ] stage. Enter
the name as “Term of the application relevance” (Fig. 13).
2. In the [ Which process to run? ] field, click and select the application activation business process. If the
business process is disabled in the list, click the
button to add it.
A Diagram of the business process of transfer application to the archive is provided in Fig. 14.
The [ Simple start event ] and [ Wait for timer ] process elements – the process will start after 15 seconds
after transitioning the case to the [ Completed ] stage.
The [ Modify data ] element will change the status of the completed to “Archive.”
Fig. 13 – Business process diagram
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To transfer the application by which the case is running, you should set up the transfer of the main record
parameter from the case to the process. In our case, the main record is a document and the parameter
which getting is to be configured is the document ID. Perform configuration in the Process Designer if the
pass of the parameter is not set up. To do this:
a. Open the designer of the process of transfer the application to the archive by clicking the
[ Which process to run ] field.

button at the

b. Double click on the designer workspace to display the edit page of the process parameters.
c. Click the [ Add parameter ] button on the [ Parameters ] tab.
d. Select the “Lookup” in the list of the parameter types and specify the “Document” value in the [ Lookup ]
field.
e. Save the changes.
3. Return to the Case Designer to the configuration of the “The term of the application relevance” element
properties. After you specify the process in the [ Which process to run ] field the parameter described above
will be displayed in the [ Process parameters ] area.
4. The “At the start of the stage” value will be displayed by default in the [ When is the step performed? ] field.
5. The “Optional step” will be displayed in the [ Step type ] field. You can make it required, if necessary.
Fig. 14 – “The term of the application relevance” element properties
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6. Save all changes made in the Case Designer.

Configuration results
As a result, all documents of the “Request” type will be processed according to the “Leave of absence approval”
case (Fig. 15). As soon as an employee who created a request clicks the [ Approval ] stage, the document is
submitted for approval to HR. If HR denies the approval, the document status is set back to “Draft.” If HR
approves the document, it is submitted for the employee's manager's approval. If the manager denies the
approval, the document status is set to “Canceled.” If the manager approves the request, the document status
is set to “Completed.”
Fig. 15 – Case for leave request approval
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[Perform task] case element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Perform task ]

case element is used to add an activity as a case stage step.

Set up [Perform task] case element
Specify task parameters in the setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Perform task ] element properties
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Most element parameters, like [ Subject ], [ Owner ] or [ Account ], correspond to the fields on the activity page.
If any parameter field is populated, then when a case creates a new task, the corresponding field in the task page
is automatically populated with the corresponding value. If the parameter is not filled in, then the corresponding
field on the activity page will be blank and can be populated manually.
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You can populate these fields using the parameter value window.
At the top of the setup area, enter the element title that will be displayed in the Case Designer working area.
Fill out the following fields:
1. [ Step type ] – specify if the task is required. Select “Required step” if the task must be completed for
transition to the next stage. Select “Optional step” if the user can advance to the next case stage without
completing this task.

Note. A user can advance to the final “unsuccessful” stage from any stage without completing the
required steps.
2. [ What should be done? ] – enter the subject of the task. The subject briefly summarizes the task for the user
to perform. This is a required field.
3. [ Task category ] – select the category of the task, for example, “To do” or “Meeting”. This is a required field.
4. [ When is the step performed? ] – indicates whether to activate the element at the start of the stage or after a
case step. Select “At the start of the stage” to create activity at the start of the case stage. Select “After the
previous step is complete” if the activity must be created after the previous step in the case stage. Specify the
step in the [ Perform after step ] field.
5. [ Start in ] – specify the time period after which the activity should start. The time can be specified in minutes,
hours, days, weeks and months. This parameter is used to populate the [ Start ] field of the activity page.

Note. The [ Start ] field of the activity is filled in with the [ Start in ] field value plus current user time. For
example, if “30 minutes” is specified in the [ Start in ] field, and the task was created at 12:00 PM, then
“12:30 PM” will be specified in the [ Start ] field of the created task.
6. [ Planned duration ] – enter the activity duration in minutes, hours, days, weeks or months. This parameter is
used to populate the [ Due ] field of the activity page.

Note. The [ End ] field of the activity setup page is filled in with the value from the [ Start ] field
incremented by the value in the [ Planned duration ] field.
7. [ Show in calendar ] – select the checkbox to display the activity in the [ Calendar ] view.
8. [ Show page automatically ] – select the checkbox to automatically open the activity page once the task is
created by the case.
9. [ Who performs the task? ] — specify the user responsible for performing the task.
10.[ Hint for user ] – enter additional information about the task. The user will be able to view the hint by clicking
the

button on the activity page.

11.[ Remind in ] – indicate the time period for a reminder before the activity starts. When the specified time
comes, the system will automatically create a notification for the corresponding employee.
12.[ Connected to ] – specify other records that the activity will be connected to. As a result, the task will be
added to the [ Activities ] detail of the corresponding record. By default, the case tasks are connected with the
case record. For example, lead case task will be connected to the corresponding lead. You can add fields for
connecting the task to other records by clicking the
button.
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13.[ Change stage after element is completed ] – configure case transition to the next stage depending on an
activity result. Click the
button to add fields for configuring conditions of case transition. Select the result of
the execution of the [ Task ] element in the [ If result ] field (for example, “Completed”) at which the case
should be transferred to the next stage. Specify the stage for transition in the [ Set stage to ] field.

[Change access rights] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Change access rights ] element (Fig. 1) is designed to grant or deny permissions to Creatio records.
Fig. 1 [ Change access rights ] elements on a process diagram

Use this element to automate distribution of access permissions for employees, for instance, when an account
owner changes.
This element is also used for setting access permissions required for performing a user action in a business
process flow. For example, before an [ Open edit page ] action can be performed, a user must be granted
access to view the record whose page will open.

Attention. If a user, who is supposed to perform a process action does not have access permissions
required to perform that action, the corresponding process task will not be able to complete.
Correspondingly, if the completion of this task is required for the process completion, the business
process will not be able to complete as well.

Permissions can be granted or revoked:
[ For a user role ] – revokes permissions for a selected organizational structure element.
[ For an employee ] – revokes permissions for a specific user. To ensure the correct element operation,
specify the contact of the user whose permissions you would like to revoke.
[ For selected employees ] – revokes permissions for all users who fit the filtering conditions.
When activated, the [ Change access rights ] element uses a filter to obtain a list of records in the specified
object, then grants or revokes permissions to the specified users or roles.
The element completes its operation and activates its outgoing flows after the corresponding permissions have
been updated.

Set up the properties of the [ Change access rights ] element
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Which object to

The object that contains records for which the permissions must be updated. For

apply access
rights to?

example, to change access permissions to specific activities, select the “Activity”
object, to change permissions to certain accounts, select “Account”, etc.

Apply access

Set up a filter to select records whose permissions must be modified. To change

rights to all
records that
match

permissions for a specific record, set up a filter by the [ Id ] column.

conditions
Which access
rights to

Specify access permissions that will be revoked on the element’s execution. Click
[ + ] to add a new permission. On the element execution, the specified

remove?

permissions will be revoked for the specified users and roles.

Which access
rights to add?

Specify access permissions that will be granted on the element’s execution. Click
[ + ] (Fig. 2) to add a new permission. On the element execution, the specified
permissions will be granted for the specified users and roles.

An “access permission” in Creatio implies a certain level of access for a certain user or role to perform certain
operations with a record. You can set access permissions for specific users (“employees”) or user groups
(“roles”).
Fig. 2 Adding access permissions

You can set access permissions for the following operations:
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Read

Enables viewing the record, without the ability to modify or delete them. Without a permission
to view a record, a user is unable to see the record or the values of the record’s fields in the
list or on a page. The read permission is required to open a record in a record page.

Edit

Enables populating and modifying a record’s field values. The user must have a “read”
permission to the record as well, since without one they won’t be able to open it for editing.
Both permissions are required if the user needs to edit records.

Delete

Enables deleting records. The user must have a “read” permission to the record as well, since
without one they won’t be able to select it for deleting. Both permissions are required if the
user needs to delete records.

When granting permissions to the mentioned operations, you can also select the level of access (Fig. 3):
Fig. 3 Selecting the level of access

[ Permit with rights to delegate ] – the user has access to perform the operation with the records, as well as
grant access to same operations with the same records to other users.
[ Restrict ] – the user is denied access to perform the operation with the records.

Use examples
Manage access permissions with business processes

Document business processes in Studio
Free
PRODUCTS:

STUDIO FREE

Understanding each step of a business process by every participant is crucial for successful implementation. You
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can export documentation on each process created in Studio Creatio, free edition, as a PDF file. The
documentation will contain a detailed and meaningful digest of all process elements. This is an optimal format to
present a business process to employees and run a training program.
To generate the documentation:
1. Select the needed process in the library.
2. Click

.

3. Select [ Download documentation ] in the window that opens.
This action will download the generated file via your browser download UI.

Before exporting the documentation, make sure that you have provided a description of the process and its
elements:
1. Process title. Name the process to help the users understand its purpose. As a rule, the title of a process is
descriptive, such as “Long sales,” “Shipment,” and so on.
2. Process description. Describe the process. Aside from the purpose, cover all details that are not directly
displayed in the diagram. Creatio uses this description as the intro when generating the process
documentation.
3. Process element names and descriptions. The name of each business process element must comply
with the BPMN notation guidelines. Short and meaningful element names are good practice. Avoid pronouns,
articles, unnecessary precisions, and ambiguity. For example, use “Conduct meeting” rather than “Conduct
the scheduled meeting with the customer.”
The general BPMN naming conventions are available below:
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Process
elements

BPMN naming conventions and documentation guidelines

Actions

An action name should start with a descriptive action verb. For example, “Call customer.”
The action description contains action details. For example, “The manager calls the
customer and appoints a meeting.” The users need such descriptions to figure out what
they should do to progress the business process.

Events

Construct event names using an action object and a past participle of an active verb. For
example, “Employee hired.” Use specific time-dates or specific conditions to name timer
and conditional events. For example, use “Every morning at 10 AM” for a timer event or
“Yes,” “Correct” and so on for a conditional event. Make sure that paired start and
intermediate events share matching names.
An event description should include detailed information about the event: what, how,
and when it occurs. Such descriptions help users to find out if the event has happened.

Gateways

Gateway names depend on the gateway type. Diverging exclusive gateways (OR)
normally have interrogative names phrased as closed questions. The answers to the
question are used to name the outgoing conditional flows. For example, “Does candidate
qualify?” Names are optional for other gateway types.
The gateway description covers the process branching on the respective gateway. For
example, “The process branches depending on the job qualifications of the candidate”
(exclusive gateway (OR)).

Flows

A conditional flow name includes the condition that triggers the flow. Sequence flows
and default flows usually have no names.
Flow descriptions will not be included in the documentation and are optional.

Artifacts

The name of the data object includes the name of the business object. For example,
“Organization profile.”
The comment contains additional information and can be filled in arbitrarily.

Lanes

The lane name should match the role of the business process participant. In the process
documentation, lanes are listed as process participants.

[Approval] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the [ Approval ] element to:
Set up the process of adding a new approval in Creatio and identifying the approver.
Enable or disable an option to delegate the approval to another user or group of users.
Set up notifications for approval participants about the approval process and its results.
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On the [ Approval ] element’s execution:
A new approval record is created. All approval information, such as the approver, approval result, comments,
etc. is displayed on the [ Approvals ] tab of the record that was submitted for approval. More information
about the [ Approvals ] tab is available in the Work with approvals article.
The first email notification is sent at the moment the approval record is created.
After the approver approves or denies the approval, another email notification is sent to the employee
specified in the [ Recipient ] field under the [ Notify about the approval result ] checkbox.
Specify the approval parameters in the element setup area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Approval ] element properties
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1. Specify the case element purpose by typing in a header at the top right-part of the element setup area. This
will make the element more recognizable on the case diagram.
2. [ Approval purpose ] – default purpose is “Approval required”. The approval purpose will be displayed in the
[ Approval objective ] field on the [ Approvals ] tab. You can edit the value in the [ Approval purpose ] field
directly or map it using the parameter value menu.
3. [ Approval object ] – a Creatio object whose record is being approved. This is a required field.
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Note. The list contains only objects in which approvals have been enabled. More information about the
[ Approvals ] setup is available in the Work with approvals article.
4. [ Record Id ] – the record being approved. You can map this parameter using the parameter value menu. This
is a required field.
5. [ Approver ] – specify the approver user. The approver can be a specific employee, manager of a specific
employee, or any employee who is a member of a Creatio organizational or functional role.
If you select “Employee”, specify the Creatio user who is the approver in the [ Employee ] field.
If you select “Employee's manager”, specify Creatio user whose direct superior is the approver. Direct
superior is specified in the [ Manager ] profile of the employee's record in the [ Employees ] section.

Note. If the employee’s manager cannot be found, the approval will still be created, but the
[ Approver ] field in it will be empty. In this case, a system administrator user can use the [ Change
approver ] command in the actions menu of the [ Approvals ] detail to assign an approver.

Note. When configuring the [ Employee ] or [ Employee's manager ] fields, you can either specify a
dynamic value or set a fixed value using the parameter value menu.
[ Roles ] – select an approver’s role. In this case, any employee who belongs to the selected role will be able
to set this approval.
6. [ Approval may be delegated ] – select the checkbox to allow the approver to forward the approval to another
employee.
7. In the [ Send email notification ] area, set up sending of email notifications for the employee who created the
approval and the approver.

Attention. Set up the mailbox for email notifications in the [ Mailbox for sending email with information
on approval ] system setting. Access the system setting in the Process Designer by clicking the
button in the [ Send email notification ] area.

Note. Create email templates in the content designer, for the corresponding object. For example, to set
up notifications for document approvals, create a template using the [ Approvals in section Document ]
object. The approval objects are created automatically when you select the [ Enable approval in section ]
checkbox in the section wizard. If the lookup of the [ Enable approval in section ] does not contain the
template you need, click

in the right part of the field to add a new email template.

8. Select the [ Notify that approval is required ] checkbox to notify the approver. As a result, the approver user
will be notified whenever a record is submitted for approval. If you select “Role” in the [ Approver ] field, all
members of the corresponding role will receive a notification.
[ Email template ] – select a notification email template from the [ Email templates ] lookup.
9. Select the [ Notify about the approval result ] checkbox to notify the employee about the result of the
approval.
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[ Recipient ] – specify who will receive the notification (either an email address, a contact, or an
account). You can edit the value in the [ Recipient ] field directly or map it using the parameter value
menu. Usually, the recipient, in this case, is mapped to the [ Owner ] field of the record submitted for
approval.
[ Email template ] – select a notification email template from the [ Email templates ] lookup.
10.[ Ignore errors on sending ] – select the checkbox to send an email despite email-related errors. If there was
an issue with sending an email, the business process will also end with an error. For outgoing flows:
Use conditional flows
Use sequence flow

if the process must branch, depending on the approval result.
if the approval result does not affect the process flow.

Click the corresponding flow to select it. Learn more about flows in the “Business process flows and
connecting objects” article.

[Wait for signal] intermediate event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Wait for signal ] intermediate event (Fig. 1) is used for resuming a business process by events that occur in
other processes or whenever a specific record is modified or deleted in Creatio.
Fig. 1 [ Wait for signal ] intermediate event

For example, a business process can wait until the user starts working on an activity (its status is changed to “In
progress”) before proceeding to the next step.

[Wait for signal] intermediate event operation
Activation

After the element incoming flow is activated, the [ Wait for signal ] intermediate event waits
for the corresponding signal. Depending on the element mode, the [ Wait for signal ]
element will wait for one of the following events:
A corresponding signal is generated by the [ Throw signal ] intermediate event in any
other business process.
A corresponding Creatio record is modified or deleted.

Execution

When the expected signal is generated by a [ Throw signal ] event, or the monitored record
is modified or deleted, the [ Wait for signal ] element activates its outgoing flows and
enables the execution of the other actions in the business process.
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[Wait for signal] intermediate event parameters
Which type

Choose which signal activates the event:

of signal is
received?

Select “Custom signal” if the event is activated by a [ Throw signal ] intermediate
event in any business process (the current business process or any other).
Select “Record signal” if the event is activated whenever an object record is modified
or deleted in Creatio.
The selected option determines what following parameters will appear in the element
setup area.

Run
following

Select this checkbox, if you want any “User action” elements activated with the outgoing
flows of the current element to run “in the background”. When process elements are

elements in
the

executed in the background, their loading mask is not displayed, no windows pop up for
the user, etc. The user will be able to interact with the elements via the [ Business process

background

tasks ] tab of the communication panel.

Custom signal mode parameters
In the “Custom signal” mode, the [ Wait for signal ] event is triggered by a [ Throw signal ] intermediate
event from another process(es).
Signal

Enter a signal value. Make sure that the field is populated with the custom-generated signal
name matching the name of the signal specified in the [ Which signal is generated? ] field of the
[ Throw signal ] element (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) in the corresponding process. Such signal name can
be generated by user at random.

Fig. 2 Specifying the name of a signal that activates the [ Wait for signal ] intermediate event in the “Custom signal’ mode

Fig. 3 Example of a [ Throw signal ] element that generates the corresponding signal
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Record signal mode parameters
In the “Record signal” mode, the [ Wait for signal ] element is triggered when an object record is modified or
deleted in Creatio.
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Record Id

Specify the record that triggers the [ Wait for signal ] element. Learn more about how to
work with parameter values in a separate article. For example, if the process waits for a
signal from an activity record, specify the unique identifier of an activity.

Object

Select the object whose record generates the signal. For example, to catch a signal from
an activity record, select the “Activity” object. Note that if you specify the [ Record Id ] field
value via a corresponding lookup, the [ Object ] field value will be populated automatically
with the name of the corresponding object.

Which
event
should
trigger

Choose whether the element should activate when the record is modified or deleted:
Select “Record modified” if editing the specified object record activates the signal.
Select “Record deleted” if deleting the specified object record activates the signal.

the
signal?
Changes

The field becomes available when the “Record modified” is selected in the [ Which event

expected

should trigger the signal ] field.
Select “In any field” to run business process automatically, upon changes in any field of
the selected object record.
Select “In any of the selected fields” to run business process automatically, upon
changes in specific fields only. Click [ +Add column ] and select the needed fields. For
example, if the signal can be activated only if an activity status is modified, add the
[ Status ] column. If a change occurs in a column that has not been added, the process
will not start.

The

If the record does not meet the filter conditions, the element will not be activated. For

record
must

example, the signal should only be activated if the status of an activity is set to
“Completed”. If the filter is not set, the signal will be activated on any modification of

meet the
filter

record (for “Record modified” mode) or on deletion of any record (for “Record deleted”
mode).

conditions

[Wait for signal] intermediate event outgoing parameters
The [ Wait for signal ] intermediate event outgoing parameters include:
RecordId

The parameter contains the identifier of the modified/deleted record that triggered the
signal. Note that the data of a deleted record can only be read if the process is not run in
the background mode.
This parameter is similar to the [ Unique identifier of record ] parameter of the [ Signal ]
start event.

View process properties
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View process properties
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The process properties page contains complete information on the business process structure, starting
conditions, execution, and use, as well as links to other processes.
To display the process properties page:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Process library ] under [ Processes ].
3. Select the needed process from the section list and click [ Properties ].
A process properties page will open in a separate window (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 – Process properties page

View the general process information on the page that opens:
Process name displayed in the [ Run process ] menu and used in the command line when running processes.
Name – a unique identifier of the process in Creatio.
Package name where the process is saved.
The number of the current business process version.
A checkbox that identifies process status.
Learn more about activating and disabling business processes in the Activate process and Disable (deactivate)
process articles respectively.
The same values are available as process proprieties in the process designer.
Select the [ Trace enabled ] checkbox in process properties to trace the parameter values during the process
execution. Learn more about tracing in the Trace process parameter values article.
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You can also select the [ Display in run process button list ] checkbox to display the process in the quick launch
list (opened by clicking

on the side panel).

View the process version
The [ Process versions ] tab displays information about process versions. The data cannot be edited and are
added to the detail automatically, each time a new process version is saved.
The following data are available:
Title – the process version number.
Date when the process version was saved.
The package where the process version was saved.
The process version number.
Indicates if the process version is the one currently used. All new instances of this business process will be
run using the actual version.
To set a process version as actual, select it in the list and click [ Set as actual version ] in the

button menu.

Only one of the versions of the same process can be set as actual. Any version can be used as a sub-process.

Note. Creatio saves the actual version of the process directly to the package. If you save the package as
an archive and install the package in a different environment, the most actual version of the process will be
transferred with the package. Creatio will always determine the final current version of the process based
on which package is higher in the hierarchy.

View the ways to start a process
The [ Run options ] tab contains information about all options for launching the business process, both manual
and automatic. All information on this tab is added automatically and is unavailable for editing.
The following data are available:
The [ Launch from sections ] detail contains a list of sections in which you can run this business process. If a
section is in the list of the [ Launch from sections ] detail, then this business process will be available in the
menu of the [ Run process ] button in the section’s list and record page.
The [ Launch from details ] detail contains a list of details in which you can run this business process.
The [ Used as sub-process in processes ] detail contains the list of processes where the current process is
used as sub-process.
The [ Scheduled launch ] detail contains information about start timer events used in the process. The data is
added to the detail automatically and cannot be edited.
The [ Launch by signals ] detail contains information about start signal events used in the process. The
records are added to the detail automatically if a [ Start signal ] element exists on the process diagram.

View sub-processes
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The [ Sub-processes ] tab contains the list of processes used by the current process as sub-processes. The
records are added to the detail automatically if a [ Sub-process ] element exists on the process diagram.
The following information is available on the [ Sub-processes ] tab:
Process name – the title of the process used a sub-process. Clicking the title will open the sub-process
properties page.
Date when the used version of the sub-process was created.
Date when the used version of the sub-process was modified.
A checkbox that identifies the sub-process status.

View process logs
The [ Process log ] tab contains information about all instances of the current process and its current status. The
records are added automatically, each time the process is run.
The following information is available on the [ Process log ] tab:
Title – the process version name.
The version number used in the process instance.
Owner – the user on behalf of which the process has been launched.
Status of the launched process, for example, “Completed” or “Running.”
Start date and time of the process instance.
End date and time of the process instance.

Process collections
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Several types of process elements, namely the [ Sub-process ], [ Read data ], and [ Call web-service ], can have
outgoing parameters of the “Collection” type. To be able to work with the collection “instances” (separate
records within a collection), the collection needs to be processed.
There are several ways of processing a collection:
Pass a collection of records to another parameter of a “collection” type. For example, you can pass a
collection of records to a [ Call web service ] element that has a collection in its request parameters.
Use the [ Script task ] element to process the parameters of the “collection” type. For example, you can use a
C# script to parse the collections of records into separate records that can be passed to other process
elements.
Use the [ Sub-process ] element to handle each instance of a collection in a separate instance of the subprocess. If any of the incoming parameters of the [ Sub-process ] element are mapped to a data collection,
the element will automatically run a separate instance of the sub-process per each instance of the collection.

Use sub-processes to handle “collection” parameters
Sub-process is the preferable method of working with collections, as it is not limited by the capabilities of a third© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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party web service, like the [ Call web service ] element, and does not involve coding, like the [ Script task ]
element.
The general procedure for processing a collection via the [ Sub-process ] element is as follows:
1. Prepare a process that will handle collection instances (this process will be used as a sub-process).
2. Add the [ Sub-process ] element in the parent process and select the prepared sub-process.
3. Map the incoming and bi-directional parameters of the [ Sub-process ] element to the parameters of the
collection type.

Prepare the process that will handle collection instances
Create or modify a process that will work with a collection instance as if it were a single record. For example, to
send an email to a collection of contacts, prepare a process to send email to a single contact (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 A basic email sub-process

The incoming parameters of the sub-process must match the nested parameters of the collection. For example,
sending an email requires the contact’s email address. This means that the collection must include the [ Email ]
column, while the process for sending email must have corresponding incoming [ Email ] parameter, whose value
is then passed to the [ Send email ] element.

Note. You can access the sub-process diagram “on the go”, while working with the parent process, by
clicking
to create a new sub-process or
to edit the current sub-process in the [ Which process to
run ] field of the [ Sub-process ] element. Learn more: [ Sub-process ] element parameters.
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Set up the [Sub-process] element
Add the [ Sub-process ] element to the diagram of the process where a collection parameter is obtained. Select a
process that will handle collection instances in the [ Which process to run? ] field and map the incoming
parameters of the selected process (Fig. 2):
Fig. 2 Mapping a data collection

Attention. Parameters of a [ Sub-process ] element can only be mapped to one collection. There are no
restrictions on using values from non-collection parameters.

As a result, the [ Sub-process ] element will become a multi-instance sub-process. Multi-instance sub-processes
initiate a separate process instance for each item in the data collection, using data from that item as parameter
values.
Multi-instance sub-processes have two execution modes (Fig. 3):
Fig. 3 Select the execution method
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Sequential. In this mode, sub-process instances run successively; each new sub-process instance runs
upon completion of the previous instance. This is the default method.
Parallel. In this mode, the [ Sub-process ] element initiates all its instances at once, without waiting for the
completion of the already running instances before running a new instance. Sub-process instances are
unlikely to complete in the same order they started.
Upon completion of the last instance, the [ Sub-process ] element will update its outgoing and bidirectional
parameter values from the corresponding parameters of the completed sub-process instances and activate its
outgoing flows.
This means that after processing a collection, the [ Sub-process ] element can return a new collection, based on
the incoming one. For example, in the case of sending emails to a collection of contacts, the sub-process can be
configured to return a collection of sending results and/or errors.
When using the parallel execution methods, outgoing parameters are added to the resulting data collection as
soon as the corresponding sub-process instance completes. As a result, the order of items in the resulting data
collection is unpredictable. For example, a sub-process instance mapped to the first element in the incoming data
collection may be the last one to complete.

Notify a user about a comment to their
message in the feed
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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Example. Create the following business process: when adding a new comment to the message in the feed,
an email is sent to the author of this message.

Business process diagram (Fig. 1) elements:
1. Incoming signal for adding a message comment – when a new comment is added, the signal is activated and
the business process is started.
2. Reading the Id of the added comment – reading the new comment data for use in the email template.
3. Reading the parent message - reading the data of the main message for use in the email template.
4. Sending email – an email to a contact with the selected text and new comment data.
Fig. 1 The "Comment to a message in the feed notification" business process

To do this:
1. Place on the schema the [ Signal ] element of the [ Initial events ] group — "Comment added". The element will
be activated when a comment is added to the feed.
2. Set up the signal parameters (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The "Comment added" element properties
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a. In the [ Object ] field, set "Message/comment".
b. In the [ What event should happen? ] field, select "Add record".
c. In the [ Added record must correspond to conditions ] field, select "Parent message populated.
3. Add two [ Read data ] elements of the [ System actions ] group.
a. The "Read comment data" element will read data from the added record in the feed. Set up the element
parameters (Fig. 3).
In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select ”Message/comment”.
In the [ How to filter records? ] area, set the filter “Id = Comment added. Unique record Id”. To do this,
click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, then in the appeared menu, select [ Compare with
parameter ]. In the opened window, select the [ Record ID ] parameter of the "Comment added"
element.
In the [ Which column values to read? ], select "All columns".
Fig. 3 The "Read comment title" element properties
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f. The "Read primary message" element will read data of the message to which a comment has been left. Set
up the element parameters (Fig. 4).
In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select ”Message/comment”.
In the [ How to filter records ] area, set up filter "id = Read comment data.First element of the resulting
collection.Parent message". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, then in the
appeared menu, select [ Compare with parameter ]. In the opened window, select the [ Parent message
] parameter of the "read comment data" element.
In the [ Which column values to read? ], select "All columns".
Fig. 4 The "Read primary message" element properties
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4. Add the “Send e-mail” element of the [ System actions ] group and set the following parameters (Fig. 5):
a. In the [ From ] field, specify the return address in the message. To do this, select [ Select from lookup ] in
the parameter value menu, then in the [ Synchronization with mailbox settings ] lookup, select one of the
configured email accounts.
b. In the [ To ] field, specify the email of the recipient. In the parameter value menu, click the [ Contact
]>[ Process parameter ], select the [ Read contact data ] element, and the [ Email ] parameter.
c. In the [ What is the message? ] field select “Template message”.
d. Select the existing template in the [ Template message ] field. The [ Subject ] field is populated automatically.
e. Select “Send email automatically” in the [ How is the message sent? ] field.
Fig. 5 The "Send email" element properties
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5. After creating the process elements, connect each element with the next one by dragging the

element in

the upper right corner of the selected process element.
6. Save the created business process.
As a result of the new business process, when adding a new comment to the message in the feed, an email is
sent to the author of this message.

[Predict data] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Predict data ] process element uses trained machine learning (ML) models to predict data for records as
part of a business process.
Specify a previsouly created ML model to predict data and select records for prediction.

Note. Prediction models have to be trained before they can be used in the business process. If the model
is not trained, it will not be available for selection in the [ Predict data ] element. Read more: AI tools.
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Fig. 1 Setting up parameters of the [ Predict data ] element

Use cases
Implement lookup value prediction
Implement recommendation prediction

Studio Free keyboard shortcuts
PRODUCTS:

STUDIO FREE
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Key

Notes

Ctrl + A

Select all elements on the Process Designer working area.

Ctrl + C

Copy selected element(s) on the Process Designer working area to clipboard.

Ctrl + V

Paste copied process element(s) in the Process Designer working area from the
clipboard. Left-click to place the elements.

Del

Delete selected element(s) on the diagram.

Ctrl + Z

Undo the last action on the Process Designer working area.

Ctrl + Y

Redo the last action on the Process Designer working area.

Ctrl + Shift + Z
Drag with the left
mouse button

Navigate the canvas in the Process Designer working area.

Shift + drag with

Select multiple elements on the diagram via the selection box (similar to the

the left mouse
button

“Lasso” tool).

Ctrl + left click

Select multiple elements by clicking on them.
If you left-click a folder or process in the process library while holding down the
Ctrl key, that folder or process will open on a new browser tab.

Mouse wheel

Scroll the canvas in the Process Designer working area up/down.

Shift + mouse
wheel

Scroll the canvas in the Process Designer working area right/left.

Ctrl + mouse wheel

Zoom the diagram in and out. If you place the mouse cursor over the diagram,
only the diagram will be zoomed.

Ctrl + Enter
Shift + Enter

Insert line break when entering element captions on the working area or in the
setup area.

Alt + Enter

[Validation] process element
PRODUCTS:

FINANCIAL SERVICES CREATIO
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The [ Validation ] process element is used in the processes that manage the verification of loan applications by
underwriters. This process element is available only in Financial Services Creatio. Use the [ Validation ] element to
create a validation checklist that an underwriter must complete to approve or deny a loan application. The general
purpose of the [ Validation item ] element is to automate the credit loan review. by determining the process flow
based on the validation results.

Note. More details on the application review automation are available in the “Validation item case element”
article.

Specify the validation parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Validation ] element settings

[ Which validation item to execute? ] – select an item from the [ Validation items ] lookup. The lookup contains the
list of actions that include validation questions and additional information that the employee may need during the
validation process. This is a required field.
[ Application ] – specify the loan application to validate. Use the parameter value window to specify where the
element is supposed to get the application Id. You can populate this parameter using the parameter value
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window. By default, it is the application that the process was run for. This is a required field.
[ Execute on page ] – specify the page where the validation item must be performed. By default, a pre-set Creatio
validation item page is used. This is a required field.
[ How to perform validation? ] – select what exactly the underwriter will validate: the loan application itself or its
participants. Depending on the selected method, additional parameters become available. It is a required field.
Select “Single participant validation” if the underwriter will be validating a specific participant. In this case, the [
Participant role ] field becomes available where you specify the application participant, whose profile the
underwriter will validate during this step. This is a required field. [ Participant application form ] – specify the
application form of the participant. (optional).
Select “Multiple participant validation” if the underwriter will be validating application participants of a specific
role. Select the role in the [ Participant role ] field.
Select “Application approval” if the underwriter will be validating the loan application itself.
[ Who performs the task? ] – select an employee or a group of employees who perform the validation. For
example, the loan manager or the verification group. This is a required field.
Select “Group of employees” if the validation can be performed by any employee of a specific role. Select the
corresponding role in the [ Role of employees ] field.
Select “Responsible employee” if the validation can be performed by a specific employee only. Select the
employee in the [ Owner ] field.
[ How to display on Validation detail? ] – select a method for displaying the validation result on the [ Validation ]
detail of the application page.
Select “Add new record”, Creatio will add a new record on the [ Validation ] detail.
Select “Edit existing record” to update a specific record on the [ Validation ] detail. In this case, you will need
to specify the record to update in the [ Record identifier ] field.
[ After Validation Saved ] – in addition to the standard settings available in the advanced mode, the [ Validation ]
element has a field where you can specify C# code with the use of .NET Framework classes. The code will be
executed after the business process creates and saves the validation item.

[Wait for message] intermediate event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Wait for message ] intermediate event (Fig. 1) is used for resuming a business process branch when the
corresponding [ Throw message ] intermediate event is triggered within a current business process.
Fig. 1 Using the [ Wait for message ] process element

For example, use the [ Wait for message ] intermediate event in a business process that waits for the “Invoice
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paid” message after issuing an invoice to a customer and then sends payment confirmation.

[Wait for message] intermediate event operation
Activation

After an incoming flow is activated, the [ Wait for message ] intermediate event waits until a
specific message is generated by a [ Throw message ] intermediate event within the same
process.

Execution

When the message is received by the [ Wait for message ] event, it activates its outgoing
flows.

[Wait for message] intermediate event parameters
Which
message
should be

Enter the name of the message event that will be processed by the [ Wait for message ]
element. Make sure that the message name matches the one specified in the [ Which
message to generate? ] field of the [ Throw message ] element (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) on the

received?

same process diagram.

Run
following

Select this checkbox, if you want any “User action” elements activated with the outgoing
flows of the current element to run “in the background”. When process elements are

elements in
the

executed in the background, their loading mask is not displayed, no windows pop up for
the user, etc. The user will be able to interact with the elements via the [ Business process

background

tasks ] tab of the communication panel.

Fig. 2 Specifying the name of a message that activates the [ Wait for message ] intermediate event

Fig. 3 Example of a [ Throw message ] element that generates the corresponding message
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Trace process parameters
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Process element parameters determine the behavior of the element in each particular process instance. Tracing
the actual parameter values that were used in a specific process instance is a great way to test and debug
business processes in Creatio.
You can enable tracing for a particular process by selecting the [ Trace enabled ] checkbox on the process
properties page of the [ Process library ] section. Trace data becomes available on the [ Process elements ] detail
of the process log page for all process instances that have been run while the checkbox is selected.

Attention. Parameter data can be traced for the following process elements: all elements in the “User
actions” group, as well as the [ Read data ], [ Add data ], [ Modify data ], [ Delete data ], [ Change access
rights ], [ Call web service ], and [ Subprocess elements ].
Attention. Process tracing should only be enabled for a short period of time to avoid negative impact to
performance.

To trace process parameter values:
1. Enable parameter value tracing for that process:
a. Open the [ Process library ] section.
b. Select the needed process and click [ Properties ].
c. Select the [ Trace enabled ] checkbox on the process properties page.
d. Save changes made to the process properties page.
2. Run the process.
3. Go to the [ Process log ] section.
4. Open the process log entry for the process instance that you just run.
5. On the [ Process elements ] detail, select a process element whose parameter values you need to check.
6. Click the [ Show trace data ] button (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 – Viewing parameter information of a process element
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As a result, a parameter trace dialog will open, showing values for all parameters of the process element, before
and after element execution (Fig. 2). The trace data are shown in the JSON format. The trace log displays both
the element parameters and the process parameters before and after element execution.
Fig. 2 – Parameter trace data of a process element

For example, according to the text on the figure, the value of the “Approval objective” parameter has changed
from empty to “Approve contract specification,” the value of the “Delegation permitted” parameter changed
from “False” to “True,” etc.

Process parameters
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PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Every process task requires some form of input, e. g, the date and time of a meeting, task assignee, customer’s
contact, etc. Also, it is often necessary to exchange data between elements within the same business process
(e. g., sending an email to the same contact that was specified in the meeting), as well as between different
processes (e. g., branching a process depending on the result of its sub-process).
The following table outlines common business tasks from the standpoint of process execution mechanisms in
Creatio:
Business task

Creatio task

Process task

Schedule a task
and make it

Create a new record in the [ Activities ]
section with a certain value in the

Manually enter the title of the task that
must be created as the value of the

easily
identifiable in

[ Subject ] field

[ What should be done? ] parameter of
the [ Perform task ] element.

Assign a task to
the user who

The [ Owner ] field of the record in the
[ Activities ] section should be

Set the “Current user contact” variable
as the value of the [ Who performs the

started the
process

populated with the current user
contact

task? ] parameter of the [ Perform task
] element.

Email the

Create a new email whose [ To ] field

The [ To ] parameter of the [ Send

meeting contact
immediately
after the

will contain the email address of a
contact who was specified in the
[ Contact ] field of the meeting activity

email ] element must have the same
value as the [ Contact ] parameter of
the [ Perform task ] element.

the calendar

meeting has
ended

Example. Check Creatio marketplace for free business process templates (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4,
Fig. 5) illustrating the examples of using process parameters. Download the template.
After you install the template, two new processes will appear in the [ Process library ] section: “Call a
client” and “CEO review” processes. Select a process and click [ Open ] to view its diagram. The
business process examples mentioned in this article will be available in these two processes.

Fig. 1 Obtain the parameter value from another parameter

Fig. 2 Specify a system variable (current user contact) as the parameter value
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Fig. 3 Obtain the parameter value from a record created as part of the process

Fig. 4 Exchange parameter values between the sub-process and the parent process

Fig. 5 Diagram of the “CEO review” sub-process

Creatio uses parameters to solve the aforementioned process tasks.

Parameters
Parameters are similar to fields on Creatio record pages: they can be populated with values of different data
types (text, numerical, lookup, etc.). In Creatio, business process parameters serve two functions:
Provide specifics (or “input”) about how the process elements are executed (e. g., what will be the name and
duration of an activity created as part of a business process, who will be assigned as its owner, etc.).
Act as a medium for exchanging information between the elements within a business process (e. g., what
the task result was, who its owner was, etc.) or between a sub-process and its parent process.
Since parameters represent the state of a process element or a process after its execution is complete, their
values can be used for branching processes using gateways and conditional flows.
Parameters are available in both business processes and process elements.
Element parameters are displayed on the element setup area. For example, the [ To ] field in the [ Send Email ]
process element (Fig. 6) is a text parameter whose value represents the recipient’s email address.
Fig. 6 Element parameters
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Important element parameters are available on the element’s setup area by default, whenever you select an
element on the diagram. If the element setup area is closed, simply double-click the element to open it. To access
all parameters of an element, switch to the advanced mode (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Switching an element setup area to the advanced mode
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Note. The names of parameters in the regular and advanced modes may be different. To locate which
parameter is being populated, type in a random value for the necessary parameter in the “regular” mode,
switch to the “advanced” mode and locate the value in the list of parameters.

Process parameters are available on the [ Parameters ] tab in the process setup area (Fig. 8), which you can
access by clicking

or empty space on the Process Designer working area (if the element setup area is open).

Fig. 8 The [ Parameters ] tab of the Process Designer setup area
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Parameter types
The type of parameter depends on the data type of its value. The types of parameters are roughly similar to
types of Creatio section and lookup columns, which in turn correspond to columns in the Creatio database.
The following parameter types are available in Creatio:
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Parameter

Description

type
Text

A parameter whose value is a text string that can represent a constant value or a value
generated during the process flow. For example, the [ What should be done? ]
parameter of the [ Perform task ] element.

Decimal

Stores and exchanges decimal numeric values. For example, the [ Function result ]
parameter of the [ Read data ] element.

Integer

Stores and exchanges integer numeric values. For example, the [ Start executing in ]
parameter of the [ Perform task ] element.

Boolean

Lookup

Stores logical values (true or false). For example, the [ Answer required ] parameter in
the [ User dialog ] element.
A parameter that stores a value from a lookup (i.e., a link to a lookup record). For
example, the [ Who fills in the page? ] parameter of the [ Open edit page ] element can be
populated with values from the [ Contact ] lookup.
Stores certain date/time values. For example, the [ Start date and time ] parameter of the

Date/Time

[ Start timer ] event.
Stores values of currency fields. Learn more: Work with currencies.

Currency
Collection parameter contains complex values, each representing several entries, such as
Collection
of records
Id

several contacts with name, address, and a phone number specified for each contact.
For example, developers can use this parameter in scripts.
Stores a unique record identifier. For example, the [ Id ] parameter of the [ Signal ] start
event.

Depending on when and how a parameter value is populated, it can be either input or output.
Input values are populated before the element or process is executed. Input parameters affect the process
element execution.
Output values are populated during the process/element execution and usually represent its result, or the
state the process or element is in after it has been completed.
An input value can be replaced with an output value in some parameters, e. g., a task was connected to a specific
contact but needs to be replaced with a different contact during process execution.

Populate parameter values
You can populate input parameter values in one of the following ways:
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Enter a static parameter value manually. In this case, parameter values are specified directly, when the
process is designed and are always the same in all process instances. For example, the name of the task (the
[ What should be done? ] parameter) was created with the help of the [ Perform task ] element.
Select a system setting (e. g., “Test email recipient”) or a system variable (e. g., current date and time, current
user contact, current user account, etc.) whose value will be passed to the parameter. In this case, parameter
values will be the same as the values of corresponding system settings or system variables at the time of
process execution. For example, if you select the current user contact as the [ Who performs the task? ]
parameter value in the [ Perform task ] element, the task will be created for the user who started the process.
Use a formula. Multiple parameters can be combined or converted to other types using formula syntax, e. g.,
combining a text string with a parameter value.
By obtaining a value from another parameter. This method enables you to get a parameter value from a
different parameter in the process. For example, you can get the contact with whom the meeting had been
previously scheduled (the [ Contact ] parameter of the [ Perform task ] element) and pass this value to the
[ To ] parameter of the [ Send Email ] element.
Learn more: Use process parameters.

Obtain parameter values from another parameter
A parameter can be configured to obtain its input value from another parameter with the same data type.
For example, a new contact is added via an [ Open edit page ] element, and later in the process flow, a meeting
must be scheduled with that same contact. In this case, the value of the source [ Record Id ] parameter (where
the record Id of the contact is stored) of the [ Open edit page ] element must be passed to the target [ Contact
] parameter of the [ Perform task ] element.

Note. Make sure that the source parameter is properly populated at the time when the target parameter
obtains its value.

Most of the time, parameters can only receive values from other parameters of the same type. However, certain
parameters can receive values of other parameter types, namely:
Date/time parameters can store interchangeable values: you can specify a date value in the time parameter
and vice versa.
Integer and decimal parameters can store interchangeable values, i.e. you can specify a decimal value in the
integer parameter and vice versa. Integer and decimal values will be converted depending on the parameter
they are passed to.
Lookup parameters can store a record’s unique identifier (Id). For example, specify the Id of a contact in a
lookup parameter whose values can be selected from the [ Contacts ] lookup.
To obtain a parameter value from a different parameter:
1. Click the

button next to the field of the “target” parameter (the one, which must be populated).

2. Select [ Process parameter ] from the menu (Fig. 9). The parameter selection window (Fig. 10) will open.
Fig. 9 Open the process parameter selection window
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Select a source process or element parameter (the one, whose value must be passed to the current
parameter) in the parameter selection window.
3. The [ Process elements ] tab (Fig. 10) of the parameter selection window displays a list of elements in the
current process (1). Select an element on the left-hand side of the window and the list of its parameters will be
displayed to the right (2). This list only displays parameters whose type corresponds to the target parameter.
Double-click a parameter in the list to populate the target parameter with its value.
Fig. 10 The element parameter selection tab

The [ Process parameters ] tab (Fig. 11) displays all available process parameters. This list only displays
parameters whose type corresponds to the target parameter. Double-click a parameter in the list to populate
the target parameter with its value.
Fig. 11 The process parameter selection tab
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Remove record permissions when changing
a contact
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can use business processes to grant or deny access permissions to a Creatio record. Any event can trigger
the process automatically on specific conditions.

Example. Set up a business process to strip all Creatio users of their permissions to edit or delete a
contact whenever its type is changed to “Employee”. Only members of the “HR. Managers group”
organizational role can view, edit or delete the contact.

Business process diagram (Fig. 1) elements:
1. The [ Signal ] start event triggers the process when a contact’s type is changed to “Employee” and records
the Id of the contact record.
2. The [ Change access rights ] element sets permissions to update or ddelete Creatio records. This element can
obtain the contact’s id from the [ Signal ] element.
Fig. 1 The “Change access permissions to modify new employee record” business process
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To do this:
1. On the process diagram, add the [ Signal ] start event and specify its parameter values (Fig. 2).
a. In the [ Object ] field, select “Contact”.
b. In the [ Which event should trigger the signal? ] field, select “Record modified”.
c. In the [ Changes expected ] field, select “In any of the selected fields”, and add the “Type” column.
d. In the [ The modified record must meet filter conditions ] field, select “Type = Employee”.
Fig. 2 The [ Signal ] start event parameters

2. Add the [ Change access rights ] process element on the process diagram and set up its parameters (Fig. 4).
3. In the [ Which object to apply access rights to? ] field, select “Contact”.
4. In the [ Apply access rights to all records that match conditions ] field, set up a filter (Fig. 3) by the Id column
(“Id=Contact type updated.Unique identifier of record”):

Note. You can learn more about passing the unique record identifier (Id) between process elements in
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the Process parameters article.

a. Click [ + Add condition ] to add a new filter condition.
b. In the pop-up window, select “Id” from the drop-down list.
c. Click <?> and select [ Compare with parameter ].
d. In the pop-up window, under [ Process elements ], select the start signal event (on the left).
e. Select the “Unique identifier of record” parameter on the right.
Fig. 3 Setting up a filter by the Id column

5. Click
under
6. Click

in the [ Which access rights to remove? ] field and select “For all users and roles”. Clear the checkbox
to remove permissions to edit or delete the record.
in the [ Which access rights to add? ] field and select “For a user role”.

a. In the “Role” field that appears, click

and choose “Lookup value”.

b. Select the “HR, Managers group” organizational role in the opened window.
Fig. 4 The [ Change access rights ] process element parameters
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7. After creating the process elements, connect them on the diagram and save the process.
As a result, each time a contact’s type is changed to “Employee”, all Creatio users are stripped of their
permissions to edit or delete the contact, and only members of the “HR. Managers group” organizational role
obtain full access to the record and can view, modify or delete it.”

Note. Please make sure that access to operations with the object (in this case, “Contact”) is enabled in the
[ Object permissions ] section in the System Designer. Learn how to set up object operation permissions in
the Object operation permissions article.

[Script task] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Script-task ] process element is a system action that executes the C# code and facilitates its interaction
with other elements of the business-process. Use this element to implement logic that the standard process
elements cannot provide, for example:
complex computations
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processing records in bulk
looping
other tasks that are hard to implement using the stadard designer elements
as a replacement to a sequence of several and more [ Formula ] elements.
Follow the guidelines below to work with the [ Script task ] element.
Maintain the code structure. Test the element after saving by running the business process. The correctness
of the code and the element’s performance depend on the code quality and the developer’s qualification.
Comment the main blocks of code and tasks performed by the [ Script task ] element to explain the function,
purpose, and effects of each code part. This helps users better understand what the process does, and
facilitates grasping the process workflow by developers.
Specify the exact names of third-party schemas when using them. Follow these guidelines when coding thirdparty schemas.
Avoid temporary fixes, since non-standardized code impairs the ability to maintain it. When process errors are
encountered, make sure they are fixed correctly.
To edit the script code, double-click the element on the diagram. The element setup area will open, where you can
enter and edit the script code (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Editing tab of the script task code

– expand the script code window.
– collapse the script code window.
– search text in the script code.
– show the hidden symbols in the text code (for example, spaces, tabulations).

Note. Creatio enables you to execute processes without publishing them. However, the use of methods
and [ Script-task ] elements requires the schema publication. For more information about calling business
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process methods, please refer to the “Web service methods” article

Get and Set methods
All new business processes in Creatio are interpreted. Use the Get and Set methods (Fig. 2) to reference the
parameter values of an interpreted process.
The Get method returns the value of an item or process.
Method signature:

Get<T>(string path)

T — parameter value type.
path — a string that specifies the path to a parameter or property. The path is built according to these rules:
“parameter name”
“property name”
“element name.parameter name”
“element name.property name”
The Set method sets the value of an item or process.
Method signature:

Set<T>(String path, value)

value — the specified value.
path — a string that specifies the path to a parameter or property. The path is built according to the rules
described above for the Get method:
“T” – a generic type parameter not specific to a particular data type that accepts the passed type value.
Conversion between Creatio and C# parameters is shown in the table below.

Conversion between Creatio and C# parameters
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Creatio parameter type
Integer

C# parameter type
int

Decimal (0.00000001)
Decimal (0.0001)
Decimal (0.001)
decimal
Decimal (0.01)
Decimal (0.1)
Currency
Date/time
Date

DateTime

Time
Unique identifier
Guid
Lookup
Boolean

bool

Text (50 characters)
Text (250 characters)
Text (500 characters)

string

Unlimited length text
Non-localizable string
Collection of values

IObjectList and any classes that implement these
interfaces

Collection of records

ICompositeObjectList<ICompositeObject> and any
classes that implement these interfaces

Examples of working with type parameters
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“Integer” parameter

int integerValue = Get<int>("IntegerParameter");
integerValue += 5;
Set<int>("IntegerParameter", integerValue);

"Currency” and “Decimal” parameters of any precision

decimal decimalValue = Get<decimal>("DecimalParameter");
decimalValue += 5.5m;
Set<decimal>("DecimalParameter", decimalValue);

“Unique identifier” parameter

Guid uniqueIdentifierValue = Get<Guid>("UniqueIdentifierParameter");
if (uniqueIdentifierValue != Guid.Empty) {
uniqueIdentifierValue = Guid.Empty;
Set<Guid>("UniqueIdentifierParameter", uniqueIdentifierValue);
}

“Date,” “Time,” and “Date/Time” parameters

DateTime dateTimeValue = Get<DateTime>("DateTimeParameter");
dateTimeValue = dateTimeValue.AddDays(1);
Set<DateTime>("DateTimeParameter", dateTimeValue);

“Lookup” parameter

Guid lookupValue = Get<Guid>("LookupParameter");
if (lookupValue.IsEmpty()) {
lookupValue = (Guid)UserConnection.SystemValueManager.GetValue(UserConnection, "CurrentUserContact");
Set<Guid>("LookupParameter", lookupValue);
}

“Text” and "Non-localizable string" parameters of any length

string textValue = Get<string>("TextParameter");
textValue += " and something else";
Set<string>("TextParameter", textValue);
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Localizable string parameters

LocalizableString localizableStringValue = Get<LocalizableString>("LocalizableStringParameter");
CultureInfo cultureFr = CultureInfo.GetCultureInfo("fr-FR");
CultureInfo cultureEn = CultureInfo.GetCultureInfo("en-US");
localizableStringValue.SetCultureValue(cultureFr, "Bonjour!");
localizableStringValue.SetCultureValue(cultureEn, "Hello!");
Set<LocalizableString>("LocalizableStringParameter", localizableStringValue);

“Boolean” parameter

bool booleanValue = Get<bool>("BooleanParameter");
booleanValue = !booleanValue;
Set<bool>("BooleanParameter", booleanValue);

“Collection of values” parameter

ObjectList<int> numbers = ObjectList.Create(1, 2, 3, 4);
Set<ObjectList<int>>("IntegerValuesParameter", numbers);
var items = Get<ObjectList<int>>("IntegerValuesParameter");
items.Add(5);
Set<ObjectList<int>>("IntegerValuesParameter", items);
ObjectList<bool> booleanValues = ObjectList.Create(false, true, true, false);
Set<ObjectList<bool>>("BooleanValuesParameter", booleanValues);
booleanValues = Get<ObjectList<bool>>("BooleanValuesParameter");
if (booleanValues.Count == 4) {
booleanValues.Clear();
}
Set<ObjectList<bool>>("BooleanValuesParameter", booleanValues);

ObjectList<DateTime> dateTimeValues = ObjectList.Create(new DateTime(2020, 08, 03, 13, 15, 14), DateTime
Set<ObjectList<DateTime>>("DateTimeValuesParameter", dateTimeValues);
ObjectList<Guid> guidValues = ObjectList.Create(Guid.NewGuid(), Guid.NewGuid());
Set<ObjectList<Guid>>("GuidValuesParameter", guidValues);
guidValues = Get<ObjectList<Guid>>("GuidValuesParameter");
if (!guidValues.Contains(Guid.Empty)) {
guidValues.Add(Guid.Empty);
}
Set<ObjectList<Guid>>("GuidValuesParameter", guidValues);
ObjectList<decimal> decimalValues = ObjectList.Create(3.14m, 432434.00032m);
Set<ObjectList<decimal>>("DecimalValuesParameter", decimalValues);
decimalValues = Get<ObjectList<decimal>>("DecimalValuesParameter");
decimalValues.RemoveAt(1);
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Set<ObjectList<decimal>>("DecimalValuesParameter", decimalValues);
ObjectList<string> stringValues = ObjectList.Create("string value 1", "string value 2");
Set<ObjectList<string>>("StringValuesParameter", stringValues);
stringValues = Get<ObjectList<string>>("StringValuesParameter");
stringValues.Remove("string value 1");
Set<ObjectList<string>>("StringValuesParameter", stringValues);

“Collection of records” parameter

var list = Get<ICompositeObjectList<ICompositeObject>>("ReadDataUserTask1.ResultCompositeObjectList");
var sb = new StringBuilder();
foreach (ICompositeObject item in list) {
if (item.TryGetValue<string>("Name", out string value)) {
sb.Append(value).Append(" | ");
}
}
Set<string>("FieldsOfCompositeObjectListParameter", sb.ToString());

“Collection of records” parameter (creates a new record list)

var list = new CompositeObjectList<CompositeObject>();
var item1 = new CompositeObject();
item1["Id"] = Guid.NewGuid();
item1["Name"] = "Name1";
list.Add(item1);
var item2 = new CompositeObject();
item2["Id"] = Guid.NewGuid();
item2["Name"] = "Name2";
list.Add(item2);
Set<CompositeObjectList<CompositeObject>>("CompositeObjectListParameter", list);

[Wait for timer] intermediate event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Wait for timer ] intermediate event (Fig. 1) is used to pause the process for a certain period of time. The
process will resume in the background mode.
Fig. 1 [ Wait for timer ] intermediate event
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For example, a process can create a task for the user to check for invoice payment five days after the invoice
had been issued.

[Wait for timer] event operation
Activation

After the element incoming flow is activated, it starts the countdown.

Execution

When the specified period of time expires, the [ Wait for timer ] element activates its
outgoing flows.

[Wait for timer] event parameters
Start in

Specify the process pause duration in seconds (e.g., specify “3600” for 1 hour). This field is

(sec.)

populated using the parameter value window.

View process statistics
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the analytic view of the [ Process log ] section to analyze statistics collected and calculated during process
execution.
For example, you can analyze the number and duration of processes and their items using pre-configured
metrics. If you need to customize the source data of the statistics, just use the standard filters in the section.
To view process statistics:
1. Click on the main Creatio application.
2. In the [ Processes ] group, click [ Process log ].
3. Open the section analytics view. Process dashboard will open (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 How to view process statistics
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Note. How to work with dashboards and standard filters is described in the documentation of the Creatio
application.

Import *.BPMN files
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

There are several ways you can import a *.BPMN file to the Creatio Process Designer:
Drag&drop the file on the diagram working area (Fig. 1).
Click [ Actions ] > [ Import from *.bpmn ].

Upload file to the process designer
You can import a process diagram from a .BPMN file created in Studio Creatio, free edition, or any other valid
BPMN 2.0 diagram editor. Imported diagrams require additional setup before they can be used as full-fledged
automate business processes. For more information on exporting business processes from Studio Creatio, free
edition, please see the Import / Export process diagrams in Studio Free article.
Fig. 1 Importing a *.BPMN file
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As a result, the diagram from the imported file will replace the current process diagram. The elements of the
imported BPMN diagram will be converted to the Creatio Process Designer elements. Before running an
executable business process, you will need to set its parameters. You may also need to add several elements to
the process.
The imported process will preserve a link to its description in Studio Creatio, free edition, which lets you get back
to documenting the business process as you set up its execution in Creatio. The link is located in the Link to
process in Studio Free field of the process setup area.

Element conversion specifics
Creatio Process Designer uses BPMN notation for implementing custom business logic on the Creatio platform.
Although most elements are easily converted to their Creatio counterparts, some of the BPMN 2.0 elements do
not affect the platform operation and cannot be converted to executable elements in the Process Designer. An
imported process in Creatio can have three types of elements:
Executable elements. These elements affect process flow and business logic. These include sequence
flows, most events, and gateways, as well as several types of process actions. For instance, BPMN “task”
elements coverts to the [ Perform task ] element. Read more >>>
Non-executable elements. These elements remain part of the imported diagram, but do not affect the
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process flow or business logic. Non-executable elements are marked with a question mark (

) on a

Creatio process diagram. Read more >>>
Ignored elements. Elements, such as “pool” or “data object” would be redundant in an executable Creatio
business process and therefore are not imported. Read more >>>

Executable elements
The list of executable elements is available in the table:
BPMN 2.0 element

Executable Process Designer element

Task
Perform task
Send Task
Send email
User task
User task
Service task
Call web service
Script task
Script task
Manual task
Perform task
Sub-process (collapsed)
Sub-process (Call activity)
Call activity
Sub-process (Call activity)
Event sub-process
Event sub-process
Start event

Simple

Message start event

Message

Timer start event

Start timer
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Signal start event

Signal

Intermediate throw message

Throw message

Intermediate throw signal

Throw signal

Intermediate catch message

Wait for message

Intermediate catch signal

Wait for signal

Timer intermediate event

Wait for timer

End event

Terminate

Terminate end event

Terminate

Exclusive gateway (OR)
Exclusive gateway (OR)
Inclusive gateway (OR)
Inclusive gateway (OR)
Event-Based Gateway
Exclusive event-Based Gateway
Parallel gateway (AND)
Parallel gateway (AND)
Sequence flow
Sequence flow
Conditional sequence flow
Conditional flow
Default sequence flow
Default flow

Expanded sub-process

Sub-process (Call activity)

Creatio populates the parameters of imported executable elements with default values. Some required
parameters may not have a default value. Please make sure you go through all the required parameters and
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populate them before running an imported process for the first time.

Non-executable elements
Imported non-executable elements display as the same types of BPMN 2.0 elements in an executable process
diagram, and are marked with a question mark.
The list of non-executable elements is available in the table:
BPMN 2.0 element

Non-executable Process Designer element

Throw - Escalation Intermediate Event
Non-executable element
Business rule task
Non-executable element
Complex gateway
Non-executable element

Imported business processes ignore any non-executable elements. If an incoming flow of a non-executable
element activates, all its outgoing flows activate immediately. Boundary events are imported as non-executable
elements.
After importing a business process, go through the non-executable element and either remove it or replace it
with an executable process designer element that does the same business logic. For example, a “Receive task”
element can be replaced with the Perform task element.
Non-executable end events behave exactly like the Terminate end event.

Ignored elements
Creatio does not import the following BPMN 2.0 elements:
Pools
Data objects
Data storages
Annotations
Associations
Groups. This type of element is not supported by Studio Creatio, free edition.
Message flows. This type of element is not supported by Studio Creatio, free edition.
These elements will not be available in the imported diagram. Any executable and non-executable elements
located in pools of the imported BPMN 2.0 diagram will be converted to the corresponding Creatio elements in the
resulting process.
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Configure a document approval process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Example. Create a business process for approving documents in the [ Documents ] section. Each
document is sent for approval manually by launching the process in the section. All employees in the
[ Financial department ] role can approve documents. Additionally, all employees eligible for approving
documents receive an email notification once the approval is created. The employee awaiting the approval
receives an email once the document is approved. If approved, the document status is changed to
“Active”. If it was not approved, the document status is changed to “Draft”, and Creatio automatically
creates an activity for the responsible employee to revise the document.

The configuration procedure includes the following general steps:
1. Set up the approval case as shown on Fig. 1.
2. Set up running the approval business process for records that require approval in the corresponding section.

Attention. Before creating and configuring an approval business process, make sure that the [ Enable
approval in section ] checkbox is selected for that section in the section wizard. Read more>>>

Fig. 1 A business process for approving documents

Configure business processes
1. Open the [ Process library ] section and add a new process.
2. Enter the name of the process in the [ Process ] field (e.g., “Document approval”).
3. Open the [ Parameters ] tab and add a new parameter. This parameter will bind process instances to the
documents that needs to be approved (Fig. 2). Once the process is launched from the [ Documents ] section,
the parameter will be populated with the corresponding document. To add a process parameter:
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a. Click the [ Add parameter ] button, and select “Lookup” in the drop down menu.
b. In the [ Title ] field, enter "Document".
c. In the [ Lookup ] field, select "Document".
d. Save the changes.
Fig. 2 Approval business process properties

4. Add the [ Read data ] element from the [ User actions ] group to the process diagram. Enter the name of the
element in the [ Read data ] field (e.g., “Read document data”). This element obtains the process parameters
necessary to perform the next steps.
5. Set up the element properties (Fig. 3):
a. In the [ Which data read mode to use? ] field, select “Read the first record in the selection”.
b. In the [ Which object to read data from? ] field, select ”Document”. The business process will read the
value in the [ Owner ] field of this object to send notifications about the approval status to the document
owner.
c. In the [ How to filter records? ] area, set the filter “Id = Document”. To do this, click <Add condition>,
select the “Id” column, select the [ Compare with parameter ] value in the displayed menu, and choose the
[ Document ] process parameter in the in the appeared window.
d. The default settings in the [ How to sort records? ] area are configured for sorting in ascending order.
Fig. 3 The "Read document data" element properties
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6. Add the [ Approval ] element from the [ User actions ] group to the process diagram (e.g., “Approve
document”). The element will be activated once the process is launched for a record in the [ Documents ]
section.
7. Set up the element properties (Fig. 4):
a. In the [ Approval purpose ] field, select “Approval required”.
b. In the [ Approval object ] field, select “Document”.

Note. If you cannot find the [ Document ] object in the list, the approval procedure might be
disabled for the [ Documents ] section in the section wizard. More information about the procedure
for configuring approvals is available in the Approvals article.
c. In the [ Record Id ] field, click

and select the “Process parameter” option, then choose the “Document”

process parameter in the appeared window.
d. In the [ Approver ] field, select “Role”.
e. In the [ Role ] field, select “Lookup value option” and choose the “Financial department” value from the the
“Roles (view)” lookup. All employees in the [ Financial department ] role will be able to approve documents.
f. Select the [ Approval may be delegated ] checkbox to be able to delegate an approval to a different
employee.
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g. In the [ Send email notification ] field, configure automatic email notifications for the approvers and the
document owner employee.
Select the [ Notify that approval is required ] checkbox.
In the [ Email template ] field, click
message template ] lookup.

and add an email template for a notification from the [ Email

Select the [ Notify about the approval result ] checkbox.
In the [ Recipient ] field, click the

button and select “Contact” in the menu, and choose the “Process

parameter” option. Then, select the “Owner” parameter from the “Read document data” element in the
appeared window. The owner of the document will receive an email notification about the approval.
In the [ Email template ] field, click
message template ] lookup.

and add an email template for a notification from the [ Email

Attention. Set up the mailbox for email notifications in the [ Mailbox for sending email with
information on approval ] system setting. Access the system setting in the Process Designer by
clicking the
button in the [ Send email notification ] area.

Note. Create email templates in the content designer, using the [ Approvals in the Documents
section ] object. The approval objects are created automatically, when you select the [ Enable
approval in section ] checkbox in the section wizard. For example, if you select the [ Enable
approval in section ] checkbox in the [ Documents ] section wizard, a new object “Approvals in
section Document” will be created. If the lookup of the [ Enable approval in section ] does not
contain the template you need, click
in the right part of the field to add a new email template.
Learn more about creating an email template in the Create an email template article.

Fig. 4 The [ Approval ] element parameters
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8. Add two [ Modify data ] elements of the [ System actions ] group to the process diagram. The “Change
document status to Draft” and “Change document status to Active” elements are used to change the
document status based on the approval result. Set up the element properties (Fig. 5): The parameters of the
two elements are identical, except for the resulting document status.
a. In the [ Which object to read data from? ], select “Document”. This will be set by default if approvals are
enabled in the [ Documents ] section. In this case, it is the “Chart” component.
b. In the [ How to filter records? ] area, set the filter “Id = Document”. To do this, click <Add condition>,
select the “Id” column, select the [ Compare with parameter ] value in the displayed menu, and choose the
[ Document ] process parameter in the in the appeared window.
c. In the [ Which column values to set for modified records? ] area, select the resulting document status. If
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approved, the document status changes to “Active”. If not approved, the document status changes to
“Draft”. To do this, click <Add field>, and select the “Status” column. In the [ Status ] field, click the
button, select “Lookup value”, and choose the following values: “Active” for the “Change document status
to Active” element and “Draft” for the “Change document status to Draft” element.
Fig. 5 The “Change document status to Active” element parameters

9. Copy the previously created [ Read data ] element of the [ System actions ] group – “Read document data” –
and place it after the [ Change document status to Draft ] element on the diagram. This element determines
the responsible individual for re-working the document.
10.Add the [ Perform task ] element from the [ User actions ] group to the process diagram (“Revise the
document”). This element will create a task (activity) for the individual to edit the document if it was not
approved.
11.Set up the element properties (Fig. 6):
a. Enter the name of the task in the [ What should be done? ] field.
b. Select the start time of the task in the [ Start in ] field, and the approximate duration of the task in the
[ Planned duration ] field. The value of the [ Start in ] field determines a time period at the end of which the
task will be scheduled. In the [ Planned duration ] field, specify the approximate duration of the task.
c. Select the [ Show in calendar ] checkbox to display the task in the responsible individual’s calendar.
d. In the [ Who performs the task? ] field, click

and select the “Process parameter” option. Then, select

the “Owner” parameter from the “Read document data” element in the appeared window.
e. In the [ Connected to ] field, connect the task to the document. To do this:
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Click the
Click the

button and add the “Document” column.
button and select the “Process parameter” option, and choose the “Document” process

parameter in the appeared window.
Fig. 6 The "Revise the document" element properties

12.After creating the process elements, connect each element with the next one by using the arrows in the
upper right corner of the selected element.
a. Use conditional flows (

) to connect the “Approve document” element to the “Change document status

to Draft” and “Change document status to Active” elements.
b. Click the conditional flow connecting the “Approve document” element and the “Change document status
to Draft” element and select the “Negative ”approval result.
c. Click the conditional flow connecting the “Approve document” element and the “Change document status
to Active” element and select the “Positive ”approval result.
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d. Use sequence flows (

) to connect all other elements.

13.Save the business process. Once saved, configure the start of a business process.

Set up business process launch
The process is launched by clicking the [ Run process ] button on the record page or in the section list. The
button is not displayed by default and requires additional setup (Fig. 7).
To configure the button, connect the document approval process to records for which it will be launched. To do
this:
1. Click the [ View ] button in the [ Contacts ] section and select the [ Open section wizard ] command.
2. Open the [ Business process ] tab. Click the

button on the [ Run business process from section ] detail. The

window of the business process launch settings will be opened.
3. Select the “Document approval” process in the [ Which process to run? ] field.
4. To start the process for separate section records, select the “For selected record” radio button.
The [ Process parameter where the record is passed ] field is populated automatically with the “Document”
parameter of the “Document approval” process.
5. Save the changes in the window and the section wizard.
Fig. 7 Add a business process to a section

As a result, you will be able to launch the approval process for any record of the [ Documents ] section
(Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 Launch the process from the [ Documents ] section list
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Set up custom email templates for approval notifications
Use the [ Approval ] process element to set up custom logic for approving various Creatio records (documents,
invoices, orders, etc.) by Creatio users. Both the approver and the user who submits the record for approval will
receive email notifications about the approval procedure.
You can set up custom email templates for these notifications. Note that approval notification emails do not
require additional [ Send email ] elements, and are configured in the [ Approval ] process element.

Example. During a document approval process (Fig. 42), the approver must receive an email notification,
containing document type, number and the name of the user who submitted the document for approval.
The user who submitted the document for approval, must receive a notification about the approval result.

The instructions below assume that you have enabled approvals in the [ Documents ] section, added the
[ Approval ] element on the process diagram (Fig. 9) and set up its properties. Read more about enabling
approvals in the [ Approval ] process element article. More information about the approval process setup is
available in a separate Configure a document approval process guide.
Fig. 9 A business process for approving documents
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To set up templates:
1. Populate the fields of the [ Approval ] element setup area. If the [ Approval section ] field is populated, available
email templates for approval notification will be filtered according to the selected section.

Note. More information about setting up the [ Approval ] element as part of an approval process is
available in the Configure a document approval process guide.
2. Select the [ Notify that approval is required ] checkbox. As a result, whenever a record is submitted for
approval, a notification will be sent to the “approver” user. If “Role” is selected in the [ Approver ] field, the
notification will be sent to all users with the corresponding role.
3. In the [ Email template ] field, click

(Fig. 10). A new email template window will open on a new tab.

Fig. 10 Opening the email template of an approval notification
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4. In the new template window, populate the [ Template name ] field. Note that if you populated the [ Approval
section ] field earlier, the [ Macro source ] field will be already populated with the corresponding approval
object (in this case – the “Approvals in section Document” object, (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 Approval notification template settings

5. Click the [ Edit ] button. The template will open in the content designer.

Note. Basic instructions on working with the content designer are available in the “Create an email
template” article.
6. Enter the email subject.
7. Drag&drop a content block (e.g., [ Text ]) to the template. Replace the text in the [ Text ] block with your own.
8. Add regular email template macros:
a. Place your cursor in the text block, click
window opens.
Fig. 12 Accessing the macros in the content designer
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Note. For users of Creatio version 7.13.2 and below, the command names are different. The
command for selecting standard macros is called [ Select macros ], and the [ Select column ]
command is used to create a custom macro.
b. In the [ Macros selection ] window, choose the needed macro and click [ Select ]. The available macros are
divided into several groups.
You can specify data of the email recipient contact (“Recipient” group), information of the user who runs
the approval process (“Current user” group) or the owner of the record being approved (“Owner” group).
For example, to add the name of the user who submitted the document for approval, select [ Current user
] > [ Contact name ] macro (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Adding a macro to the email text

The corresponding macro will be added to the email text at the insertion point.
9. Add email template macros that are based on the “Macro source” object.
a. Place your cursor in the text block, click
(Fig. 48) opens.
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b. In the [ Select column ] window, choose the column of the object (that you specified in the [ Macro source ]
field) whose values must be added to the notification text. The “approval” object is automatically added
once you enable approvals in the section wizard and contains data from the approval itself, e.g., Approval
purpose, Approver’s name, etc.
c. You can add macros for columns of any object, provided it is linked to the “approval” object, e.g., you can
add columns of the document being approved. To select a column of a linked object, Click [ + ] next to the
“approval” object name in the [ Select column ] window (Fig. 14). For example, to add the approved
document’s type and number, add the [ Type ] and [ Number ] columns from the linked [ Document ]
object.
Fig. 14 Selecting columns of a linked object as macros

As a result, your template will look like this (Fig. 15):
Fig. 15 Example of approval notification template

10.Save the changes in the content designer and the email template.
11.Select the [ Notify about the approval result ] checkbox and populate the [ Recipient ] field. You can specify
any Creatio contact, account or an email address. For example, you can send approval result notifications to
the user who submitted the record for approval, record owner, etc.
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12.Repeat steps 3-10 to create an approval notification email template.
13.Save the process diagram.
As a result, whenever a user submits a record for the approval using this process, email notifications will be
sent according to the custom templates.

[Connect process to object] process
element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Business processes in Creatio can be run multiple times. Each time a process is run, a separate process instance
is created. This instance can be linked to different existing records in the system and records created during a
process flow.
To monitor the processes that affect different system records, a list of linked business processes can be saved
for those records.
All records that a process is connected to are displayed on the [ Linked objects ] block of the [ Process log ]
page.
The [ Link process to object ] item (Fig. 1) is used to connect a process to a certain record in the system.
Fig. 1 Using the [ Connect process to object ] process element

Specify the parameters of linking a process to an object using the [ Connect process to object ] element setup
area (Fig. 2):
Fig. 2 [ Connect process to object ] process element properties
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1. [ Connected object ] – This field contains the name of the object with which the process should be connected.
You can fill in this field using the parameter value window.
2. In the [ Record of connected object ] field, you can specify the record with which the process should be
connected. You can fill in this field using the parameter value window. You can select a specific record or
define it based on information from other process elements.

[Terminate] end event
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the [ Terminate ] event (Fig. 1) to terminate a process instance immediately. This event is the last element in
the process diagram.
Fig. 1 [ Terminate ] end event

Unless a [ Terminate ] event is activated in a process instance, it will remain active, until canceled in the [ Process
log ] section.

[Terminate] end event operation
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Activation

When the [ Terminate ] end event incoming flow is activated, the whole business process
terminates. If there are any process elements that have not been executed before
activation of the [ Terminate ] end event incoming flow, such elements are disregarded.

Execution

The [ Terminate ] end event is not supposed to have any outgoing flows. Any process
parameter values will be recorded as the outgoing parameter values of the completed
process instance.

Attention. Business processes with several branches that have the [ Terminate ] end event in them may
end as soon as the first branch activates the [ Terminate ] event. The other branches in this case will not
be executed.

[User task] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ User task ] process elements represent generic activities that are performed within a process. The function
of the [ User task ] element and its parameters depend on the type of user task selected in the element setup
area (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ User task ] element setup area

[ User task ] – shows the type of user task. After this field is populated, the user task parameters will be added
on the [ Parameters ] tab of the setup area (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 List of user task parameters

You can fill out these fields using the parameter value window.

Note. You can select a specific record or define it based on information from other process elements.

Use the

button to open the User Task Designer for editing the parameters.

The [ Elements ] menu includes basic activities (“Perform task” and “Write email”) that you can use when creating
business processes.
In addition to basic process activities, the list also contains system user tasks used to implement the basic logic
of sections, for example, initializing details in the section. As a rule, system user tasks are used in the base page
and object processes and can be inherited by other pages and objects.

Business process FAQ
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Why don't the visual elements open, although the business
process keeps running according to the log?
Creatio uses WebSocket protocol to run user processes, notifications, and integration with telephony. If the
process log shows that the business process is executed, but the visual elements do not open, then you should
check the websockets settings. For more information about configuring Creatio to use the WebSockets protocol,
read this article.
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Why doesn't a process continue to run automatically?
If a business process doesn't continues to run, check the following system settings:
Check the websockets
Perhaps, your business process is waiting for a signal. Therefore, the process can not continue running until it
receives a signal.
If during the execution of the business process a page needs to be opened, check the process parameters in
the designer. Maybe, a parameter or a contact are set in the [ Owner ] field and can't display the page to the
current user. For example, if the user has no access rights to the required page.
Rarely, the incorrect "Maximum number of working processes" setting in the JIS pool can cause the bug. If a
value greater than 1 is set, then opened processes accumulate and stop responding.

How do I advance a case to the next stage automatically?
Currently, there are no automatic stage transitions in dynamic cases. To advance a case to the next stage, click
the corresponding stage on the workflow bar on the opportunity, case or lead page. All tasks of the current
stage will appear on the action panel and will be added to the calendar of the corresponding contacts.

Where and how the cases are saved?
The cases are saved in the form of configuration schemas, just like processes, objects and pages. The schema
name is specified in the [ Name ] field.

How can I set up several cases for one section?
You can set up several cases for one section. For example, you can use separate cases with different number of
stages for the “Small business” and “Medium business” categories in the [ Opportunities ] section.
To do this:
1. On the case setup page, populate the [ Which column determines which case to use with a record? ] field.
2. When setting up each case, specify the corresponding value in the [ Use this case with records where ] field.

[Process file] process element
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Process file ] process element lets you automate file operations in business processes (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Process file ] process element
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The [ Process file ] element lets you:
Read and copy files from the [ Attachments ] details of Creatio records.
Get files from process parameters.
Generate Word and Fast Report reports.
There are several ways to take advantage of the read or generated files:
Use them during the business process runtime. For example, send the files as email attachments.
Save them to the [ Attachments ] detail of other records (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Setting up the [ Process file ] element

Process files in a business process
Example setup for object files
Case. Copy 10 most recent files on the [ Attachments ] detail from one contact to a different contact's
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detail.

Set up the [ Process file ] element the following way (Fig. 3).
1. [ What is the source of the file? ] – select “Attachments and notes of the object” to let the element read the
files on the [ Attachments ] detail.
2. [ Which object to receive file from? ] – select a Creatio object that contains the relevant files. In this case the
relevant object is “Contact attachment”.
3. [ How to filter records? ] – set the necessary filters and specify the number of records to read. In this case,
select the attachments of James Smith and specify 10 records. This way, the element will use the first 10
records that correspond to the sorting order (see below). Read more about working with filters in the Filters
article.
4. [ How to sort records? ] – specify the sorting order. For example, changing the sorting order helps if there is a
large number of documents in the [ Attachments ] detail yet only the most recent documents are relevant. In
this case, sort the records by creation date in descending order.
5. [ What to do with file? ] – select one of the following options:
a. “Use in process” if you need to use the file records in the process itself without saving the files to any
Creatio object or if you need to to pass the files to a different business process as a parameter.
b. “Save to “Attachments and notes” of the object” if you need to save the files to the [ Attachments ]
detail of a particular object. You can also use the file collection in the process itself or pass these files to
another business process as a parameter.
In this case, select “Save to “Attachments and notes” of the object”.

Note. If you select “Save to “Attachments and notes” of the object” in the [ Process file ] element,
Creatio will save the Ids of the copied file records. If necessary, you can connect the other process
elements to these record Ids.
6. [ What object to save file to? ] displays if you select “Save to “Attachments and notes” of the object” in the
previous step. Specify the [ Attachments ] detail of the Creatio object that will contain the copied files. In this
case you need to copy the files from a Creatio contact to a different contact's detail, therefore select “Contact
attachment”.
A new field connected to the selected object will appear. Specify the record that will store the saved files in this
field. In this case, the [ Attachments ] detail is connected to the “Contact” object. Use parameters or values to
fill out this field. For example, click “Lookup value”, specify the relevant contact from the list, and click [ Select
].
Fig. 3 Setting up the [ Process file ] element for file processing
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That way the element will copy the first 10 files selected based on the sorting order from the [ Attachments ]
detail of the contact (e.g., James Smith) and save the files to the [ Attachments ] detail of another contact (e.g.,
Valerie E. Murphy) during a business process.

Example setup for process parameter files
Example. Get the file from a process parameter and add it to the current contact’s [ Attachments ] detail.

To do this, set up the [ Process file ] element as displayed on Fig. 4.
1. [ What is the source of the file? ] – select “Process parameter” to enable the element to read process
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parameters of the “File” type.
2. [ Files ] – specify the process parameter that contains the relevant file. You can specify a single file or a
collection. Click the
button next to the field and select:
“Process parameter” to select the parameter whose value you want to pass.
“Formula” to set up file generation conditions based on the process parameters.
3. [ What object to save file to? ] – specify the [ Attachments ] detail of a Creatio object to store the copied files.
Since this example requires copying the file to the current contact’s detail, select the “Contact attachment”
value.
Depending on the specified object, a new field may appear. Use this field to specify the record to store the
saved files. For this example, the [ Attachments ] detail is connected to the “Contact” object. Use parameters
or values to fill out this field. For example, select “Current user contact.”
Fig. 4 Setting up the [ Process file ] element to process a file from the parameter

As a result, Creatio will save the file retrieved from the process parameter to the current user’s [ Attachments ]
detail.

Generate reports in a business process
This functionality is available for Creatio version 7.17.2 and up.

Case. Generate an order report and save it to the [ Attachments ] detail of a partnership.

Note. The [ Partnerships ] section is available in Sales Creatio Enterprise and CRM Creatio.
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Set up the [ Process file ] element the following way (Fig. 5).
1. [ What is the source of the file? ] – select “Generated report” to let the element generate a report during the
process itself.
2. [ What report to generate? ] – select an available report from the dropdown. In this case, select “Order”.
You can generate Word or Fast Report reports. Fast Report lets you generate a report for each record.
Activate this option by checking the [ Generate separate report for each record ] box. By default, Fast
Report generates a single report with all the data of the filtered records.
Word always generates individual reports for each record. Learn more about generating reports in the Printready reports section.
3. [ Section ] – displays the section used as a report source. This is a non-editable field.
4. [ How to filter records? ] – set the necessary filters. In this case, filter orders issued in specific currencies:
Euro or US Dollar. Read more about working with filters in the Filters article.
5. [ File name ] – set a custom report file name pattern. Use parameters or values to fill out this field. For
example, click “Column from this selection” → “Number” to set the file name pattern based on the order
number.
6. [ File name ] – set a custom report file name pattern. The file name will consist of the report’s name and the
value specified in this parameter. For example, select [ Column from this selection ] → [ Number ] to make the
name of the generated file look like this: “Order. ORD-30.”
7. [ What to do with file? ] – select one of the following options:
a. “Use in process” if you need to use the file records in the process itself without saving the files to any
Creatio object or if you need to to pass the files to a different business process as a parameter.
b. “Save to “Attachments and notes” of the object” if you need to save the files to the [ Attachments ]
detail of a particular object. You can also use the file collection in the process itself or pass these files to
another business process as a parameter.
In this case, select “Save to “Attachments and notes” of the object”.

Note. If you select “Save to “Attachments and notes” of the object” in the [ Process file ] element,
Creatio will save the Ids of the copied file records. If necessary, you can connect the other process
elements to these record Ids.
c. [ What object to save file to? ] displays if you select “Save to “Attachments and notes” of the object” in the
previous step. Specify the [ Attachments ] detail of the Creatio object that will contain the copied files. In
this case you need to save the generated report to the partnership record, therefore select “Partnership
attachment”.
A new field connected to the selected object will appear. Specify the record that will store the saved files in
this field. In this case, the [ Attachments ] detail is connected to the “Partnership” object. Use parameters
or values to fill out this field. For example, click “Lookup value”, specify the relevant partnership from the
list, and click [ Select ].
Fig. 5 Setting up the [ Process file ] element for report generation
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That way the element will generate a set of reports for all the filtered records of the [ Orders ] section during a
business process. Creatio will save the reports to the [ Attachments ] detail of the partnership (for instance,
ClearSoft Systems).
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